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Abstract 
Existing microfluidic separation technologies for biomolecules commonly rely on single 
phase liquid systems as well as on electrophoresis. But microfluidics also facilitates the 
generation of stable, well-controlled and immiscible liquid-liquid two-phase arrangements, 
since interfacial forces usually dominate over volume forces. The present work combines 
these approaches and reports on protein and cell transport as well as on enrichment and 
separation phenomena discovered in various experiments with a novel microfluidic setup for 
continuous-flow two-phase electrophoresis. Therefore, phase boundaries of aqueous two-
phase systems are formed within a microchannel in flow direction and the characteristic 
partition behavior of proteins and cells is manipulated and tuned by applying an electric field 
perpendicular to the phase boundary. 
The two immiscible phases which separately are injected into a microchannel are taken from 
aqueous polyethylene glycol (PEG) - dextran systems. Different ways are possible to induce 
an electric field within a microchannel, but it was found out that electrodes have to be 
decoupled from the two-phase flow and especially hydrogels can be utilized as adequate ion 
conductors. Thus bubble generation inside the microchannel is prevented and a stable two-
phase flow is guaranteed.  
In contrast to macroscopic systems, microfluidic setups allow detailed investigations of local 
effects at the phase boundary. The results of the experiments show that the diffusive as well as 
the electrophoretic transport behavior of proteins between the laminated liquid phases is 
strongly influenced by their partition coefficients. Furthermore, effects of the phase boundary 
itself, like electric double layers, are negligible in this case. This derived knowledge helps to 
design specific two-phase partition and enrichment procedures combined with electric fields 
for future studies. 
Besides a detailed examination of the transport behavior of proteins a continuous separation 
of proteins from cells is presented. While proteins in presence of an external electric field pass 
the boundary and leave the phase they have been initially dissolved in almost completely, 
lymphoblastoid cells can be retained, thus allowing a stable and continuous separation of 
these two kinds of biomolecules. 
And finally, further kinds of fluid combinations such as water and propylene carbonate are 
presented, supporting an enrichment of proteins at the phase boundary. 
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Zusammenfassung 
Bestehende mikrofluidische Techniken zur Separation von Biomolekülen basieren 
üblicherweise auf einphasigen Flüssigkeitssystemen sowie auf Elektrophorese. Da die 
Grenzflächenkräfte in der Regel die Volumenkräfte dominieren, ermöglichen die 
Gesetzmäßigkeiten der Mikrofluidik aber auch die Erzeugung von stabilen, gut 
kontrollierbaren Anordnungen von nicht mischbaren flüssig-flüssig Zweiphasensystemen. Die 
vorliegende Arbeit kombiniert die oben genannten Ansätze und beschreibt den Transport von 
Proteinen und Zellen sowie Anreicherungs- und Separationsphänomene, die während 
unterschiedlichster Experimente in einem neuartigen, mikrofluidischen Aufbau für 
kontinuierliche Zweiphasenelektrophorese ermittelt worden sind. Dafür werden Grenzflächen 
wässriger Zweiphasensysteme innerhalb eines Mikrokanals in Flussrichtung erzeugt und das 
charakteristische Partitionierungsverhalten von Proteinen und Zellen durch ein zusätzliches 
elektrisches Feld senkrecht zur Phasengrenze manipuliert bzw. neu eingestellt. 
Die zwei nicht mischbaren Flüssigkeitsphasen, jede für sich in den Mikrokanal injiziert, 
werden wässrigen Zweiphasensystemen entnommen, die aus Polyethylenglykol (PEG) und 
Dextran bestehen. Es bestehen unterschiedliche Möglichkeiten, ein elektrisches Feld im 
Mikrokanal zu erzeugen. Es wurde aber ermittelt, dass die Elektroden von dem 
Zweiphasensystem entkoppelt werden müssen und besonders Hydrogel als adäquater 
Ionenleiter verwendet werden kann. Dadurch ist es möglich, die Bildung von Gasblasen 
innerhalb des Mikrokanals zu unterbinden und einen stabilen Zweiphasenfluss zu garantieren. 
Im Gegensatz zu makroskopischen Systemen, erlauben mikroskopische Systeme eine 
detaillierte Untersuchung von lokalen Effekten direkt an der Phasengrenze. Dabei zeigen die 
Ergebnisse der Experimente, dass das diffusive als auch das elektrophoretische 
Transportverhalten von Proteinen zwischen den Flüssigkeitslamellen maßgeblich durch deren 
Partitionierungskoeffizienten beeinflusst wird. Außerdem sind Effekte, die durch die 
eigentliche Phasengrenze verursacht werden, wie z.B. durch eine elektrische Doppelschicht, 
in diesem Fall vernachlässigbar. Das durch die vorliegende Arbeit erlangte Wissen hilft dabei, 
für unterschiedliche Zielstellungen bestimmte Partitionierungs- und Anreicherungsprozeduren 
innerhalb von mit elektrischen Feldern gekoppelten Zweiphasensystemen zu designen. 
Neben der detaillierten Untersuchung der Transporteigenschaften der Proteine wird außerdem 
eine kontinuierliche Separation von Proteinen und Zellen beschrieben. In diesem Fall 
passieren die Proteine bei Vorhandensein eines elektrischen Feldes die Phasengrenze und 
verlassen vollständig die Phase, in der sie ursprünglich gelöst waren. Im Gegensatz dazu 
werden lymphoblastoide Zellen an der Phasengrenze zurückgehalten, was eine stabile und 
kontinuierliche Separation dieser beiden Biomoleküle ermöglicht. 
Schließlich werden noch weitere Fluidkombinationen, wie z.B. Wasser - Propylencarbonat, 
vorgestellt, die ebenso eine Anreicherung von Proteinen an der Phasengrenze ermöglichen. 
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1 Introduction 
Over the last decades, analytical chemistry and, in particular, separation technology 
encountered an intensive trend towards miniaturization. This section introduces those trends 
and provides insight into the opportunities for microfluidics. Moreover, some governing 
scaling laws are discussed and an overview of realized microfluidic systems belonging to this 
field of research is given. The section closes with an outline of the aim and structure of this 
thesis. 
1.1 Microfluidic Technologies 
Similar to the very miniaturization that has revolutionized the world of electronics with the 
invention of the transistor, over the last two decades the development of microfluidics has led 
to novel and innovative devices for analytical and bioanalytical chemistry with great 
advantages in terms of analysis speed and automation of processes [1-3].  
The use of microfluidic devices allows for techniques and experiments, which are impossible 
with conventional techniques, thus yielding new functionality. Beginning from the 1980s, 
microfluidics is applied to different fields of technology, such as inkjet printheads or 
miniaturized pumping systems. Especially inkjet printheads are commercially one of the most 
successful applications. But also in the field of bioanalytical chemistry the advances of 
microfluidic technology have revolutionized operational procedures for DNA analysis, e.g., 
high-throughput screening and polymerase chain reaction [4], or proteomics [5-7]. Such 
systems are often called lab-on-chip systems and their main idea is to integrate assay 
operations such as sample preparation, biochemical reactions or amplifications and final 
detection. The main application area for such lab-on-chip systems is in clinical pathology and 
especially in point-of-care diagnosis of diseases. Since the microfluidic system presented in 
this work can be used for the extraction or enrichment of biological macromolecules or cells 
the main application areas can be found in the field of biotechnology. 
One of the key elements of bioanalytical chemistry is the separation and enrichment of 
molecules in a continuous way [8,9]. Common separation processes include filtration and 
centrifugation steps or are based on chromatography or electrophoresis. They can be classified 
as batch processing, i.e., only a specific amount of sample volume is separated. By contrast, 
during a continuous flow separation or enrichment the sample solution is introduced into a 
separation channel continuously. The separation force acting on the sample components is not 
primarily applied in flow direction, like in conventional electrophoresis systems, but mostly 
perpendicular to it [8,10-14]. The main advantages of continuous flow separation and 
enrichment systems are the continuous introduction of the sample and, consequently, a 
continuous collection of desired sample components. Such a technology also allows for 
further downstream processing of specific sample components or, once the right process 
parameters have been elaborated, a label-free processing leaving the biomolecules in their 
original state. 
On its own, two-phase and electrophoretic separation techniques belong to the most well 
established methods for the separation and analysis of complex mixtures of biomolecules, 
such as proteins or nucleic acids. Especially the principle of electrophoretic separation has 
been transferred numerous times to lab-on-chip systems in the past decade [1,2,6,9,15-19]. 
Two of the most prominent separation methods which have been miniaturized and 
implemented in a chip format are isoelectric focusing (IEF) [20] and capillary electrophoresis 
(CE) [15,17,21,22], where the latter one is already commercially available [23,24]. Besides 
the advantages of a continuous flow system the execution of biochemical processes in chip 
format bears several advantages, for example, small sample amounts, a high level of 
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automation and the direct coupling with subsequent analysis steps [1,2]. Current 
developments aim at fully integrated microsystems that combine various analytical steps on 
one chip, since a conventional genetic analysis including different process steps can last up to 
12 hours [25,26]. Using appropriate microsystems, this time can be reduced to 20 to 70 
minutes. This leads to the advantages of reduced analysis times, sample and reagents volumes 
and the elimination of manual transfer steps between individual analysis steps [4]. 
In parallel, there is another field of research achieving protein separation and partitioning by 
utilizing the properties of aqueous two-phase systems (ATPSs). The easiest way to carry out 
separation is to create a dispersed two-phase system and to dissolve a protein sample into one 
of the two phases [27,28]. Afterwards, and according to their chemical affinity, the proteins 
get distributed diffusively over the different phases. A final separation of the dispersed phases 
can be achieved easily due to gravitational forces since the two liquid phases usually differ in 
their densities. Since Albertsson rediscovered the aqueous two phase systems in the 1950s and 
used them for the partitioning of different kinds of biomolecules there is only a small number 
of studies where this separation method is applied in the context of microfluidic systems 
[27,29-33]. 
1.2 Downscaling Effects 
In general, miniaturized bioanalytical procedures need a precise and well-controlled handling 
of very small liquid volumes. To this end, microfluidics offer great opportunities since not 
only the sample volume can be reduced but, it is also possible to untilize that fluids may 
behave differently on very small length scales compared to the familiar macroscopic world. 
Factors like surface tension, energy dissipation and fluidic resistance start to dominate the 
system. 
With respect to the present study primarily the flow behavior in microfluidic systems is of 
high importance. In macroscopic systems a turbulent flow is mainly present that is 
characterized by random fluctuations in velocity of individual flow “particles” superimposed 
on the mean bulk fluid motion. In turbulent flows there is an enhanced mass transfer 
improving mixing processes or heat transfer. In contrast to those macroscopic systems, in 
microfluidics the flow is usually laminar and characterized by a steady, unidirectional flow 
with smooth and parallel streamlines. An important parameter that can give information about 
the characteristics of the flow in a channel is the Reynolds number, Re, which is defined as: 
ܴ݁ ൌ ܮ௖ ݑ ߩߟ  
(1.1) 
where η denotes the dynamic viscosity of the fluid, ρ is the density of the fluid, u is the 
average velocity of the flow and Lc is a characteristic length, in this case the hydraulic 
diameter [34]. Due to the small channel dimensions in microfluidic systems, Re is usually 
much less than 100, and often even less than one. In smooth, straight ducts, the transition to 
turbulent flow generally occurs at a Reynolds number of about 2,000. Accordingly, at such 
small Reynolds numbers inertial effects become irrelevant in contrast to viscous forces 
leading to robust laminar flow conditions. Hence, microfluidic flows are predominantly 
uniaxial, which means that the entire fluid moves parallel to the local orientation of the walls. 
 
Since any mixing of liquids provided by turbulences is eliminated, two laminar flow streams 
meeting inside a microchannel are only mixed due to molecular diffusion. Diffusion in one 
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dimension can be described by the Einstein-Smoluchowski equation, where σv, D, and t are 
the variance, diffusion coefficient, and time assuming a Gaussian diffusion profile: 
σ௩ଶ ൌ 2 ܦ ݐ (1.2) 
Here, σv can be considered as a typical distance that a biomolecule moves within the time t. 
Relating to Eq. (1.2) and in consideration of the squared dependence of the spatial motion the 
diffusion of a molecule, for example bovine serum albumin (BSA, D = 6.3 10-11 m2 s-1), over 
a length of 10 µm is a million times faster than the diffusion over 1 cm [35]. Consequently, in 
microchannels diffusion becomes a very important issue. Laminating different kinds of liquids 
in multiple thin layers can dramatically accelerate the diffusive transport between the layers 
and contribute to very efficient mixing and reaction properties on the microscale [36-38]. But 
also the extraction of specific molecules from samples can be easily realized due to different 
diffusion coefficients [39,40]. 
In case of pressure driven microfluidic systems the pressure drop Δp for laminar flow is given 
by 
∆݌ ൌ ܳ ௙ܴ (1.3) 
where Q is the flow rate and Rf the fluidic resistance. For circular cross sections the resulting 
fluidic resistance is given by 
௙ܴ ൌ
8 ߟ ܮ௖௟
ߨ ݎସ  
(1.4) 
where Lcl is the channel length and r is the channel radius. In microfluidic devices the channel 
cross sections are often rather rectangular than circular. For high aspect ratios, i.e. w >> h, 
with w and h being the channel width and height, the resistance is given by 
௙ܴ ൌ
12 ߟ ܮ௖௟
ݓ ݄ଷ  
(1.5) 
Accordingly, Δp scales with the cross sectional dimension to the power of minus four, i.e. r-4 
or w-1 h-3, which imposes a severe limitation on flow rates in practical pressure-driven 
microfluidic systems. 
By decreasing the lateral dimensions of fluidic systems a strong increase of the surface-to-
volume ratio is the consequence elevating the significance of liquid interactions with the 
channel wall. One consequence and actually advantage of the high surface-to-volume ratio is 
the greatly accelerated heating and cooling of samples at low power consumption due to the 
increased contact surface and short characteristic length for temperature diffusion, i.e. heat 
conduction, between the liquid and the (temperature controlled) wall. This allows rapid 
thermal cycling of samples and can be utilized for, e.g., the acceleration of biochemical 
amplification procedures such as the polymerase chain reaction (PCR) [4,26]. Another point 
arising from the miniaturization and the increased surface-to-volume ratio in microsystems is 
the low diffusion distance for molecules compared to a large reactive surface. Because of that 
unspecific adsorption of molecules to surfaces becomes a very important issue since, e.g. in 
case of a PCR, it can lead to decreased yields or no amplification products at all [4,26]. 
Hence, controlling the physical and chemical properties of the surface is one central challenge 
during miniaturization. 
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1.3 Microfluidic Devices for Chemical Analysis and Separation 
In contrast to conventional electrophoresis chips, where a small amount of sample is injected 
into a separation column, separated and detected afterwards, in typical continuous flow 
separation systems the sample together with a carrier liquid is injected continuously into a 
separation channel. The separation is induced by additional forces acting at an angle to the 
flow direction which leads to a diversion of the sample components perpendicular to the flow 
direction. Such forces can be induced by, e.g., electric [14,41,42] and magnetic fields [43] as 
well as pH gradients [44] or optical forces [45]. The main advantage of continuous systems is 
that the separation efficiency can be monitored in real-time and separation parameters can be 
adjusted at once [8]. Two microfluidic systems utilizing such additional forces for separation 
are closely related to the system presented in this study: the free-flow electrophoresis (FFE) 
and the split flow thin (SPLITT) fractionation. 
Initially developed on larger scale [9,46], miniaturized FFE devices have been reported 
working in different modes like zone electrophoretic mode [14,47,48], isoelectric focusing 
mode [44,47,49-52] and isotachophoretic mode [53]. In general, the sample solution and the 
carrier liquid are continuously pumped into the shallow chamber of a FFE device through 
numerous inlet channels and collected via outlet channels on the opposite side, cf. Fig. 1-1. 
 
 
Fig. 1-1: Typical setup of a free-flow separation device consisting of a shallow separation 
chamber and reservoirs. The buffer, also called carrier liquid, and the sample are pumped 
from left to right. Perpendicular to the flow direction a homogeneous electric field is applied 
deflecting charged sample components. 
Perpendicular to the hydrodynamic flow a homogeneous electric field is applied driving the 
charged molecules either to the one or other side depending on their charge. This leads to an 
inclined flow path arising from the longitudinal movement within the carrier liquid and the 
transverse movement due to the electric field. The distance of the transverse movement 
depends on the net charge to size ratio. The greatest challenge in the fabrication of µ-FFE 
devices is a practical voltage transfer to form an electric field inside the separation channel. 
This is also an important issue in this study and will be discussed in chapter 6 and 7. 
First presented by Giddings [54] the SPLITT fractionation is capable of high-resolution 
separation of colloids and nanoparticles suspended in a solution. By applying an electric field 
across a long, thin channel, specific sample components are forced out of the sample stream 
into a neighboring buffer stream [55-59]. It was also shown that this driving force, for 
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example, can be replaced by gravity [60]. In general, SPLITT devices consist of a long 
channel with usually a flow splitter at the inlet and at the outlet, cf. Fig. 1-2. Due to a higher 
flow rate of the carrier stream the sample stream is focused into a relatively narrow band. 
Without any applied force all sample components leave the separation channel through the 
outlet on the same side as the sample inlet is located. But during a separation the applied force 
pulls one kind of the sample components beyond a so-called splitting plane leading to a 
collection of different molecules types at different outlets. Also for this kind of separation 
method where the molecules are driven electrophoretically, the transfer of an electric field 
into the separation channel is critical. Normally, electrolysis starts to take place at a voltage of 
1.6 V [61]. If the electrodes are in direct contact to the sample and carrier liquid the applied 
voltage usually has to stay below this critical value in order to avoid any bubble generation. 
Since gas bubbles can lead to a clogging of the separation channel [57]. This limitation brings 
about that the majority of the electric field is shielded by an electric double layer which in 
turn leads to a weak influence on the transversal movement of the molecules. 
 
 
Fig. 1-2: Principle of SPLITT fractionation. A feed stream including samples and a carrier 
liquid are pumped into a separation chamber. Splitters between the inlets and outlets and an 
additional electric field perpendicular to the flow direction accomplish a separation of the 
particles. 
In contrast to FFE and SPLITT system where an additional force is applied, most presented 
liquid-liquid extraction systems on chips are based on one aqueous and one organic phase. 
They are developed for the partitioning of small molecules [62-65] and due to the high 
interfacial tension between the phases these systems often require the addition of surfactants 
[66,67] or patterned surface treatments [68-71] to achieve a stable and laminated two-phase 
flow. Alternatively, a stable two-phase flow can be created by the integration of solvent-
permeable [72] or sample-permeable membranes [73].  
But aqueous-organic two-phase systems tend to disrupt, e.g., the three dimensional structure 
of proteins. Thus, they are generally not suitable for the partitioning of biomolecules such as 
proteins or living cells. In case of aqueous two phase systems both resulting phases largely 
consist of water (80-90% (w/w)) and under the condition there is no denaturing agent added, 
biocompatibility is essentially ensured within the bulk fluid. Additionally, due to the low 
interfacial tension between these phases and a resulting high capillary number even at low 
flow rates a stable, side-by-side two-phase flow can easily be established in microfluidic 
channels without any surfactants or special surface treatments. Besides a huge application 
area of aqueous two phase extraction in macroscopic environments [27,28,74,75] only a few 
applications can be found on chip. Starting with a simple protein fractionation inside a 
meander-shaped, long channel [76] ATPSs have been applied for the fractionation of live and 
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dead cells [30],  the partitioning of E. Coli bacteria [77] and plant cells [29] or the isolation of 
specific proteins from sub-microliter volumes of E. Coli cell lysate [33]. All these 
demonstrations of aqueous two phase extraction systems are simply based on diffusion and 
the physico-chemical properties of the biomolecules leading to such a selective partitioning or 
purification. Although it seems to be obvious, so far only in macroscopic systems the 
molecule transport across the interface of ATPSs has been influenced by additional forces like 
electric fields [78-85]. 
1.4 Aim and Structure of the Thesis 
This study aims at the exploration of a new class of methods of electrophoretic separation and 
enrichment of biomolecules and is embedded in the priority program “Nano- and 
Microfluidics” (SPP 1164) of the German Research Foundation (DFG). In contrast to the 
standard techniques, electrophoresis is not conducted in a single-phase fluid, but in a system 
of stratified layers. It is shown that besides chemical modifications of the used liquids of an 
ATPS an additional electric field perpendicular to the liquid-liquid phase boundary can be 
utilized in order to influence and to control the migration and partitioning of proteins. The 
technique is also known as electroextraction [78]. By utilizing the unique characteristics of 
microfluidic systems, the aim is to especially examine the interactions of biomolecules with 
liquid-liquid interfaces which may cause influences on the transport behavior between the two 
phases. Such influences can be potential-energy minima induced by electric double layers or 
interfacial tensions. 
For this purpose, the main foci of this thesis are the investigation of useful two-phase systems 
and the development of a suitable microfluidic flow cell. This is followed by a detailed 
examination of the transport behavior of biomolecules in such a two-phase electrophoresis 
system, especially in the vicinity of the phase boundary. The flow cell should allow the 
creation of an arrangement of stratified layers of immiscible liquids and additionally the 
imposition of an external electric field allowing an electrophoretic transport of biomolecules 
perpendicular to the phase boundary. The main objective will be to explore the diffusive and 
electrophoretic behavior of biomolecules in stratified layers of immiscible liquids. It should 
be possible to study a number of effects which have not yet been accessible with macroscopic 
systems due to the reduced control over two phase arrangements and the unfavorable surface-
to-volume ratio. 
 
After this introduction part this thesis provides the fundamentals and introduces the used 
biological samples, see chapter 2. In chapter 3 and 4, the two separation methods, partitioning 
in aqueous two phase systems and electrophoresis, which are combined in one microfluidic 
system, will be presented separately in detail. In order to gain a fundamental understanding of 
the hydrodynamic flow in microchannels and two-phase flow regimes the governing 
equations and non-dimensional numbers are introduced in chapter 5 
 
A premise using capable microfluidic chips for this purpose is the development of different 
manufacturing process steps enabling the integration of electrodes for applying an additional 
electric field within microfluidic channels. Furthermore, a suitable experimental setup is 
important for creating a stable two-phase flow and for analyzing the transport behavior of the 
biomolecules in detail. The setup including the fluid and electric connections as well as the 
fluorescence detection is discussed in chapter 6. Chapter 7, where the manufacturing of the 
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microfluidic chip is presented, deals mainly with the integration of electrodes, sealing of the 
channels, and phase separation at the outlet. 
 
The final part of this thesis comprises the experimental results. Starting with the flow patterns 
and flow stability of the two-phase flow, see chapter 8, primarily the passive and active 
transport of biomolecules towards and across the phase boundary will be presented and 
discussed, chapters 9 to 11. Utilizing high partitioning coefficients of proteins a continuous 
enrichment can be achieved, see chapter 11. Additionally, the system under investigation also 
allows the separation of proteins and cells that can be used for purification processes, chapter 
12. The thesis closes with a short presentation of a further two-phase system based on oil and 
water, see chapter 13, and a final conclusion and outlook, chapter 14. 
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2 Biological Samples 
Separation of molecules is applied in many fields as, for example, analytical chemistry, 
biotechnology or just biological research. But still the separation and analysis of 
biomolecules represents one of the biggest challenges. In this work the main focus is on two 
main types of biomolecules, proteins and cells. This chapter gives a brief overview of the 
structure and properties of these biomolecules and corresponding separation methods which 
are mainly applied at present. It also includes the fluorescence labeling procedures that allow 
a visualization of the samples and, accordingly, an evaluation of the experiments. 
2.1 Proteins 
The word protein comes from the Greek word proteios, meaning “of first importance”, and 
was coined by the Dutch chemist G.J. Mulder in 1839 after scientists realized that nitrogenous 
food components are essential for the survival of animals. Proteins are macromolecules and 
consist of a large number of standard amino acids which are arranged in linear chains. They 
appear in a three-dimensional shape (folding) which is well defined and essential for their 
activity and function in a living organism. 
 
C
NH3
+
COO-
RHC
NH2
COOH
RH
 
Fig. 2-1: Chemical structure of standard amino acids. Right: The amine and the carboxyl 
group tend to ionize in solution, depending on the given pH value. At their pK value, the 
amino acids behave as a zwitterion, i.e. there is no net charge. 
The amino acids, the fundamental elements of a protein, are characterized by their amine and 
carboxyl functional groups. These groups are attached to the same carbon, which is called α-
carbon, and completed by an additional side chain (R), cf. Fig. 2-1. All proteins in any living 
creature are constructed from the same set of twenty amino acids. They only differ in their 
side chains which are bonded to the α-carbon. The only exception is represented by Prolin, 
which has a secondary amine group instead of a primary one. The simplest amino acids, for 
example, are called Glycine, which has a single hydrogen atom as its side chain, and Alanine, 
which possesses a methyl (-CH3) group instead. The unique characteristics of each amino 
acid, like ionic charge, chemical reactivity and hydrophobicity, are given by the composition 
of the different side chains. Due to the folding process and the complex structure of proteins, 
four levels of organization are distinguished: primary, secondary, tertiary and quaternary 
structures. The simple linear sequence of amino acids, joined head-to-tail via peptide bonds, 
determines the primary structure of a protein. The sequence itself is essential for the activity 
and the function of the resulting protein. Already small changes in the sequence in a critical 
area can lead to a reduced activity or loss of function. The secondary structure is represented 
by alpha helices and beta sheets, higher regular sub-structures which are locally defined, 
meaning that many regions of different secondary structures can be present in the same 
protein. This regular kind of structure is formed by hydrogen bonds between the atoms of the 
amino acid backbones of the peptide chain. The tertiary structure refers to a complete three-
dimensional structure and is initiated by bending and twisting of the peptide chain. This 
specific folding is kept by hydrogen bonding, electrostatic interaction and sulfide bridges and 
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depends on the environmental parameters, e.g. pH value, ionic strength and temperature. 
Outside of specific values the protein could change its structure, unfold and finally lose its 
activity irreparably. This process is called denaturation. Some proteins can consist of more 
than one peptide chain. This kind of association is described by the quaternary structure of a 
protein, where each peptide chain is called a subunit. These subunits work as a part of a larger 
assembly or protein complex. 
However, proteins can be characterized by different properties: 
• size - molecular weight (Daltons) 
• shape 
• amino acid composition and sequence 
• isoelectric point (pI) 
• hydrophobicity 
• biological affinity 
 
In the same way, the surface charge of a protein is also given by the incorporated amino acids. 
Amino acids are ampholytes which have, as a minimum, two ionizable groups, the amino 
group of the N-terminal residue, and the carboxyl group of the C-terminal residue. 
Additionally there may also be ionizable side groups which are located in the side chains of 
some amino acids. Since all these charged groups are titratable the overall charge of a protein, 
the sum of the charges of every ionizable group in the protein, is dependent on the pH value, 
cf. Fig. 2-2. At the isoelectric point (pI) the positive and negative charges are balanced with 
the result that the protein shows no net charge and will not move within an electric field. Most 
proteins are fragile biomolecules and have to be stored at suitable conditions maintaining the 
normal structure and function of the protein. 
 
 
Fig. 2-2: Charge of a protein depending on the pH value of the surrounding solution. For 
hemoglobin from human erythrocytes, for example, the isoelectric point is pH 7.1, i.e., at this 
pH value the protein has an equal number of positive and negative charges resulting in no net 
charge [86,87]. 
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Due to its weak interactions the three dimensional structure of a protein is sensitive to various 
environmental factors. A low or high pH, high ionic strength or high temperature, for 
example, can cause a denaturation or an unfolding, whereas the primary structure of the 
protein remains intact as a random coil. Proteins can also re-fold but in most cases a 
denaturation is not reversible.  
All proteins used in this study have been obtained from Sigma-Aldrich (Germany) and are 
summarized in Table 2-1. 
 
Protein Size Isoelectric point Order number 
Bovine serum albumin 66 kDa 4.7 05480 
Carbonic Anhydrase 29 kDa 6.2 C3934 
Conalbumin (chicken egg) 77 kDa 5.9 27695 
Hemoglobin (bovine) 65 kDa 7.1 H2500 
Ovalbumin (chicken egg) 45 kDa 4.6 A5503 
α-Chymotrypsinogen A (bovine) 25 kDa 9.5 C4879 
β-Galactosidase 116 kDa 6.1 G1875 
β-Lactoglobulin (bovine) 35 kDa 5.3 L3908 
Table 2-1: List of proteins used in this study including their size, isoelectric points [86,87] 
and order numbers at Sigma-Aldrich. 
2.1.1 Protein Separation Methods 
The manifold properties of proteins allow a separation in various ways. The most popular 
methods are based on electrophoresis (e.g. SDS-PAGE – separation by size) and on different 
affinities to fluid phases (e.g. aqueous two-phase partitioning - separation by physico-
chemical affinities), cf. Table 2-2. The aim of protein separation is either analysis or 
purification. The former one helps to identify the ingredients and their quantities of given 
samples. The latter one describes the separation of specific proteins from contaminants in 
order to gain useful and specific end products. In contrast to the industry, where proteins are 
purified on a larger scale, for products as drugs or food additives the research usually requires 
purified proteins to determine their structure and study their biochemical properties. Starting 
at a cell as a sample, protein purification proves to be a big challenge since a typical cell 
contains several thousand different protein types and other ingredients like nucleic acids, 
lipids, and polysaccharides. The purification is evaluated in reasonable efficiency, yield and 
purity and the purification procedure is composed of a series of separation methods and steps 
and is unique to the individual protein type. Apart from a huge variety of macroscopic 
separation and analysis systems, over the last decades proteomics has found its way onto 
chips, for example, in the form of 2D electrophoresis (2DE) chips [88]. Typical 2DE chips 
consist of a chamber for isoelectric focusing and a large number of parallel microchannels for 
a subsequent electrophoretic separation. Other microfluidic systems perform free-flow 
electrophoresis [14,47,48], free-flow isoelectric focusing [44,47,49-52] or consist of a chip in 
combination with mass spectrometry [6]. Due to the connection with this study, only the 
principle of electrophoresis and the two-phase separation will be discussed in chapter 4 and 5 
in more detail. 
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Protein characteristic Separation method 
Charge 
Ion exchange chromatography 
Electrophoresis 
Isoelectric focusing 
Polarity Hydrophobic interaction chromatography 
Size Gel filtration chromatography 
Binding affinities Aqueous two-phase partitioning Affinity chromatography 
Solubility Salting out 
Density Ultracentrifugation 
Table 2-2: Protein separation methods based on different protein characteristics.  
2.1.2 Protein Enrichment 
Typically biological analytes are only available in very low concentrations or loaded into 
microchip systems in small sample volumes. But for a successful detection of specific 
ingredients either a high concentration of the target molecule or very sensitive detectors are 
required. Laser-induced fluorescence methods are often applied to the analysis of biological 
samples and can significantly help to decrease the detection limit. But their capabilities are 
restricted and for an adequate analysis as well as for a subsequent processing an enrichment of 
specific molecules often becomes essential. 
Famous microfluidic applications for sample enrichment are field-amplified sample stacking 
(FASS) or isotachophoretic preconcentration (ITP) [89]. FASS utilized a gradient in 
electrolyte conductivity in order to expose sample molecules to non-uniform electric fields. 
The sample is dissolved in a buffer of relatively low conductivity leading to a high electrical 
resistance in comparison to the rest of the system. This leads to higher electric field strengths 
as soon as a voltage is applied. Accordingly, the sample molecules show an increased velocity 
within the low conductivity buffer. At the interface to the surrounding low-field buffer the 
molecules decelerate abruptly and stack into a narrow sample band leading to high 
concentration factors [90,91]. In contrast, ITP is based on buffers, leading and terminating 
buffer, with ions of different mobilities, where the sample components arrange themselves 
into discrete bands between these two buffers inside a capillary [89]. This principle was also 
realized in free-flow benefiting from the advantages of continuous flow devices [53]. 
2.1.3 Protein Labeling 
Proteins are usually in size of a few nanometers. Accordingly, the labeling of proteins 
becomes an important role in biology science and allows researchers to study a protein’s 
location, movement and, e.g., the interaction with a living cell. A most common way is the use 
of fluorescence labels which bind to primary amines forming stable dye-protein conjugates 
and enabling the study of proteins with fluorescence microscopy systems. In this study all 
used proteins were generally labeled with an Alexa Fluor® 488 protein labeling kit (A10235, 
Invitrogen, Germany). In experiments where proteins and cells are examined simultaneously 
the Alexa Fluor® 488 fluorescence dye is replaced by Alexa Fluor® 568 dye (A10238, 
Invitrogen, Germany) since the emission maximum of the cell labeling dye is similar to that 
of the Alexa Fluor® 488 dye. Related to the spectrum the Alexa Fluor® 488 dye is similar to 
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fluorescein but Alexa Fluor® 488 brings about protein conjugates with higher quantum yields 
which are more photostable than fluorescein conjugates. Another advantage of the Alexa 
Fluor® 488 dye is the insensitivity to pH between pH 4 and 10 [92]. In case of Alexa Fluor® 
488 dye the labeled proteins have absorption and fluorescence emission maxima of 
approximately 498 nm and 519 nm, respectively. The maxima of Alexa Fluor® 568 dye are at 
approximately 577 nm and 603 nm for the absorption and fluorescence emission, respectively. 
In preparation for the labeling, the proteins were dissolved in a 1x PBS buffer (phosphate-
buffered saline, component of the labeling kit) leading to a final concentration of 2 mg ml-1. 
The following labeling procedure was performed according to the given protocol which is 
identical for both the Alexa Fluor® 488 and 568 dye except for the applied reactive dyes [92]. 
The final protein concentration was approximately calculated from the initial protein amount 
and the final yield after labeling. 
2.2 Cells 
A biological cell represents the structural and functional unit of a living organism. While a 
human consists of about 1014 cells (multi-cellular), other organisms, such as bacteria, only 
consist of one single cell (unicellular). The word cell was given by Robert Hooke in 1665 who 
compared cork cells with small rooms (lt. cellula) monks lived in. Each cell represents a well-
defined, self-contained and self-preserving system. Cells can ingest nutrients, are able to 
perform energy conversion and reproduce themselves by cell division. The information for all 
its functions and activities are stored within the cell, more precisely in the DNA. Cells utilize 
enzymes and proteins and can respond to external and internal stimuli such as food supply, 
temperature changes or pH level. Cell types are distinguished between prokaryotic and 
eukaryotic cells. The first mentioned type is usually a singleton while the latter one is mainly 
found in multi-cellular organisms. In this work only eukaryotic cells have been separated or 
transported within an electric field, respectively. Since cells are generally a complex topic, in 
the following paragraphs only the essential properties of cells relating to this study are 
described. 
The typical cell size of eukaryotic cells is about 10 to 100 µm and they hold a real nucleus 
with a double membrane. Cells also include organelles like ribosomes, cytoplasm, 
mitochondria and lysosomes. The cell membrane or plasma membrane protects the cell from 
the surroundings and is primarily made from a bilayer of lipids and a variety of proteins 
which are embedded within this membrane. Thus the cell membrane is the interface to the 
environment and holds important cell properties for applicable separation techniques. Parts of 
the membrane proteins are the entry and exit ports of a cell for different molecules and serve 
as channels or pumps. This semi-permeable character of the cell membrane enables an 
exchange of ions and molecules between the inner cell and the environment allowing a simple 
fluorescence labeling of the cells. Additionally, the flexible lipid bilayer is composed of lipid 
molecules, mostly phospholipids, which consist of a hydrophilic head and two hydrophobic 
hydrocarbon tails. These lipid molecules are arranged in two opposing layers with the 
hydrocarbon tails face one another to form a hydrophobic core, while their charged heads face 
the aqueous solution on either side of the membrane. Thus, cell membranes show the unique 
property of self-repair after they have been torn.  
Cells show a negative surface charge in their normal environment and, accordingly, they can 
be transported within an electric field. The polar side of the phospholipids, which are a major 
component of the membrane, is partly formed of a negatively charged phosphate group. But 
also ionizable groups of the embedded proteins create a negatively charged surface. 
Additionally, it has to be mentioned that since most of the ionizable groups are organic acids 
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or bases, the surface charge depends on the pH of the surrounded electrolyte [93]. Cell 
characteristics associated with the separation in two-phase systems will be discussed in 
chapter 12. 
2.2.1 Cell Separation Methods 
Cell populations are often heterogeneous and the cells of interest are mixed with different 
types of chemicals, biomolecules or other cell types. Accordingly, one primary objective of 
cellular separation techniques is the generation of a sample of cells having a specific 
phenotype, the removing of unwanted ingredients and the providing of cells for cellular 
assays [94]. 
Cell sorting principles of macroscopic as well as of microscopic devices can be divided into 
immunological and non-immunological methods [95]. The most common and conventional 
immunological techniques for cell separation are fluorescence activated cell sorting (FACS) 
and magnetic cell sorting (MACS) [94-96]. These principles are generally based on flow 
cytometry. For the separation of a subpopulation the cells of interest are tagged with an 
antibody which is in turn linked to a fluorescence dye or a magnetic particle. The antibody is 
bound to a protein that is uniquely expressed in the desired cells. The final sorting of the cells 
is accomplished by electrical charge or magnetic properties. Non-immunological methods are 
frequently found in microfluidic systems and based on dielectrophoresis [97], hydrodynamic 
separation, ultrasound separation or ATPSs [29,30,95,98]. Differing from a pure cell-cell 
separation this study presents a two-phase electrophoresis which is applied for an improved 
separation of cells and proteins especially for purification purposes. 
2.2.2 Cell Labeling 
The lymphoblastoid cells (LCL-BX-W4 provided by GSF-Hämatologikum, work group of 
W. Hammerschmidt, München, Germany) used in this study were labeled with 
carboxyfluorescein diacetate succinimidyl ester, called CFSE or CFDA-SE. CFSE is a 
fluorescein derivative, which diffuses passively into cells. Outside of living cells the dye is 
colorless and non-fluorescent. Once introduced into cells the acetate groups are cleaved by 
cellular esterase transferring the dye into fluorescent and cell impermeant carboxyfluorescein 
succinimidyl ester. Additionally, the succinimidyl ester group binds to free intracellular 
amines resulting in fluorescent conjugates. Excess unconjugated reagent and by-products 
passively diffuse to the extracellular medium, where they can be washed away. CFSE is 
partitioned equally among daughter cells with each division and the dye is also useful for in 
vitro studies and for the analysis of cell behavior when transferred in vivo [99]. The 
approximate excitation and emission peaks of this product after hydrolysis are 492 nm and 
517 nm, respectively [92]. Differing from the labeling protocol given by Invitrogen [92] the 
lymphoblastoid cells were labeled as follows.  
Lyophilized powder of CFSE, 50 µg (MW = 557, C34554, Invitrogen, Germany), was 
dissolved in 18 µl dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO) leading to a 5 mM stock solution. After the cell 
suspension has been centrifugated at 300x g for 5 minutes at room temperature the cell pellet 
was resuspended  in 1 ml 1x PBS buffer that was previously warmed up to 37 °C. In a 
subsequent step 2 µl of the 5 mM CFSE stock solution was added to the cell solution leading 
to a final concentration of 10 µM. Afterwards, the cell solution was incubated for 15 minutes 
at 37 °C and centrifugated again at 300x g for 5 minutes. The excess liquid was discarded and 
the cell pellet was again resuspended in 1 ml 1x PBS buffer. After a repeated incubation for 
30 minutes at 37 °C the cell solution was centrifugated the last time at 300x g for 5 minutes 
and the excess liquid was again replaced by 1 ml 1x PBS buffer. 
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After the cell labeling procedure the cells were counted and inspected. In this context the cell 
viability was examined by a trypan blue exclusion test. This test is based on the principle that 
living cells possess intact cell membranes that exclude certain dyes such as trypan blue, 
whereas dead cells do not. Therefore 10 µl of the cell solution was mixed up with 10 µl of 
trypan blue solution (0.4%, T8154, Sigma-Aldrich, Germany) and examined. This 
examination shall ensure that most of the cells are intact and can be used for separation 
experiments. 
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3 Aqueous Two-Phase Systems 
The principle of aqueous two-phase partitioning was initially developed in Sweden during the 
mid-1950s and has been intensively used for the separation of macromolecules, proteins, 
viruses, cells, and organelles during the last decades. This chapter gives an introduction into 
ATPSs, how they are formed and used for the separation of cells and proteins. 
3.1 Fundamentals 
ATPSs can help to characterize, separate and purify biomaterials. In 1896, Beijerinck first 
noted the formation of two phases utilizing the incompatibility of dissolved polymers [100]. 
Those systems were rediscovered and first employed in the 1950s by Albertsson for the 
partitioning of different kinds of biomolecules [27]. Generally, ATPSs are formed by mixing 
two incompatible polymers or one polymer and certain salts, e.g. alkali phosphates, with the 
polyethylene glycol (PEG) - dextran system being the most extensively studied. Above critical 
concentrations of the solution components, spontaneous phase separation takes place with 
each of the resulting phases enriched with one of the components. Since both of the resulting 
phases largely consist of water (80-90% (w/w)) and under the condition there is no denaturing 
agent added, biocompatibility is essentially ensured within the bulk fluid and ATPSs can 
provide a suitable milieu for different kinds of biological molecules, like cells or proteins.  
In the case of proteins the partitioning takes place due to the different affinities of the protein 
species to the polymers. In turn, the affinity itself depends on physico-chemical properties of 
the protein such as surface hydrophobicity or net charge. By utilizing these molecular 
properties systematically a selective partitioning and purification of the target protein can be 
achieved [27].  
3.2 Phase Separation and Diagrams 
When a solution of polymer A is added to a solution of polymer B, three scenarios might 
happen. The two solutions will mix leading to a homogeneous solution. Or the mixture of the 
polymer solutions will result in phase instabilities, i.e., the solution will not mix and the 
system separates into two discrete phases. In case of incompatibility a phase separation occurs 
and the two polymers are collected in different phases. Alternatively, for complex 
coacervations also a phase separation occurs but the two polymers are collected in one phase 
while the other phase consists almost entirely of solvent [27]. These different possibilities can 
be described by the change of the Gibbs free energy of mixing, ΔGmix, which is given by 
∆ܩ௠௜௫ ൌ ∆ܪ௠௜௫ െ ܶ∆ܵ௠௜௫ (3.1) 
where ΔHmix and ΔSmix are the enthalpy and entropy of mixing, respectively. T denotes the 
absolute temperature. In case of ΔGmix ≤ 0, the system will mix, whereas in the case of ΔGmix 
> 0, the system will separate into separate phases. 
In order to describe the phase separation and also the partitioning in two-phase systems it was 
first shown by Walter et al. [28] that the so-called Flory-Huggins theory provides a useful 
framework. This theory describes a mean field model in which the distribution of molecules 
on a lattice is calculated. In the first version of the model only the distribution of a single 
polymer species in solution is described. This model was later extended to more than one 
polymer species in solution [101]. The assumptions made in this model can be summarized as 
follows: 
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• each lattice site is occupied by either a polymer segment or a solvent molecule 
• the dissolved polymers are flexible 
• the interactions are restricted to nearest-neighbor pair interaction on the lattice 
A further assumption is that the polymer chain is unbranched and occupies M ⋅ n lattice sites, 
where M is the degree of polymerization (number of segments on the chain) and n is the 
number of molecules in the system [102,103]. This leads to the total number of lattice sites N 
occupied by m different components 
ܰ ൌ ෍ ܯ௜ ݊௜
௠
௜ୀଵ
 (3.2) 
Accordingly, this leads to a volume fraction ψi  
߰௜ ൌ
ܯ௜ ݊௜
ܰ  
(3.3) 
of each component i in the system. Under the given assumptions the following general 
expression for the Gibbs free energy of mixing has been derived by Flory and Huggins 
∆ܩ௠௜௫ ൌ ܰ ܴܶ ෍
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where Wij denotes the effective pair-wise interchange energy which is a function of the 
energies of the interaction between segments of component i and j when these occupy 
neighboring positions on the lattice. Here, the first term in the expression is the combinatorial 
entropy part whereas the second term is the interaction part [102]. 
However, this means that two factors determine the result of mixing two substances. One is 
the interaction between the molecules, the other one is the gain in entropy when mixing the 
molecules. The latter one is related to the number of molecules involved in the mixing 
process. If defined on a molar basis the entropy of mixing for small and large molecules is of 
the same order of magnitude [27]. In contrast, the interaction energy between molecules 
increases with their size since it is composed of the sum of interactions between each small 
molecule segment. For very large molecules the interaction energy per mole will tend to 
dominate over the entropy of mixing per mole. Generally, mainly the type of interaction 
between the molecules will determine the result of mixing two polymers. 
Typical ATPSs consisting of PEG and dextran can be described by a phase diagram as 
sketched in Fig. 3-1. At low polymer concentrations the polymers are mutually miscible, 
denoted by the point O in the figure. But when the polymer concentration is increased, phase 
separation occurs and yields an upper PEG-rich phase and a lower dextran-rich phase where 
each of the phases usually consists of more than 80% (w/w) water. Those mixtures are 
represented by points above the curved line, like A or S. The curved line is called a binodial. It 
separates these two states and also describes the two-phase system in more detail. Suppose 
point A, cf. Fig. 3-1, represents the total composition of the system, the compositions of the 
top and bottom phases are described by point T (top phase) and B (bottom phase ) connected 
by the tie line [27]. The relation between the resulting weights of the phases is given by the 
ratio between the lines AT (top phase) and AB (bottom phase), provided that the composition 
is expressed in percent per weight (wt%). Furthermore, any total composition that is 
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represented by points on the same tie line will lead to phases of same compositions but 
different volumes. 
 
 
Fig. 3-1: Sketch of a phase diagram: by mixing two polymers, D and P, in water or in a buffer 
solution, phase separation occurs above certain concentration thresholds. C is called the 
critical point. 
3.3 Preparation of Aqueous Tow-Phase Systems 
ATPSs were prepared by dissolving a specific amount of dextran and PEG in a buffer 
solution. After stirring and settling overnight the phases separate with a sharp stable phase 
boundary. The upper phase mainly consists of PEG while the lower phase mainly consists of 
dextran, with both phases showing a high content of buffer solution [74]. After preparation, 
the two phases were separated by a pipette and stored in different vessels, cf. Fig. 3-2. 
 
Fig. 3-2: Exemplary preparation of a two-phase system. The desired buffer system is added to 
a specific amount of PEG and dextran. Subsequently, the solution is stirred and the arising 
phases are separated after more than 8 h of settling. 
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In this study three compositions of ATPSs were mainly used and summarized in Table 3-1. 
The most experiments were performed in a system consisting of PEG 8000 and 
dextran 500,000, denoted as ‘standard system’. In case of hydrophobic affinity partitioning, 
PEG 8000 was replaced by PEG 6000 and PEG-palmitate (P-PEG) 6000, denoted as ‘P-PEG 
system’. For the third kind of ATPS dextran 500,000 was replaced by dextran 10,000 and 
PEG 8000 was partly replaced by PEG 35,000 in order to equalize the viscosities of both 
phases, denoted as the two-phase system of equal viscosity. All polymers are obtained from 
Sigma-Aldrich (Germany). Order number and additional information are given in Table 3-1. 
 
ATPS dextran 500,000 
dextran 
10,000 
PEG  
35,000 
PEG 
8000 
PEG 
6000 
P-PEG 
6000 
A - Standard system 5.50% -  3.80% - - 
B - P-PEG system 10% 6.20% - - - 3.96% 0.44% 
C - Equal Viscosity - 12.50% 2.28% 7.72% - - 
Order number D5251 D9260 94646 P2139 81255 - 
Range [kDa] n.s. 9-11 n.s. 7-9 5-7 - 
Table 3-1: Compositions of ATPSs mainly used in this study. The quantities of the polymers 
are given in weight percent (wt%). Accordingly, a corresponding amount of buffer solution 
has to be added. Additionally, the order numbers and the molecular weight range of each 
polymer are given. 
After phase separation and in case of the standard system (A) the upper PEG-phase consists 
approximately of 5.7 wt% PEG, 1.0 wt% dextran and 88.6 wt% water. In contrast, the 
dextran-phase consists of 1.9 wt% PEG, 9.5 wt% dextran and 93.3 wt% water [27,82]. In case 
of the P-PEG system (B) the upper PEG-phase consists approximately of 7.1 wt% PEG, 
0.2 wt% dextran and 92.7 wt% water, the lower dextran-phase consists of 0.9 wt% PEG, 
13.2 wt% dextran and 85.9 wt% water [74]. 
The resulting densities of the upper PEG-phase and lower dextran-phase of the systems A to C 
are given in Table 3-2. They were separately determined with the density meter DE 45 
(Mettler Toledo, Germany). The resulting viscosity values after phase separation are presented 
in chapter 8.2 where a viscosity adjustment of the phases is described. 
 
ATPS Density PEG-phase  [g cm-3] 
Density dextran-phase  
[g cm-3] 
A - Standard system 1.00785 1.04125 
B - P-PEG system 10% 1.01110 1.04311 
C - Equal Viscosity 1.03716 1.11646 
Table 3-2: Densities of the upper PEG- and lower dextran-phase. 
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3.4 Ion Distribution and Conductivity 
The addition of a single electrolyte to an initially uncharged ATPS, like PEG-dextran, can lead 
to the formation of a Galvani-type potential difference Δφ across the interface with electric 
double layers formed on both sides. Precondition for such a potential difference are different 
affinities of the anions and cations of the dissociated salt for the two phases. The magnitude is 
typically in the mV range and the sign of Δφ are determined by the partition behavior of ions 
of the majority salt in the system [102,104-110]. It has also been demonstrated that 
electrolytes can have a dramatic effect on the partition behavior of charged species, like 
proteins, which has been attributed to the existence of electrostatic potential differences 
[27,28,105]. In this context different groups tried to measure this potential difference with 
different experimental setups [107,108,111]. Pfennig et al. [104] later showed that Δφ can 
currently not be determined experimentally but systems with different salts added can be 
compared, leading to a Δ(Δφ) [104]. However, it is generally accepted that potential 
differences exist between coexisting phases and often salts with polyvalent anions induce high 
potential values [78,80,104,107,108]. For that reason in this study potassium phosphate buffer 
has been mainly applied. A detailed discussion about the influence of the electric double layer 
on the protein transport across the interface can be found in chapter 11.4. 
3.5 Separation of Biomolecules 
The distribution of a molecule type between the two phases can be described by the partition 
coefficient k [27,28,112] which is defined by the ratio of the concentration in the top, ct, and 
bottom phase, cb: 
݇ ൌ ܿ௧ܿ௕ 
(3.5) 
The logarithm of the partition coefficient itself can be split again into several terms affecting 
on the overall coefficient [27]: 
݈݊ ݇ ൌ ݈݊ ݇௘௟ ൅ ݈݊ ݇௛௬௙௢௕ ൅ ݈݊ ݇௖௢௡௙ ൅ ݈݊ ݇଴ (3.6) 
where el, hyfob and conf stand for electrochemical, hydrophobic, and conformational 
contributions to the partition coefficient. Other factors like biospecific affinity, size-dependent 
partitioning and further influences are summarized in ln k0. Factors determining the 
partitioning can be identified by specific partitioning experiments, whereas ATPSs only vary 
in one factor like salt concentration, polymer type or hydrophobicity of the used polymers 
[27]. The main factors influencing the partitioning in PEG-dextran systems are polymer 
concentration, molecular weight of used polymers, molecular weight of the partitioned 
substance and added salts [27]. However, by controlling these factors the partitioning 
behavior of specific biomolecules can be adjusted.  
Besides a number of other two-phase systems such as polymer-polymer, polymer-salt or 
polymer-detergent systems [27,28] the most famous one is still represented by the PEG-
dextran system, cf. Fig. 3-3a. After phase separation has occurred the resulting two-phases 
offer different physical and chemical environments which allow for the selective partitioning 
of solutes such as proteins, cf. Fig. 3-3b.  
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Fig. 3-3: Exemplary preparation of a two-phase system; (a) before and (b) after adding the 
protein hemoglobin. In both examples a sharp interface between the PEG and dextran-phase 
is visible. 
Also in this study the PEG-dextran system is mainly used varying in molecular weight and 
attached ligands. The latter ones can be specifically used to increase the selectivity, also 
known as affinity two-phase partitioning. Therefore, a variety of bio-specific ligands can be 
attached to one of the phase polymers inducing a stronger biomolecule affinity to one of the 
phases. Typical ligands are, for example, attached antibodies or charged groups [75]. The 
main intention of such affinity partitioning is the reduction of extraction steps leading to a 
more efficient fractionation of the desired molecules.  
3.5.1 Hydrophobic Affinity Partitioning 
Another well-established affinity partition principle in ATPSs is the use of covalently bound 
hydrophobic groups [113-115]. This principle is also used in this study in order to achieve 
higher partition coefficients of different proteins. Therefore PEG has been partly replaced by 
P-PEG that is modified by additional hydrophobic side groups (fatty acids). In most cases 
These side groups strongly influence the protein partitioning between the two phases leading 
to increased partition coefficients. For example, without P-PEG the major part of bovine 
serum albumin (BSA) was found in the dextran-phase of a standard PEG-dextran ATPS while 
when a specific amount of PEG is replaced by P-PEG, the partition coefficient increases [113-
115]. Due to the hydrophobic ligand, P-PEG now offers additional hydrophobic binding sites 
leading to a higher affinity to proteins exposing hydrophobic groups at their surface like BSA, 
cf. chapter 11.3.1. 
P-PEG used in this study was synthesized by the method described by Shanbhag and 
Johansson [114] and others [113,115]. 100 g PEG 6000 was dissolved in 600 ml toluene. After 
complete mixing 100 ml toluene was distilled out of the solution at 65 °C at a pressure of 80 
mbar in order to remove traces of moisture. After cooling down to 40 °C, 2 g (approx. 
40 mM) of triethylamine was added. Maintaining the temperature at 40 °C, a solution of 5 g 
palmitoyl chloride in 50 ml toluene was added dropwise under continuous stirring leading to 
an amount of approximately 33 mM of palmitoyl chloride referring to the entire chemical 
preparation. The mixture was gently refluxed for 15 min at 112-113 °C and then filtered. After 
cooling to 4 °C the excess of palmitoyl chloride and toluene was removed by suction filtration 
and the filter cake was washed with absolute ethanol. The final P-PEG was obtained by 
drying the filter cake in a vacuum dryer at 40 °C for 24 hours. The degree of substitution can 
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be determined by saponification of the P-PEG and a subsequent titration. Typically over 50% 
of the terminal hydroxyl groups of PEG were esterified [115,116]. Accordingly a specific 
number of the linear PEG chains must have palmitoyl groups at both ends. In this study the 
degree of substitution was not analyzed since the goal was solely to achieve an increased 
partition coefficient for specific proteins. 
PEG of 6000 Da average molecular weight was obtained from Sigma-Aldrich (Germany), cf. 
Table 3-1. For the synthesis of fatty acid esters of PEG, toluene (89682, purum, ≥ 99.0% 
(GC)), triethylamine (90340, puriss. p.a., ≥ 99.5% (GC)) and palmitoyl chloride (P78, 98%) 
were also obtained from Sigma-Aldrich (Germany). Ethanol (100971, 96%) was obtained 
from Merck (Germany). Water was deionized and further purified using a TKA GenPure UV 
water treatment unit (18.2 MΩ cm-1, 08.2205, TKA, Germany). 
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4 Electrophoresis 
Originally discovered by Reuss in 1809 [117] electrophoresis describes the movement of 
molecules in an electrolyte solution driven by electric fields. It has become a very popular 
utility in analytical chemistry or bioanalysis and electrophoretic separation techniques have 
been developed over decades and transferred to lab-on-chip systems in various ways. In this 
chapter the fundamentals of the electrophoretic motion are presented. 
4.1 Fundamentals 
As soon as a charged object is immersed in an aqueous solvent it is surrounded by counter-
ions until the global charge becomes zero (electroneutrality). The counter-ions are arranged in 
two layers. In the inner layer, called Stern layer, the attracted ions may be considered as 
permanently absorbed. In the outer layer, which is called the diffuse layer, the ions remain 
mobile. The combination of these two layers is called electric double layer, cf. Fig. 4-1.  
 
 
Fig. 4-1: Double layer of a negatively charged surface. Counter-ions specifically adsorb near 
the surface and build an inner sub-layer, the so-called Stern layer. The outer part of the 
screening layer is called the diffuse layer. After a first potential drop within the Stern layer φ0 
the potential at the beginning of the diffuse layer is called zeta potentialφζ. 
The thickness of the Stern layer is roughly given by the Bjerrum length, defined as 
ߣ஻ ൌ
݁଴ଶ
4ߨ ߝ௥ ߝ଴ ݇௕ ܶ 
(4.1) 
where e0 is the elementary charge, εr is the vacuum permittivity, ε0 is the dielectric constant of 
the fluid, kb is the Boltzmann constant and T is the absolute temperature in Kelvin. In water 
and at room temperature λB becomes normally thinner than 1 nm [19]. 
The diffuse layer can be described in a different way. Combining the Poisson equation, which 
relates the potential to the charge density, with the Boltzmann distribution the equilibrium 
distribution of mobile ions can be found. The Poisson-Boltzmann equation also serves as the 
basis for the one-dimensional Gouy-Chapman model. Furthermore, within the so-called 
Debye-Hückel approximation, i.e. in the case  ௘బథሺ௫ሻ௞் ا 1, this model can be solved 
analytically and the electric potential is given by 
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߶ሺݔሻ ൌ ߶଴ ݁షೣ ഊವ⁄  (4.2) 
where φ0 is the surface potential, and x is the distance from the surface. λD is called the Debye 
length which describes the range of the electrostatic interactions and represents the distance 
from the surface at which the potential drops to 1/e of the original surface potential: 
ߣ஽ ൌ ඨ
ߝ଴ ߝ௥ ݇஻ܶ
2 ஺ܰ ܫ௜௢௡ ݁଴ଶ 
(4.3) 
NA is the Avogadro constant and Iion is the ionic strength of the buffer. Accordingly, the Debye 
length increases with increasing temperature and with decreasing ion concentration. The ionic 
strength of the solution Iion is defined by the concentrations ci of all ions in solution 
ܫ௜௢௡ ൌ
1
2 ෍ ݖ௜
ଶ
௜
ܿ௜ (4.4) 
where z is the charge number. The zeta potential φζ which is the potential drop across the 
charged cloud, cf. Fig. 4-1, is related to the surface charge density q0 [34]. Considering a 
charged surface and an external electric field E parallel to it, the non-zero charge density near 
the surface induces an electric body force, also parallel to the surface. The hydrated charges 
from the diffuse layer mediate the flow by viscous drag. After reaching a fully developed 
flow, the integration of the Stokes equation leads to 
ݑ ൌ െ ߝ଴ ߝ௥ Ԅ఍ߟ ܧ ሺ1 െ ݁
ି௫/ఒವ ሻ (4.5) 
where η denotes the dynamic viscosity of the fluid and x the distance from the charged 
surface. The fluid velocity u approaches exponentially the Smoluchowski’s constant also 
denoted as ‘slip viscosity’ 
ݑ ൌ െ ߝ଴ ߝ௥ Ԅ఍ߟ ܧ 
(4.6) 
outside of the diffuse layer [34]. If the charged surface with its solid/fluid interface is part of 
the microchannel system, the induced velocity leads to an electroosmotic flow (EOF), which 
varies linearly with the applied field, cf. Eq. (4.6). The ions of the diffuse layer of the electric 
double layer will migrate towards one electrode depending on their charge. Since these ions 
are solvated and clustered at the channel walls, they drag the rest of the solution with them. 
This electrokinetic effect becomes especially important in chapter 9.3.1, where the side walls 
of a microfluidic channel partly consist of dialysis membranes occupying small nanochannels. 
In case of electrophoresis where the charged solid/fluid interface is part of a freely suspended 
particle, the electrophoretic movement of the particle is caused by the electroosmotic slip at 
the interface pushing the particle in the opposite direction [34]. The resulting velocity can be 
calculated in a similar way: 
ݑ ൌ ߝ଴ ߝ௥ Ԅ఍ߟ ܧ ؠ ߤாܧ 
(4.7) 
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where μE is the electrophoretic mobility of the particle. When the double layer is thin 
compared to the particle diameter and φζ is fixed, μE becomes independent of particle size and 
shape. But in case of proteins it has to be considered that their surfaces show generally a non-
uniform charge distribution [118] and also the thickness of the double layer is in the same 
order of magnitude as the protein’s dimensions. This characteristic could lead to significant 
variances in the electrophoretic mobility [119] and in the velocity, cf. Eq. (4.7). Accordingly, 
it has been observed that even for high zeta potential values the Helmholtz-Smoluchowski 
equation for the electrophoretic mobility can differ from measured values [120]. 
4.2 Proteins 
Electrophoresis of proteins is often carried out in agarose or polyacrylamide gels. Thus, the 
protein separation is based on both the sieving effect and the differences in the electrophoretic 
mobilities of the proteins. In general, the pH of the buffer solution of the gel is usually about 
pH 9, so that nearly all proteins are negatively charged. The advantage of such high pH value 
is that after applying an electric field all proteins move towards the anode and all molecules, 
showing the same size and charge, will move within one band through the gel. Typically for 
macroscopic setups, each electrophoresis process is followed by a visualization procedure, 
e.g. a dye is added which binds to the proteins. A common and famous kind of protein 
electrophoresis is SDS-PAGE, the sodium dodecyl sulfate polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis, 
which has been also transferred onto microfluidic chips [5,7]. Here, the use of capillary 
electrophoresis for protein separation helps reducing separation times and allows a better 
automation and quantification. The typical diameter of the capillaries varies from 20 to 75 µm 
which allow high electric fields and good heat dissipation. 
Proteins contain both acidic and basic groups. At a particular pH value the charges on the 
groups are balanced and the molecules behave as neutral, cf. Fig. 2-2. When a protein is 
placed in a pH gradient and moved in an applied electric field, it will pick up or lose protons. 
As it migrate towards its isoelectric point its net charge and its mobility will decrease and, 
accordingly, the velocity of the protein will slow down. Arriving at the point where pH is 
equal to pI the protein will stop migrating. In case of leaving this point the protein will pick 
up charges again and move back to the former position where it is neutral. This kind of 
separation method can also be combined with capillary electrophoresis to a two-dimensional, 
2-D, gel electrophoresis allowing a global analysis of complex samples. In the first step the 
proteins are separated by their pI’s and afterwards transferred into a channel network of 
parallel microchannels where a gel capillary electrophoresis is performed [88]. A big 
disadvantage of most electrophoretic separation principles is the irreparable denaturation of 
the proteins due to additives like SDS which can be avoided by alternative separation 
principles like aqueous two-phase partitioning. 
4.3 Cells 
In order to quantify the cell surface charge and study events at the level of cell membranes, 
cell electrophoresis has proven its capability. Already in the 1920’s groups have described the 
movement of cells suspended in an electrolytic medium under the influence of an applied 
electric field. Over the last decades different groups have developed separation techniques 
allowing a characterization and analysis of cells due to their electrophoretic behavior, i.e. 
differences in electrophoretic mobilities [121]. Because of the cell membrane properties and 
numerous examinations it has been established that all cells of multi-cellular organisms have 
negatively charged surfaces - as long as they stay within their natural environment [121-123]. 
The surface charge is determined by ionogenic groups exposed on the plasma membrane. 
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Anionic charges associated with the cell surface charges are phosphate, sulfate, and carboxyl 
groups. In contrast, the cationic charge originates from the guanidium and ammonium groups. 
But the net surface charge is mainly determined by sialic acids, sulfated proteoglycans and 
phosphates which are responsible for the anionic behavior of cells [123,124]. The range of 
electrophoretic mobilities is narrow. If the electrophoretic mobility of erythrocytes of an adult 
individual were to serve as a standard, the majority of typical cells have mobilities ranging 
from 40% above to 50% below the electrophoretic mobility value of such erythrocytes, which 
typically migrate 1.1 µm s-1 at 1 V cm-1 [121,122]. 
One of the famous principles for cell separation bases on the differences in electrophoretic 
mobilities of cells is the continuous free-flow electrophoresis [9,121-123]. As already 
described in chapter 1.3, the charged particles, the cells, are injected into a thin carrier buffer 
film flowing between two parallel plates. A deflection of the charged sample components 
according to their mobility or isoelectric point is induced by electric fields, applied 
perpendicular to the flow direction.  
Since cells are also polarizable in microfluidic systems cell manipulation by dielectrophoresis 
has been utilized for the separation of cell mixtures, cell enrichment or cell handling in 
general as well [97,125]. Aqueous two phase systems offer a good and gently alternative to 
cell electrophoresis. And, as shown in this study, the combination of electrophoresis and 
aqueous two-phase partitioning leads to alternative separation effects as well as continuous 
cell enrichment, cf. chapter 12. 
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5 Hydrodynamic Flow in Microchannels 
Microfluidic flow refers to liquid and gas flows in channels or geometries with at least one 
characteristic dimension being less than one millimeter and usually above one micrometer. 
Besides chemical micro process engineering, microfluidics is most commonly encountered in 
bioMEMSs (biological micro electromechanical system) and lab-on-chip devices. Due to the 
small dimensions viscous forces dominate and the flow is primarily laminar. Instead of the 
mixing, rotating and unsteady nature of turbulent flows, flow on the microscale is naturally 
smooth, regular and streamlined (irrotational flow). This characteristic property becomes 
especially important in multiphase flows, i.e. when two or more immiscible fluids are brought 
in contact within a microchannel. 
5.1 Governing Equations 
According to Newton’s second law, the conservation of momentum equation states that the 
change in momentum within the control volume is equal to the sum of forces acting on it. The 
general continuum description of fluid dynamics can be expressed in form of the a Navier-
Stokes equation, here adapted for incompressible Newtonian fluids 
ߩ ቆ߲ݑ௜߲ݐ ൅ ݑ௝
߲ݑ௜
߲ݔ௝ ቇ ൌ െ
߲݌
߲ݔ௜ ൅ ߟ
߲
߲ݔ௝ ቆ
߲
߲ݔ௝ ݑ௜ቇ ൅ ௜݂ 
(5.1) 
߲ݑ௜
߲ݔ௜ ൌ 0 
(5.2) 
where ui is an instantaneous velocity component in the ith direction and p is the pressure. fi 
represents body forces per unit mass. Eq. (5.2) is the continuity equation or conservation of 
mass, while (5.1) represents the conservation of momentum. The two terms on the left-hand 
side of (5.1) stand for the inertia subdivided in the unsteady and convective acceleration. The 
three terms on the right-hand side represent the force densities acting on a given volume 
element consisting of pressure drop, the viscous force and the body forces, such as gravity or 
centrifugal forces. 
Since the continuum assumption is fulfilled, the Navier-Stokes equation, originally developed 
for macroscopic flows, remains still valid for microscopic flows. In contrast, on the nanoscale 
level the equation may become inapplicable. Since at this level the Knudsen number, the ratio 
of the molecular mean free path to the characteristic channel dimension, can become one. 
5.2 Non-dimensional Numbers 
As for macrofluidics, the flow behavior on the microscale can be quantified by dimensionless 
numbers. But compared to macrofluidic flow, the multiphase flow in microchannels is largely 
dominated by interfacial effects [126]. 
Considering multiphase flows on length scales smaller than one millimeter gravity usually 
becomes negligible. This is expressed by the Bond number 
ܤ݋ ൌ ߩ ܽ ܮ௖
ଶ
ߛ  
(5.3) 
where ρ is the density, or the density difference between fluids, a is the acceleration, here 
gravity, and γ  is the surface tension. In regard to the present study the Bond number becomes 
less than 1 because of the small channel dimensions (Lc ~ 100 µm). Therefore the flow is not 
significantly influenced by the three dimensional orientation of the channels. Also, a sessile 
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drop will take the shape of spherical cap in such dimension, which is the solution to the 
Young-Laplace equation with gravity completely absent. 
The Reynolds number is the most famous dimensionless number in the field of fluid 
dynamics. In microscale, the Reynolds number, cf. Eq. (1.1), usually stays below 100 or less. 
Inertial effects become irrelevant in contrast to viscous forces that results in laminar flow 
conditions. Another important dimensionless number is the Weber number We which 
describes the ratio between the inertial effect and the surface tension γ : 
ܹ݁ ൌ ߩ ݑ
ଶ ܮ௖
ߛ  
(5.4) 
Due to the strong dependence on the velocity We can yield large values, for example in the 
field of inkjet printing where drops are ejected from a nozzle at high speed [127]. Due to the 
low flow velocities applied in this study the flow behavior is dominated by the surface tension 
and the Weber number becomes small. The capillary number Ca describes the ratio between 
viscous and capillary forces and is given by 
ܥܽ ൌ ݑ ߟߛ  (5.5) 
[128]. In case of low capillary numbers capillary forces dominate the flow. The term 
capillarity denotes the rise or depression of a liquid, for instance, in a small tube or 
microchannel and occurs when the adhesive intermolecular forces between the liquid and the 
wall are stronger than the cohesive intermolecular forces within the liquid. The effect causes a 
concave meniscus to form where the liquid is wetting the solid surface. In microfluidics, 
capillary forces can be used for automated sample flow and flow control without any external 
pumps or valves [26,129]. In this study capillarity is combined with stop structures. They 
allow a selective filling of channels and are applied for coating processes and gel positioning, 
see chapter 7.2.2. 
5.3 Two-Phase Flow 
Two-phase flow denotes the flow of two immiscible phases, liquid-gas or liquid-liquid, 
through a channel. The resulting flow regimes depend on the fluids, the channel properties 
and the interactions between both. Especially in case of liquid-gas flow several different flow 
regimes occur which can be categorized by the flow rates [130], like bubbly flow or virtually 
dry flow. In this section, the main focus lies on liquid-liquid flow where the wetting properties 
are associated with both, liquids and microchannel walls and the viscosities of both phases are 
not negligible [131]. 
5.3.1 Liquid-Liquid Flow 
Pushing two immiscible liquids through a channel, the flow pattern can be isolated drops, 
pearls necklaces, stratified flow or pears [66]. The resulting pattern does not only depend on 
the superficial velocities and the inlet geometry but especially on the wetting properties of the 
channel walls and its geometry. In particular, the latter two factors become increasingly 
important at low superficial velocities, as used in this study. Therefore, the wetting and 
surface tension effects in general have to be examined in more detail. 
A liquid can be considered as a disordered phase where each molecule has its specific energy. 
This energy depends on the location of the molecule with respect to the surrounding fluid. In 
the bulk the potential energy of a molecule is minimal since the forces exerted by the 
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surrounding molecules are balanced out. In contrary, the energy reaches its maximum at the 
surface because of the unbalanced attractive forces towards the bulk of the medium. 
Accordingly, liquids tend to minimize their (free) surfaces since additional work is required to 
move a molecule from the bulk to the surface. The tendency to reduce the surface area can be 
quantified by the surface tension γ  which is defined as the energy needed to increase the 
surface area of a liquid by an amount ΔA: 
∆ܧௌ ൌ ߛ ∆ܣ (5.6) 
where ΔES is the surface energy. As an example, the surface tension of water in air is about 
72⋅10-3 N m-1. However, surface tension is not only present between the liquid and the 
surrounding air but also between different kinds of liquids and between liquids and solids. 
The ability of a liquid to wet surfaces becomes especially important in microfluidic systems 
and two-phase flow regimes. At the liquid-solid surface interface, wetting occurs when the 
adhesive forces are stronger than the cohesive forces. In such case, the molecules of the liquid 
have a stronger attraction to surface molecules of the solid than to each other. In contrast, if 
the cohesive forces between the liquid molecules are stronger than the adhesive forces the 
liquid wants to minimize the contact surface area to the solid. The wetting characteristics of a 
solid surface can be quantified by measuring the contact angle θ0 which is formed by the 
solid-liquid and the liquid-vapor interfaces. If θ0 is lower than 90° the surface is usually called 
hydrophilic. Contrariwise, if θ0 is larger than 90° the surface tends to repel the liquid and is 
called hydrophobic. The balance of the forces which act at the so-called three-phase contact 
line is given by Young’s equation 
ߛ௅௏ cos ߠ଴ ൌ ߛௌ௏ െ ߛௌ௅ (5.7) 
where γLV is the liquid-vapor, γSV the solid-vapor and γSL the solid-liquid interfacial tensions, 
and θ0 denotes the contact angle at equilibrium. The Young equation assumes perfectly flat 
surfaces but in many cases surface roughness and impurities cause a deviation in the 
equilibrium contact angle from the contact angle predicted by Young’s equation. Hence, even 
on smooth but not perfectly smooth surfaces a drop will assume a wide spectrum of contact 
angles ranging from the advancing contact angle θa to the receding contact angle θr, cf. Fig. 
5-1. 
 
Fig. 5-1: Left: Liquid drop on a surface and corresponding contact angle and surface 
tensions. Right: Pinned drop on an inclined plane and its resulting advancing and receding 
contact angle. 
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Accordingly, when two liquids are present, the wetting properties of each liquid on the surface 
have to be considered resulting in two possible configurations. If one of the liquid is non-
wetting it is separated from the wall by the other liquid. If both liquids are partially wetting an 
equilibrium contact angle can be found, cf. Fig. 5-2.  
To characterize the behavior of two-phase flows, dimensionless numbers like the Weber 
number [132] as well as the Capillary number [66,133] are commonly used. But it is shown 
by different groups that such numbers are not the only relevant parameter describing, e.g., the 
transition point between stable parallel flows and parallel flows which break into droplets 
inside a microchannel [134-136]. Thus, the breakup mechanism is not simply a competition 
between shear stress and surface tension. 
In summary, one can say that the flow behavior in microchannels of two immiscible fluids 
mainly depends on the interplay between the wetting behavior of each fluid, the interfacial 
tension between the fluids, the channel geometry and flow velocities. Accordingly, there exist 
different strategies reaching a stable two-phase flow with stratified layers. 
In case of an organic-inorganic liquid pair, like oil and water, surfactants are very often used 
to influence the interfacial tension and to create stable and reproducible flow patterns like 
stratified flows [67]. Within a simplified picture, a typical surfactant molecule consists of a 
hydrophobic tail and a hydrophilic head. Since it is soluble in both organic phase and water 
phase it tends to reside mainly on the interface between both phases. This leads to a strong 
reduction of the interfacial tension. Without such surfactants no well-defined flow patterns 
may appear, as shown by Dreyfus et al. [66]. 
By shrinking the channel dimensions not only the liquid interface but also the interaction 
between the liquids and the solid wall surface becomes essentially important. This interaction 
leads to a further well-known technique inducing a stable and stratified two-phase flow of 
immiscible liquid pairs. By selectively and chemically modifying the channel surface in order 
to create different areas of wetting properties, liquid-liquid interfaces can be pinned and 
multiphase flows are decoupled into virtual single-phase subsystems [131]. Thus, even stable 
gas-liquid flows or counter flowing configurations are feasible [137]. 
 
 
 
Fig. 5-2: Droplet of dextran-phase immersed in a PEG-phase and placed on a polymer 
surface. 
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Another strategy stabilizing the flow is to change the aspect ratio of the microchannel in order 
to minimize the interface area and by that the interaction between the immiscible liquids or to 
increase the area between each individual liquid and the channel walls. Related to the latter 
one, Guillot and Colin have shown that the transition to a stable parallel flow of oil and water 
can be reached at much lower flow rates compared to a square channel shape only by 
doubling the channel width [134]. By such a geometry change the interaction between the 
walls and the liquids becomes dominant. Even if a liquid-liquid interface inherently induces 
flow instabilities, the interface can also help to stabilize stratified flow patterns. Since systems 
tend to minimize their energy an increase of the interface surface would be generally 
counterproductive. 
However, Fig. 5-3 shows the effect of changing the channel geometry. Here, not the channel 
width is increased but the channel depth leading to an increased interface area between water 
and propylene carbonate (PC) while the rather low flow velocity is kept constant. The parallel 
flow breaks into droplets as soon as the interfacial interaction becomes dominant. Since PC 
has a lower contact angle on PMMA compared to water, PC wets the whole circumference 
and forms the continuous phase. A similar liquid combination is also used in this study for 
protein enrichment at the liquid interface, see chapter 13.1. 
 
Fig. 5-3: Two-phase flow of propylene carbonate and water colored by aniline blue in a 
microchannel (w x h: 600 x 100 µm). The flow is from right to left. As shown in the sketch 
below the channel depth is increased from 100 to 400 µm while the width remains unchanged. 
Due to the increased channel depth the parallel flow is forced to break up into droplets. 
A further approach to minimize the interfacial area is to create two separate channels with 
only a small overlap between them. Thus the ratio between the liquid-solid and liquid-liquid 
interface area is strongly increased and flow instabilities are largely suppressed [131,137-
139]. This method is used to create a stable interface between oil and water described in 
chapter 13. Moreover, it has been shown that also high viscosities of the liquids or increased 
flow rates would lead to stabilized flow conditions [134]. 
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6 Experimental Setup and Methods 
For experimental observations and the gaining of detailed information about flow patterns 
and movements of fluorescent biomolecules in microfluidic devices special instruments are 
essential. This chapter describes all components of the experimental setup including the 
macro-to-micro fluidic connections of the microfluidic chip, the syringe pumps, the power 
supply and the fluorescence unit adapted to a microscope. 
6.1 Measurement Setup 
Microfluidic devices for analysis or manipulation of biomolecules generally require different 
external instrumentation for their operational reliability. Furthermore, for the observation of 
the transport behavior of biomolecules additional equipment is required making the fluidic 
chip to one of the smallest part of the whole setup. As shown in Fig. 6-1, the setup consists of 
the microfluidic test chip, syringe pumps to drive the liquids, a microscope system for 
observations inside the main channel and a voltage supply which is connected to the chip 
electrodes.  
 
Fig. 6-1: Schematic of the experimental setup for active two-phase transport measurements. 
The microfluidic chip is equipped with two reservoirs and electrodes. For optical analysis the 
setup also includes an inverse fluorescence microscopy system. 
During a typical experiment, the immiscible liquids are pumped into the test device at low 
flow rates such that a stable phase boundary is formed. Fluorescence labeled proteins or cells 
are used as a sample. The concentration distribution of the proteins or the position, in case of 
living cells, are recorded by mapping the fluorescence intensity using an inverse microscope 
(CKX 41, Olympus, Germany) equipped with a fluorescence unit and a CCD camera (Color 
View III, Olympus, Germany). Afterwards, the intensity profiles are plotted using the image 
analysis tool ImageJ, see Fig. 6-2 [140]. In case of active transport, the electrodes are driven 
by an additional precision power supply. 
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Fig. 6-2: Analysis of the concentration distribution of the proteins using the image analysis 
tool ImageJ. The fluorescence picture shows protein enrichment directly at the phase 
boundary between the PEG- and dextran-phase. 
6.2 Fluidic Setup 
Since the microchannels are empty before their first usage the fluids have to be injected into 
the channel network in a suitable manner. Distinct from capillary electrophoresis chips or 
fluidic systems based on liquids of limited volume [17,22] the requirements differ for 
continuous flow through systems. Especially when two different and immiscible liquids are 
injected into a microchannel and a stratified flow pattern is achieved, not only the geometry of 
the channel but also the feeding has to be adapted to such requirements. Accordingly, the 
syringe pumps, the supply tubes and the macro-to-micro chip interface deserve closer 
attention. 
When pressure is applied to a microfluidic network the compliance causes walls, especially 
the walls of the tubes, to expand and store extra liquid volume, i.e. the walls act like fluidic 
‘capacitors’ also showing typical transient responses known from electronic circuits. 
Oscillatory applied pressure at low frequency deforms the walls to a steady state whereas at 
high frequency the liquid is only pumped into and out the extra volume space created by 
deforming channel walls [34]. Hence, using syringe pumps for liquid transport, the 
instantaneous flow in microchannels usually differs from the pump settings due to connection 
compliance. Accordingly, the flow rate imposed by a syringe pump depends on the tubing and 
the microfluidic network characteristic. For systems with a high fluidic ‘capacity’ it can take a 
long time till a stable flow rate within the microchannel is achieved. And, furthermore, every 
change of the flow rate requires new time to equilibrium, especially in case of high fluid 
viscosities.  
In order to meet the requirements of a stable two-phase flow and to reach short equilibrium 
times fluidic ‘capacities’ have to be minimized. In this study it has been observed that the 
material of the syringes and the connection tubes between syringe and chip hold a significant 
part of the overall capacity. Accordingly, polymeric syringes have been replaced by syringes 
made of glass (HA-81228, 1700 series, PTFE luer lock, 500 µl, Hamilton Bonaduz AG, 
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Switzerland) connected to DuPont Teflon® FEP (fluorinated ethylene propylene) tubes (1526, 
inner diameter 0.01´´, outer diameter 1/16´´, Upchurch Scientific Inc., USA) showing much 
higher tensile strength and stiffness compared to often used silicone tubes, cf. Fig. 6-3. For the 
connection between syringe and tube precision dispense tips made of stainless steel were 
placed in between (5130-B, EFD Inc., USA). Finally, the syringes were mounted on 
programmable infusion pumps (KDS210, KD Scientific Inc., MA, USA) which were 
controlled by a LabView program. 
 
 
Fig. 6-3: Experimental setup for active two-phase transport measurements. For optical 
analysis the setup includes an inverse fluorescence microscopy system. The electrodes are 
connected to a precision power supply and the chip is connected to up to four syringe pumps 
on the opposite side. 
6.3 Fluidic Connections 
The interfacing between the macro- and microworld still remains as a main challenge for chip 
development. Depending on the application, fluids not only have to be injected into or/and 
removed from the microfluidic chip but also requirements like low dead volumes, operation 
over a wide pressure range, or chemical resistivity have to be addressed [141-143]. Since in 
this study the microfluidic chips are generally reused, an easy and non-permanent connection 
method has to be developed. Additionally, in order to prevent the risk of channel clogging the 
application of glue is not suitable. 
One possibility is the integration of a plug-in connection directly into the chip material. Such 
a technique allows an easy and fast connection to the microfluidic network and the integration 
into injection molding manufacturing processes, cf. Fig. 6-4. Therefore the inner diameter of 
the tube is smaller than the outer diameter of the connection port. Depending on the desired 
pressure range inside the chip the tightness can thus be adjusted.  
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Fig. 6-4: In-chip connection port. The fluidic socket is part of the chip itself allowing a fast 
and easy connection. 
 
During the manufacturing process by micro milling it is essential to ensure that the through 
hole has to be milled before the outer groove due to heat transmission purposes. Such kind of 
connection is very practical for easy and fast setups using elastic polymeric tubes, like 
silicone tubes. But for stiffer tubes with small inner diameters such a connection principle is 
not applicable. The reusable and quick-release fluidic connection system which was mainly 
used in this study was adopted from chromatography devices [144]. Here, one possibility to 
connect Teflon® tubing is the usage of flangeless fittings (P-283x and P-200x, Upchurch 
Scientific Inc., USA), cf. Fig. 6-5. Therefore the tubing is first cut with a square end. Next, the 
ferrule is slipped onto the tubing and the male nut tightened in a fitting. The special designed 
ferrule squeezes and holds the tubing. 
 
 
Fig. 6-5: Reusable and quick-release fluidic connection system adapted from low pressure 
HPLC connection ports. 
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For multiphase flow configurations the chips have up to four inlet ports and three outlet ports. 
Both, the numbers and positions of the ports as well as the fact that the main part of the chip, 
the main channel, has to be visible to a microscopic lens, become important for the design and 
configuration of the chip holder. Also relevant is the flexibility of the chip holder since chip 
designs often changes during different development steps. In Fig. 6-6, the developed chip 
holder is shown with a microfluidic chip placed in it. The chip can incorporate up to ten inlet 
and outlet ports. Here, the outlet is designed as an ‘open’ outlet port. The 4-nut holder can be 
replaced, for example, by a 3-nut or 5-nut holder and also the lateral position can be adjusted 
to different chip designs (three positions for the inlet and outlet nut holder). The connection 
ports don’t require extra sealing gaskets and the chip has to be only equipped with one 
through hole per port, typically 0.8 mm in diameter. Due to its flexibility, the nut holder 
positions can also be used for additional fluid control components like microfluidic 
backpressure valves, as presented in chapter 8.3. 
 
 
Fig. 6-6: Components of the microfluidic setup. The chip is placed in a chip holder and the 
fluidic ports are pressed against it for sealing purposes. 
6.4 Fluorescence Detection 
Fluorescence detection is one of the widest used detection method for microchip-based 
analysis devices. Not only its outstanding sensitivity but also the increasingly wide choice of 
fluorescent markers for non-fluorescent biomolecules makes this technique very attractive. As 
a non-contact detection technique, in most cases all detector instrumentation remains external 
and no extra components have to be integrated on-chip. These circumstances allow the use of 
disposable low-cost chips, as expensive detector components are reused. The principle of the 
fluorescence microscopy is based on the phenomenon that fluorescence markers emit energy 
detectable as visible light when irradiated with light of a specific wavelength. Therefore, the 
microscope system is equipped with different filters and mirrors allowing radiation with the 
desired wavelength to pass, cf. Fig. 6-1. After reaching the sample the radiation collides with 
the atoms in specimen and electrons are excited to a higher energy level. As soon as they relax 
to a lower level, light is emitted. The energy dissipation during the excited state is responsible 
for a Stokes shift, the difference between the absorption spectra and the emission spectra. This 
shift in wavelength allows the isolation of the emitted light from the much brighter excitation 
light using a second filter. Since here the emitted light is of lower energy a high-pass filter of 
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a longer wavelength is applied. Thus, the fluorescing molecules can be observed usually 
shining against the dark background with high contrast. 
Different light sources may be used as excitation sources, including lasers, photodiodes, and 
lamps. The microscope system used in this study was equipped with a super high pressure 
mercury lamp (USH-102D, Ushio, Japan) combined with a fluorescence mirror unit 
(U-MNB2, excitation: bandpass filter 470 - 490 nm, emission: high-pass filter 520 nm, 
dichroic mirror: high-pass filter 500 nm, Olympus, Germany). During experiments, 
fluorescence images of the protein distribution and cell positions were taken at different 
positions along the main channel. In addition to that, each time images with transmitted light 
are taken shortly afterwards. These images allow to identify the channel walls unambiguously 
afterwards. 
The fluorophores used in this study are based on fluorescein having their absorption and 
fluorescence emission maxima at approximately 495 nm and 518 nm, respectively. Before the 
diffusion and transport experiments, the linearity of the functional fluorescence intensity 
versus protein concentration was confirmed by taking fluorescence images of microchannels 
that are filled with solutions of different protein concentration, cf. Fig. 6-7. 
 
 
Fig. 6-7: Fluorescence intensities of BSA samples (1 and 2) of different concentrations and at 
two different locations inside one microchannel. For low protein concentrations linearity of 
the functional fluorescence intensity is given. 
Related to protein fluorescence labeling the advantages of the used Alexa Fluor® 488 dye are 
higher quantum yields and photostability compared to other fluorescein conjugates. 
Additionally, the Alexa Fluor® 488 dye is insensitive to pH changes between pH 4 and 10 
[92]. Although the Alexa Fluor® 488 dye shows minor bleaching effects [92], after each 
measurement all light sources were turned off, i.e. the proteins were only exposed during 
taking fluorescence images. In case of the cells only their spatial positions are important. 
Accordingly, bleaching or other effects on the fluorescence dye play only a minor part. 
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6.5  Electric Connections and Electrodes 
To provide the driving electric fields for electrophoretic transport and separation, a reliable 
and precise power supply is essential. Since for dc mode the necessary voltage range lies 
between zero and thirty volts maximum, the requirements can be fulfilled by commercial 
power supplies. Therefore, a precision dc linear power supply (TTi-QL355TP, Thurlby 
Thandar Instruments Ltd., United Kingdom) was chosen allowing a stable and accurate output 
voltage. For applying ac voltage, an in-house developed LabView program in combination 
with a multifunction I/O board (AT-MIO-16XE-10, National Instruments, Germany) was 
used. The LabView program permits every desired waveform which can be specified by an 
equation.  
To ‘connect’ the electric field with the chip or rather with the main channel, different options 
are conceivable. One requirement to create an electric field inside a liquid medium is that the 
electrodes have to be directly or indirectly in contact with the liquid itself. In this study two 
possible strategies have been examined to identify a suitable way for an active transport of 
biomolecules inside the chip. 
For realizing the first strategy the electrodes have been placed inside the main channel and 
thus in direct contact to the test medium. This kind of electrode arrangement has been used for 
molecule transport and adopted from electrical field flow fractionation systems [145-152] as 
well as from SPLITT systems [55-58]. Since in aqueous solutions electrode potentials higher 
than 1.6 Vdc may cause electrolysis and bubble generation which leads to a blockage of the 
small microchannels, the applied voltage has to stay below a critical value.  
However, even if at low dc voltage the electrodes should be totally shielded by counter-ions, 
see chapter 4, there still exists an effective electric field which induces particle migration. The 
strength of the field strongly depends on the used buffer system as well as on the flow 
velocity. Due to the capacitance the electric field is effectively reduced to less than 3% of the 
applied field value [151,153]. But assuming that only two percent of applied two volts are left 
within an 800 µm wide channel there still remains an electric field of 50 V m-1. As an 
alternative and in order to provide sufficiently large field strength while preventing bubble 
formation from electrolysis, an ac voltage could be applied to the electrodes. Thereby 
increased transport velocities compared to dc voltages are possible [154]. The results of both, 
the application of ac and dc voltage, are discussed in chapter 9 in more detail. 
Also in order to avoid a blockage of the microchannel by bubbles, the electrodes can be 
decoupled and placed outside of the main flow path, i.e. bubbles are generated outside the 
channel network. The electric field is applied to the main channel through narrow liquid 
bridges. In order to ensure that the main flow is still guided through the main channel the 
‘bridges’ must have either a high flow resistance or enable a fluidic decoupling. But they also 
need a low electrical resistance to guarantee electric field strength high enough for an 
adequate electrophoretic transport of biomolecules inside the main channel. To meet these 
demands, ion bridges can be used that are distinguished between nanochannels [14], ion 
exchange or dialysis membranes [155,156], and different kinds of gels [47,49,157,158]. They 
are often applied for electroosmotic pumps [157,159-161] and free-flow electrophoresis [14]. 
In this thesis two possible ion bridges have been examined, dialysis membranes and 
hydrogels. The fabrication steps and their application will be presented in chapter 7 and 9, 
respectively. 
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7 Fabrication of Microfluidic Chips 
During the last decades a broad spectrum of microfabrication techniques has been developed 
offering the processing of a variety of materials. Initially started with silicon, materials like 
glass and polymers are now widely used in the field of microfluidics. Especially polymer-
based microchips have a high potential as low-cost and disposable devices. For polymer 
prototyping different fabrication procedures are available enabling short fabrication times 
and fast design changes. All microfluidic devices presented in this thesis are either based on 
cyclo olefin copolymer (COC) or polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA). In this chapter the basic 
fabrication procedures are presented including the milling of the channel network, the sealing 
and the integration of electrodes. 
7.1 Construction and Manufacturing 
Complex tasks in today’s lab-on-a-chip systems often require a number of development cycles 
until the final design of the chip is reached. Thus, short periods from the design idea to a 
testable chip are necessary to obtain microfluidic solutions within a reasonable time. With 
regard to these requirements a concept for rapid prototyping was initiated. Starting with the 
transformation of the sketched concept to a CAD drawing with Pro/ENGINEER (ProE, 
Wildfire 2.0, Parametric Technology Corporation (PTC), Germany) the resulting CAD data 
was semi-automatically transferred to machine codes. Standard blank chips (dimension: 
64x43x2 mm3) were manufactured before by injection molding and were available in COC 
(5013, TOPAS Advanced Polymers GmbH, Germany) and PMMA (7N, Röhm GmbH, 
Germany). Before milling, the curvature of the chip in x and y direction was controlled by an 
optical scanning profilometer (µScan AF-2000, Nanofocus, Germany). In contrast to other 
manufacturing methods, during the milling process the milling cutter is first reset at one 
position on the chip surface. Every further cutting is related to this point. Accordingly, surface 
curvature can lead to strong deviations in channel depths. The curvature measurement results 
are summarized in Table 7-1.  
 
Material Max. curvature x-direction 
Max. curvature 
y-direction 
Max. curvature 
x-direction (sect.) 
Max. curvature 
y-direction (sect.)
PMMA 12.1 µm   -8.1 µm   5.8 µm < -1 µm 
COC 42.2 µm -16.0 µm 16.8 µm < -1 µm 
Table 7-1: Maximum curvature of the chip surface in x- and y-direction (xmax = 64 mm, 
ymax = 43 mm). Since the applied channel structure under investigation is only located in parts 
of the chip area (sect.), also the expected maximum curvature of the channel within this area 
itself was calculated. 
During the following manufacturing steps these blanks were transformed to working fluidic 
chips using a CNC micro milling machine (Evo4 3D, Hochbach GmbH, Germany) and, in 
special needs (additional gold electrodes), by laser treatment (eximer laser Exitech 700, 
193 nm, 200 mW, formerly Exitech, United Kingdom). The milling machine allows structures 
down to 100 µm in lateral and a few µm in vertical direction. Related to the latter mentioned 
dimension it is essential to ensure that the operating temperature of the machine is reached 
before milling since the spindle mounting shows a thermal expansion of approximately 
2.5 µm °K-1 and a maximum extension of approximately 50 µm until a final position is 
reached at constant operating temperature. Chips used in this study were mainly milled by a 
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milling cutter of 300 µm in diameter (HM-FS-030 D, Horbach GmbH, Germany) combined 
with an air cooling. With a number of revolutions per minute of 12,000 RPM and a feed speed 
of 20 mm s-1 best milling results have been observed. In order to realize steps of 20 µm and 
smooth inclined planes, the maximum increment chosen for the vertical dimensions was 
20 µm. Additionally, the milling results have been optimized by an adjusted milling strategy, 
cf. Fig. 7-1. Although micro milling forms rough surfaces this fabrication technique is less 
time-consuming and cheaper compared to injection molding or hot embossing during 
development procedures. The average roughness height and mean waviness height of the 
milled channel bottom was 0.41 µm and 4.87 µm, respectively. The depth of the main channel 
was also measured with a profilometer and the deviation from the desired value is 
approximately 8%. All values were measured at different positions of the channel. 
 
 
Fig. 7-1: REM picture of the milled channel structure. The main channel is connected to gel 
slots which are later filled with agarose gel. The steps (right) are in the range of 20 µm. 
Rough surfaces can cause different disadvantages related to lab-on-a-chip devices consisting 
of various small channels [162]. Since the overall surface area is intensively increased 
offering much more binding sites for biomolecules, surface coating becomes very important. 
Without any coating agent BSA molecules preferably adhere to the channel walls after a short 
period of time. For checking purposes, a PMMA channel was flushed with BSA dissolved in 
pure water not containing any PEG. When removing the BSA solution after 30 minutes, the 
channel surface showed strong adsorption of BSA molecules visualized by fluorescence 
emission, cf. Fig. 7-2. This leads to a non-wanted background fluorescence which may 
corrupt the analysis of the experimental data. But fortunately due to the high PEG 
concentration in the used ATPSs the adsorption of BSA to the PMMA surface is strongly 
suppressed. For these reasons PEG is, for example, also used for dynamic wall coatings to 
prevent protein adsorption during polymerase chain reaction [4,26]. Nevertheless, to quantify 
the amount of protein adsorbed to the channel walls, the channel was flushed with pure water 
after each experiment and a fluorescence image with the same camera setting was taken. 
These images showed no significant fluorescence emission at all.  
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Fig. 7-2: (a) Adsorption of BSA dissolved in pure water on a PMMA surface after a residence 
time of 30 min. Before taking this image the solution was already removed. Only after flushing 
the channel with a 0.5 M NaOH solution most of the molecules were removed (b). The image, 
which was taken after the flushing, also includes some left water droplets. 
Additionally and since the chips were reused, the channel network was flushed with a 0.5 M 
NaOH solution and placed into an ultrasonic bath for at least two minutes after each usage in 
order to remove possible adherent proteins. To remove further organic residua the channel 
network was flushed with pure water and placed again into an ultrasonic bath containing 
isopropanol for two minutes. Cleaning experiments using, for example, proteinase K or other 
kinds of solvents did not lead to satisfying results. As an explanation, proteinase K is an 
enzyme which is commonly used in molecular biology to digest proteins and to remove 
contamination from preparations of nucleic acid. As PEG almost suppressed protein 
adsorption the possibility of surface reduction by channel smoothing has not been considered. 
But it has been shown by Pinzón Caballero that milled polymeric surfaces can be smoothed 
by solvents in a simple way [162]. 
7.2 Electrodes 
As described in chapter 6.5, two possibilities for integrating the electric field into the chip 
have been examined. Hence, in the following sections the manufacturing and assembly of two 
different chip designs are described in more detail. In the first case the electrodes have direct 
contact to the analyzed liquid. Accordingly, two plane electrodes have to be integrated into the 
microfluidic chip. They need to be placed, disconnected from each other, on opposite channel 
walls. For the second design the electrodes are decoupled from the main channel in order to 
prevent bubble generation inside the channel network. Here, the manufacturing can be divided 
into two sub-strategies since two different materials, dialysis membranes and hydrogels, have 
been used as ion bridges. 
7.2.1 Integrated Electrodes 
Since not all metals are resistant to corrosion or oxidation only noble metals come into 
consideration. Thus, mainly gold has been used as electrode material. The main challenges of 
realization can be divided into the selective deposition of two electrodes onto two opposite 
narrow channel walls and the separate contacting of the wall electrodes, cf. Fig. 7-3.  
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Fig. 7-3: Drawing of gold electrodes integrated into a microchannel. The two inlets join each 
other passing into the main channel. The gold electrodes are connected from outside by two 
platinum wires from the opposite site of the chip. 
7.2.1.1 Fabrication Process 
Although gold can be easily deposited onto PMMA or COC surface by physical vapor 
deposition, only the gold layer deposited by sputtering on COC has passed the scotch test 
whereas no interface layers are necessary. The fabrications steps are schematically shown in 
Fig. 7-4. In the first step the chip was mounted on a 5’ Si wafer and a small layer of 
photoresist (Clariant, Germany) was deposited on the chip surface. The protocols for different 
types of photoresist are summarized in Table 7-2. In all cases a final hard bake has been 
omitted. Subsequently, only those parts of the main channel have been milled which were 
intended to be sputtered with gold. In this process also the previously integrated wires were 
cut, now being part of the channel walls. 
 
Fig. 7-4: Fabrication steps of integrated gold electrodes. 
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 AZ 1512 HS AZ 6632 AZ 4562 
Layer Thickness 1.2 µm 5.8 µm 12.5 µm 
Parameters 4600 RPM /25 s 1200 RPM /25 s 1500 RPM /25 s 
Softbake (Hotplate) 100 °C / 1 min 100 °C / 1 min 100 °C / 1 min 
Gold Removal < 3 min acetone bath < 25 min acetone bath 
and 1 min US-bath 
experiment abort 
Results ++ + − 
Table 7-2: Process parameters and resulting layer thickness of different used photoresist. The 
use of AZ 1512 HS photoresist allows a very good gold removal with sharp edges. 
The sputtering was done by a mini deposition system (MED 010, Oerlikon Balzers, 
Lichtenstein). On a flat surface a sputtering rate of r0° = 0.47 nm s-1 for gold was determined 
(process parameters: gold target, 50 mA, 6-8⋅10-2 mbar). To ensure that the whole surface of 
the vertical walls gets covered with gold, the chip was first rotated α = 45° around the 
longitudinal direction of the main channel and sputtered for 300 s. Then the chip was rotated 
90° in the opposite direction and sputtered again for the same period of time. Due to the 
angled position, the surface area of the vertical wall with regard to the position of the sputter 
target is increased by cos α. Accordingly, the sputtering rate of a flat surface is reduced by the 
same value leading to ݎସହ° ൌ cos ߙ · ݎ଴° , and the sputtering rate finally becomes r45° = 
0.33 nm s-1. The calculated layer thickness is about 100 nm. But undirected coating methods, 
such as sputtering, have the effect that the regions under the undercut are also covered with 
gold. This often leads to layers thicker than calculated. After sputtering the photoresist was 
removed in an acetone bath partially supported by ultrasonic. The best results were obtained 
by the thinnest photoresist layer which enables a complete removal of unwanted gold layers 
and sharp edges, cf. Fig. 7-5 and Table 7-2. 
During the sputtering process also the channel bottom is covered with gold which was 
subsequently removed by laser ablation. In a final structuring process the missing channels 
and through holes were milled. A closed channel network was obtained by sealing the 
substrate as described in chapter 7.3.  
 
Fig. 7-5: (a) Gold surface after photoresist removal with sharp edges with regard to the COC 
chip surface. (b) Test channel structure after electrode separation by laser ablation.  
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As mentioned above, for electrical connection also interlayer connections have been 
integrated into the polymer chip. These connections are small wires which pass the chip in 
vertical direction. Another possibility are electrode structures at the same side of the chip as 
the main channel, like conducted passes known from printed circuit boards. But this latter 
solution has at least disadvantages. To connect the electrodes, which are deposited on the 
vertical channel walls, the conducted pass has to overcome sharp corners of ninety degrees. 
Additionally, contact durability can not be guaranteed after the application of pressure during 
the channel sealing process, since the gold layer thickness is only a few hundred nanometers 
thick. Furthermore, for the sealing process specific solvents are used. In this context it has 
been observed that the solvents used for bonding itself affect the gold layer leading to 
numerous small cracks, cf. Fig. 7-6. Hence, contact durability can not be ensured again. 
 
 
Fig. 7-6: Gold surface on COC after treatment by bonding solvent. With increasing residence 
time (up to 60 sec.) the number and intensity of small cracks increases. The centre of the chip 
remains untreated. 
The interlayer connections have been realized in three different but comparable ways. And 
their manufacturing has been integrated into the gold layer deposition process. After drilling a 
hole, a platinum was positioned and fixed in this hole by glue, cf. Fig. 7-7a and Fig. 7-7b, or 
dissolved COC material, cf. Fig. 7-7c. During the following milling step, parts of the wiring 
got cut and thereby the bare surface was also subsequently covered with gold which led to an 
electrical connection through the chip. 
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Fig. 7-7: Possible connection solutions. In all cases a through hole including a wire helps 
connecting the chip from the opposite side. The wires are cut during the milling of the 
channels and covered with gold afterwards. 
For most experiments the chip connection type (b) was applied. The channel dimension of the 
main channel is 600 x 100 µm (w x h) and the complete chip is shown in Fig. 7-8. 
 
Fig. 7-8: Test chip with integrated gold electrodes.  
7.2.2 Decoupled Electrodes 
All experiments using electrodes in direct contact to the test medium, i.e. the electrodes are 
deposited on inner wall surfaces, are restricted as the maximum voltage that can be applied to 
such electrodes is limited by the threshold value of electrolysis. By crossing this value, 
bubbles are generated which block the microchannel and interrupt the experiment. As 
described in chapter 9.2.1, this problem can be resolved by using the fact that the 
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electrochemical reactions at the electrodes and the corresponding transport processes are 
characterized by certain time constants. For a voltage pulse above the threshold voltage but 
for a shorter time period the electrode reactions are largely suppressed. Thus, a pulsed electric 
field allows a larger driving force for electrophoresis than possible in dc mode. But besides 
the increasing of the electrophoretic transport of the molecules this proceeding has further 
effects like phase instabilities and mixing processes [163-169]. 
The electric field strength can also be effectively increased by a fluidic decoupling of the 
main channel and the electrodes. When applying a dc voltage above the threshold value of 
electrolysis, still bubbles are created, but these can simply escape from the system. The 
principle for such a decoupled system is sketched in Fig. 7-9. The side walls of the main 
channel are made from a material, like a dialysis membrane or gel, e.g. agarose or 
polyacrylamide, which serves as an ion conductor, but decouples the channel from the 
electrodes. 
 
Fig. 7-9: (a) Schematic of the chip design with decoupled electrodes. Here, the microfluidic 
chip comprises a main channel with three inlets. Phase A is sandwiched between phase B. The 
electric field is oriented perpendicularly to the lamellae. (b) Cut perpendicular through the 
microchannel showing the reservoirs and the main channel in the center. 
On both sides of the channel the electrodes are placed in large buffer reservoirs which are 
open to the environment. The ions in the buffer reservoirs can diffuse into the gel matrix, thus 
ensuring that the electric field is guided from the electrode in the buffer reservoir through the 
ion bridge, further across the microchannel, through the ion bridge on the opposite site to the 
second reservoir and electrode. In that way an electric field perpendicular to the interface 
between two immiscible aqueous phases can be applied. Bubbles which are created by 
electrolysis can escape from the system and do not interfere with biomolecule enrichment or 
separation processes. Since the depth and the volume of the buffer reservoirs are much larger 
than the main channel, most of the voltage drop should occur in the channel and in the ion 
bridge network. Decoupled electrodes allow very high electric field strengths which can be 
applied perpendicular to fluid interfaces. As discussed later in chapter 11, in a number of 
experiments, the bilaminated PEG-dextran system could typically withstand voltages of about 
10 to 15 Vdc (>800 V m-1) depending on the concentration and molecular weights of the used 
polymers. Furthermore, it was observed that undulations of the phase boundary occur for 
voltages and field strengths above the stated values, see chapter 9.3.3. However, this poses no 
severe limitations to most of the experiments performed, because at these voltages already a 
considerable electrophoretic motion of the biomolecules is observed. Hence, the setup with 
decoupled electrodes turns out to be a major improvement over the system with electrodes 
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integrated inside the channel. With such an increase of the driving force for electrophoretic 
transport a thorough study of biomolecule motion in a broader parameter range was finally 
enabled.  
7.2.2.1 Membrane 
One possibility, which was also investigated in this study, is to decouple the flow inside the 
main channel from the electrodes by membranes that are permeable for the buffer ions but not 
for small biomolecules, like proteins. Therefore, dialysis membranes have been integrated 
into the polymeric chip acting as a part of the channel wall, cf. Fig. 7-10. Beginning inside the 
main channel, ions are guided through the dialysis membranes on both sides into intermediate 
reservoirs which are again connected to the main reservoirs where the electrodes are placed 
in. 
 
Fig. 7-10: (a) Components of the membrane setup. (b) The dialysis membrane is pressed onto 
the chip by a metal clamp. The electric field is guided from the one reservoir through the 
dialysis membrane, perpendicular to the main channel and back through the membrane 
towards the opposite reservoir. The frame of the metal clamp is painted black in order to 
reduce reflections. 
The dialysis membranes have been manufactured by laser treatment as well as by micro 
milling. In case of the latter one, the untreated membrane has been completely sandwiched 
between two polymeric chips for stability purposes. The silhouette of the membrane was first 
milled into the upper chip.  Afterwards, the milling was stepwise continued until the depth of 
the membrane was nearly reached. During the next milling increment not only the membrane 
was cut but also the chip below allowing a clean cut of the membrane itself. Fig. 7-11 shows 
the milling results of a Nadir® membrane (cellulose hydrate, MWCO 10-20 kDa, 5101.01, 
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Carl Roth GmbH & Co. KG, Germany). By comparing the cutting edges of the two 
manufacturing principles, the edges of the milled membrane are generally smeared due to the 
rotating milling cutter. Oppositely, in case of laser treatment the membrane edges with its 
containing pores are largely intact. Both types of membranes show a working ion transport 
but the laser treated membranes have been preferably used. 
 
Fig. 7-11: (a) Milled Nadir® dialysis membrane of 45 µm thickness. (2) The same dialysis 
membrane, but instead of milling laser ablation was applied for shape forming. The outer 
pores are still intact. 
The assembly of the chip incorporating membranes is illustrated in Fig. 7-12. In order to reach 
a high positional accuracy of the membranes, the chip was initially equipped with dowel pins 
ensuring a fixed position. Subsequently, the position of the membranes is set by an adhesive 
tape comprising microcapsules, cf. chapter 7.3, and the pins are removed piece by piece. 
Since there is still a small gap between the membrane and the chip, the membrane itself is 
now used for the sealing of the main channel since it is pressed onto the chip surface by an 
additional metal clamp, cf. Fig. 7-10.  
 
 
Fig. 7-12: Assembly of dialysis membrane chip with the help of dowel pins leading to high 
positional accuracy. 
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During the next step the chip is prepared for the final transport experiments. Therefore the 
intermediate and main reservoirs are filled with the desired buffer. Once the buffer has 
reached the membrane surface the buffer liquid penetrates spontaneously into the membrane 
due to capillary forces. The membrane swells inducing an additional sealing effect, cf. Fig. 
7-13. Because of the small nanopores most of the applied electric field is expected to be 
dropped over the membrane. Unfortunately, it was also observed that the small pores lead to a 
strong electroosmotic flow disturbing the lamellae arrangement of the two-phase system 
(discussed in chapter 9.3.1). For that reason most of the transport experiments were carried 
out with decoupled electrodes made of gel. 
 
 
Fig. 7-13: Penetration of buffer solution into the matrix of a Nadir® dialysis membrane. 
Within approximately 9 minutes the matrix is completely filled and due to additional swelling 
the gap between reservoir and main channel is definitely sealed. Here, for better visibility the 
metal clamps are replaced by polymer clamps. 
7.2.2.2 Gel Bridge 
Instead of a membrane the electrodes and the main channel can also be fluidically decoupled 
by hydrogels. For this purpose the channel was equipped with perforated walls where the gaps 
are filled with a gel matrix. The final design of the microfluidic chip is shown in Fig. 7-14 and 
Fig. 7-15. With such type of chip most of the active transport experiments have been 
performed. The chip comprises a main channel with up to five inlets, two buffer reservoirs on 
both sides of the channel and comb-structured side walls with gaps, which allow a fluidic 
decoupling of the buffer reservoirs from the channel. Before an experiment is performed, the 
wall gaps are filled with an agarose gel matrix (05068, Sigma-Aldrich, Germany). Capillary 
forces are utilized to prevent the gel precursor from penetrating into the main channel. 
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Fig. 7-14: Microfluidic chip incorporating a comb structure that is later filled with a gel 
matrix. During transport experiments, the chip is equipped with additional reservoir walls 
and electrodes. 
Therefore, the channel walls of the fifty gel gaps are pre-coated with PEG by dynamic coating 
in order to locally reach a more hydrophilic channel surface compared to the main channel. 
Subsequently, the reduced contact angle leads to an accelerated filling of the agarose gel due 
to increased capillary forces. This is essential since every gap has to be filled completely 
before the agarose gel starts to solidify. The gel point of agarose lies between 34-37 °C. 
 
 
Fig. 7-15: Components of the microfluidic setup. Instead of a membrane, gel acts as an ion 
bridge guiding the field perpendicular to the flow direction from one reservoir, through the 
main channel, into the opposite reservoir. 
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This is the temperature at which an aqueous agarose solution forms a gel as it is cooled down. 
Furthermore, an agarose solution exhibits hysteresis in the liquid-to-gel transition, thus its gel 
point is much lower than its melting temperature. 
In the first step of the gel filling process the chip is temporarily sealed by conventional 
adhesive tape. A 2.0 wt% PEG 8000 solution is injected into the gel gaps at room temperature 
and selectively distributes by capillary forces, cf. Fig. 7-16. It is imperative that all fifty gaps 
are completely wetted with the coating solution as well as no coating solution enters the main 
channel. This guarantees an adequate gel filling afterwards due to an abrupt change in 
wettability between the gaps and the main channel. The key to such an ‘organized’ filling lies 
in the channel geometry of the comb structures. The openings to the main channel and to the 
reservoirs act as geometrical passive stop-valves forcing the liquid to wet only those surfaces 
which need to be coated. Accordingly, the coating solution (or later the agarose solution), 
which is placed at the inlet slit by using a pipette, is drawn inside the microchannel by 
capillary forces and stops at the stop-valves. A short description of the functionality of the 
stop structures is given in a subsequent paragraph.  
After approximately three minutes the PEG solution and the adhesive tape are removed. For 
drying, the gaps are flushed with nitrogen. After a final sealing of the channels a 1.5 % 
agarose solution is heated up to 100 °C and filled into the gaps of the comb structure from the 
backside of the chip. Again, driven by capillary forces the gel solution flows towards the main 
channel and stops at the openings to the channel which act as barriers for hydrophilic 
solutions, cf. Fig. 7-17. The comb structures on the opposite side are connected to reservoirs 
on the backside of the chip which, after the agarose solution has gelled, are filled with the 
same buffer as used for preparing the two-phase system. 
 
 
 
Fig. 7-16: Gel filling process. In the first step a PEG solution is introduced into the channel 
network in order to improve the hydrophilicity of the surface. After drying the network is filled 
with a gel matrix acting as an ion bridge. 
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Fig. 7-17: Main channel directly after gel filling. Due to the hot gel inside the comb structure 
water condensed at the main channel surface (small droplets). 
In this paragraph the principle of a fluidic and passive stop structure is outlined. It is assumed 
that the solution was already placed at the inlet hole and that the liquid interface in the 
rectangular channel is driven towards an abruptly diverging section as shown in Fig. 7-18. 
When the liquid meniscus is still located in the straight section of a rectangular channel, the 
pressure difference between the pressure inside PI and outside the liquid P0 under equilibrium 
is given by the Young-Laplace equation 
∆ܲ ൌ ଴ܲ െ ூܲ ൌ െ2ߛ ܿ݋ݏ ߠ ൬
1
ݓ ൅
1
݄൰ 
(7.1) 
where w and h are again the width and the height of the channel, respectively [170-172]. Due 
to Eq. (7.1) and in case of a hydrophilic surface, θ < 90° (θH2O ≈ 75° on PMMA), the pressure 
inside the liquid and near the meniscus will be lower than the surrounding atmospheric 
pressure P0. The resulting pressure gradient ΔPA drives the liquid through the straight 
microchannel. 
 
 
Fig. 7-18: Filling of the comb structure. The abruptly expansion of the channel acts as a stop 
structure allowing a defined and easy filling. 
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This capillary filling will be supported by a contrary pressure drop ΔPR across the meniscus at 
the inlet, driving the fluid in the same direction. When the liquid reaches the expansion, cf. 
Fig. 7-18, the meniscus has a contact angle of θ with the channel wall in equilibrium. In order 
to drive the liquid forward, the applied pressure difference must be sufficient to force the 
meniscus to achieve the same wetting angle θ with the diverging wall. In contrast to the stop 
structure presented here, in microfluidic chip systems one often encounters the situation that 
only the width of a rectangular channel increases while the height stays fix, i.e. the curvature 
of the liquid interface stays the same in the height, while the curvature is changed for the 
width. Accordingly, the pressure required to drive the liquid forward can be expressed by 
∆ ிܲ ൌ െ2ߛ ൬
ܿ݋ݏ ሺߠ ൅ ߚሻ
ݓ ൅
ܿ݋ݏ ߠ
݄ ൰ 
(7.2) 
where β is the diverging angle [170,172]. It has to be considered that for very shallow 
channels the wettability of the top and bottom may dominate the behavior. That means that in 
case of a hydrophilic system a sudden expansion of a shallow channel may not work as a 
passive stop valve as the total energy may be further reduced by filling the expansion-cavity. 
Hence, in this study the channel expansion is equipped with an additional step in channel 
height obtaining a higher value of ΔPF avoiding an unwanted capillary filling of the main 
channel. Additionally, due to PEG coating and the reduced contact angle not only the filling 
velocity for the agarose solution is increased but also the ‘strength’ of the stop structure, cf. 
Eq. (7.2). 
However, independent from the kind of ion bridges, membrane or gel bridge, the integrated 
buffer reservoir of approximately 300 µl has to be expanded to guarantee a stable pH value 
during transport experiments, see chapter 9.3.4. Therefore, an additional PDMS element 
(Sylgard 184 silicone elastomer kit, Sasco Holz Frankfurt GmbH, Germany) was molded and 
simply attached to the chip by pressing it into a small slit. This leads to an increased reservoir 
volume of 3000 µl. 
7.3 Sealing of Channel Network 
Often the sealing of channels is a critical step in micro fabrication. For example, voids or gaps 
lead to capillary effects which cause unwanted loss of material. Additionally, it is also 
important to establish a pressure-tight bond between chip and cover which does not distort the 
cross section, e.g., by channel deformation or sagging of the cover lid after the sealing 
process. Especially for chips used in a bioanalytical context, the compatibility of the material 
with chemicals and biomolecules of the assay has to be ensured. For polymeric microfluidic 
devices a variety of suitable bonding methods have been used, including solvent bonding 
[173,174], thermal bonding [175,176] or bonding processes based on surface treatments by, 
e.g., oxygen plasma or ultraviolet-ozone [177-179]. 
In this study two different bonding processes, solvent and adhesive bonding, have been 
applied. For solvent assisted bonding the chip substrate and the cover foil should consist of 
the same or similar material. A suitable solvent is spin-coated on the foil (for PMMA chips: 
PMMA XT foil, Cadillac Plastic GmbH, Germany / for COC chips: COP 1420R foil, Ibidi 
GmbH, Germany). Afterwards the foil is pressed onto the polymeric chip at isothermal 
conditions leading to a channel sealing of high bonding strength paired with minimal 
mechanically induced deformation of the channel cross section. 
Another method which was often used in this study for chips with decoupled electrodes is 
sealing by adhesive tape. The application of adhesive tape is advantageous since the sealing 
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process is less time consuming and the foil can be removed after usage. Hence, the channel 
network can be easily cleaned after experiments allowing the application of the chips for 
several times. In this connection it was observed that conventional adhesive tape (here 
Scotch® clear packaging tape E5020D, 3M, Germany) has to be used with special care. The 
whole surface of the tape is usually covered with adhesive agents and thus a specific amount 
of agents is always exposed to the liquid which is driven through the channel network. 
Ingredients of the adhesive agent may dissolve and influence the composition of the test 
liquid, as observed for the PEG-dextran two-phase system under investigation. Although the 
two liquids are immiscible the phase boundary between them vanished within a specific time 
span after they get in contact. Such a behavior was not observed using solvent assistant 
bonding processes. To avoid those problems and still benefit from the advantages of 
temporarily sealing an adhesive tape consisting of microcapsules (polyolefin adhesive tape, 
3M, Germany) was applied. The pressure sensitive tape allows the adhesive to release from 
small microcapsules, a few µm in diameter, only when pressure is applied causing a rupture of 
the capsules. Accordingly, the adhesive agents are placed in areas where the chip and the foil 
get in contact. Only an insignificant small amount of adhesive ingredients is exposed to the 
liquid close to two channel corners which allows keeping the composition of the liquid 
constant. As comparable to solvent bonding the adhesive tape is pressed on the polymeric chip 
at isothermal conditions and the sealed chip can be used immediately and placed in the chip 
holder. 
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8 Aqueous Two-Phase Flow 
One important parameter governing the hydrodynamics of a bilaminated flow is the 
interfacial tension between the two liquid phases. Systems with a very large interfacial tension 
tend to become unstable when they are bilaminated inside a microchannel, whereas systems 
with a small interface tension usually have less stability problems, but consist of components 
which are physico-chemically more similar. For systems consisting of two immiscible phases 
of aqueous solutions of PEG and dextran, the interfacial tension becomes small compared to 
aqueous-organic two-phase systems allowing high flow stability and regular flow patterns 
within microchannels. 
8.1 Flow Patterns and Flow Stability 
Attempting to study the electrophoretic or diffusive transport of sample molecules orthogonal 
to the phase boundary, it is important to hold the flow velocity of the liquids in the channel 
sufficiently small. Only this guarantees entirely detectable transport processes across the 
channel width while the samples flow through the main channel. Alternatively to the 
continuous flow configuration, for the examination of the diffusive transport across the phase 
boundary, a stopped flow configuration with vanishing liquid velocity was applied, as 
described in chapter 10. By realizing this configuration, problems initially occurred since the 
more viscous phase displaces the less viscous phase from the channel when the flow was 
switched off. These problems could be traced back to fluidic capacities in the feeding system 
upstream of the test device. Accordingly, the problems could be considerably reduced by 
using glass syringes and tubes as well as connections commonly used in HPLC as described 
in chapter 6.3. However, avoiding capacities is generally important since the minimization of 
fluidic capacities in the feeding system becomes essential for stable flow patterns, especially 
when flow rates are varied and lamellae are removed or additionally introduced. 
As described in chapter 5, the flow behavior of two immiscible fluids in microchannels 
mainly depends on the interplay between the wetting behavior of each fluid on the surface, the 
interfacial tension between the fluids, the channel geometry and flow velocities. Although 
aqueous two phase systems show low interfacial tensions (typically values for the systems 
under investigation are in the order of 10-4 N m-1 [180]), the resulting flow patterns in 
microchannels may become unstable. As an example, in Fig. 8-1 a flow pattern of a PEG- and 
dextran-phase is shown which initially consists of two parallel lamellae. The channel 
dimension is 300x200 µm (w x h) and the flow velocities are in order of a few mm s-1. 
Nevertheless, the dextran-phase detaches from the wall and penetrates into the center of the 
channel. This behavior can be initiated by different effects. First of all, differences in the 
wettability leads to a contact angle dextran-phase/PEG-phase/PMMA of considerably more 
than 90° (contact angle instrument G-1, Krüss GmbH, Germany). This implies a curved phase 
boundary and also a detachment of the dextran-phase from the walls. Since the PEG-phase 
shows a lower contact angle on PMMA compared to the dextran-phase, this status is 
energetically more favorable. The further movement into the center of the channel can be 
described by the tendency to minimize the overall energy of the system. For illustration of 
such behavior and to present the two-phase flow velocity profile, in the subsequent section 
some basic theoretical aspects are discussed. 
The laminar and steady-state flow through microchannels is also known as a Hagen-Poiseuille 
flow. Here, the fluid is driven through a long, straight, and rigid channel by imposing a 
pressure difference between the two ends of the channel [181]. 
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Fig. 8-1: Flow pattern of a PEG- and dextran-phase in an almost rectangular channel. (a) 
The dextran- and PEG-phase were separately injected into the main channel. (b) After 
approximately 10 mm the dextran-phase observably starts to detach oneself from the upper 
wall, see right arrow. 
Originally developed for channels with circular cross-sections the analytical description of the 
flow behavior can also be adapted to channels having different cross-sectional shapes, e.g., 
rectangular cross-sections. Due to the large aspect ratio of many microfluidic channels, the 
geometry can be simplified and approximated by parallel plates [181]. Within such an 
approximation the flow is governed by the one dimensional stokes equation 
௭߲ଶݑ௫ሺݖሻ ൌ െ
∆݌
ߟܮ௖௟ 
(8.1) 
with no slip boundary conditions at the walls. The solution of the differential equation is a 
simple parabola, cf. Fig. 8-2: 
ݑ௫ሺݖሻ ൌ
∆݌
2ߟܮ௖௟ ሺ݄ െ ݖሻ ݖ 
(8.2) 
 
Fig. 8-2: Due to a pressure drop Δp over the channel length of Lcl the fluid flows in x direction 
exhibiting a parabolic flow profile inside the microchannel. 
In case of a two-phase Poiseuille flow a steady-state flow of two different liquids with a flat 
interface at z = hi is assumed as shown in Fig. 8-3. Accordingly, in this case no Young-
Laplace pressure arises across the interface. The liquids are driven by a pressure drop of Δp 
and the viscosities of the bottom layer, 0 < z < hi, and of the top layer, hi ≤ z < h, are denoted 
by η1 and η2, respectively. Additionally, the system is assumed to be translation invariant 
along the x and the y axis leading to a velocity and pressure field in the form of 
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Fig. 8-3: Flow profile of a two-phase flow with different viscosities of the phases, η1 and η2. 
The interface at hi is characterized by a flow profile transition. 
For a two-phase flow regime the velocity field ux(z) can be divided into u1,x(z) and u2,x(z): 
ݑ௫ሺݖሻ ൌ ቊ
ݑଵ,௫ሺݖሻ, for 0 ൏ ݖ ൑ ݄௜
ݑଶ,௫ሺݖሻ, for ݄௜ ൑ ݖ ൏ ݄  
(8.5) 
In this simple model the boundary conditions for the velocity field are no slip at the walls and 
continuous velocity ux and shear stress σxz at the interface z = hi, 
ݑଵ,௫ሺ0ሻ ൌ 0
ݑଶ,௫ሺ݄ሻ ൌ 0
ݑଵ,௫ሺ݄௜ሻ ൌ ݑଶ,௫ሺ݄௜ሻ
 (8.6 a-c) 
ߪଵ,௫ሺ݄௜ሻ ൌ ߪଶ,௫ሺ݄௜ሻ (8.7) 
According to Eq. (8.2) for the single-phase Poiseuille flow velocity field and the above 
mentioned boundary conditions the expressions for u1,x(z) and u2,x(z) result in: 
ݑଵ,௫ሺݖሻ ൌ
∆݌
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(8.8) 
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(8.9) 
where a1 and a2 are constants which especially consider the dependence on the last two 
boundary conditions describing the transition at the interface of the two phases. 
At a given pressure drop and due to the further boundary condition that both liquid phases 
have equal flow rates, the position of the interface can be determined since it only depends on 
the viscosity ratio. Therefore the equation was solved with the program Mathematica 5.1 
[182]. The viscosity η1 stays constant. The resulting two-phase flow profile and the effect of 
decreasing viscosity ratio η1/η2 are schematically shown in Fig. 8-4a. 
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Fig. 8-4: (a) Exemplary velocity profile of a two-lamellae arrangement across a channel 
width of 1. The liquid right from the interface (dotted line) has a higher viscosity than the left 
one. By increasing its viscosity, compared to the left liquid, also the required space increases 
(IÆ II). (b) Three-lamellae arrangement (only half channel is visible). I: equal viscosity; II: 
the viscosity of the centered liquid was increased by a factor of five. 
 
The decreasing ratio leads to a displacement of the interface position hi and to a strong 
reduction of the overall flow rate in case of a side by side flow configuration, cf. Fig. 8-5. 
Coming back to the above mentioned flow behavior of the dextran-phase lamella which, once 
detached from the wall, moves into the center of the channel, a flow pattern consisting of 
three lamellae was additionally examined for comparison. For the outer lamellae the viscosity 
is kept constant while for the center lamella the viscosity increases. For simplicity only one 
half of the channel height is calculated leading to a flow profile that is shown in Fig. 8-4b. 
The lamella of higher viscosity is positioned in the center of the channel. 
 
 
 
Fig. 8-5: Comparison of the resulting overall flow rate for two different flow patterns. 
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Accordingly, the shear rate within this lamella, given by 
ߛሶ௭ ൌ
߲ݑ௫
߲ݖ  
(8.10) 
 is drastically reduced compared to a position near to the wall surface. Since the pressure drop 
stays constant and the resulting flow rates of both phases is defined to be equal, the increase 
of the viscosity ratio leads to a displacement of the interface position. But in contrast to the 
side by side flow configuration, the resulting overall flow rate decreases much slower with 
increasing viscosity ratio. Accordingly, a flow system energetically prefers to place the 
lamella of higher viscosity into the center of the channel, cf. Fig. 8-5. Additionally, this 
behavior is supported by another effect of energy minimization: a fluid of high viscosity 
surrounded by a fluid of low viscosity also prefers a centered position since the cross section 
of the fluid of high viscosity as well as the interfacial area between the two fluids are 
minimized. In the present case the dextran-phase has a much higher viscosity compared to the 
PEG-phase. As expected, in case of a detached dextran-phase lamella, a movement of the 
lamella into the center of the microchannel was observed, where the lamella was stabilized. 
This simple flow model intends to give an impression of the velocity profile in two-phase 
flows and to explain the movement of the dextran-phase lamella into the center of the channel 
flow. As presented hereby, it was established that the final arrangement of the two phases does 
not invariably follow the injection pattern. Although the interfacial area is reduced due to the 
small channel height, the ratio between the interfacial area of the two liquids and the 
interfacial area of the liquids and the surrounding wall is still high. As described in chapter 5, 
a flat and wide microchannel helps to reduce the interfacial area and to stabilize the flow. 
Accordingly, for experiments in this study aspect ratios of 0.15 (depth divided by width) or 
less were chosen. But still the interfacial area between the liquid lamella and the wall surface 
is important. Especially in the three lamella arrangement drop formations may occur as it does 
for instance happen within flow focusing devices [183,184]. The center lamella only touches 
the top and bottom wall and the ratio between the interfacial area of the two liquids and the 
interfacial area of the lamella and the wall surface is increased again.  
Fig. 8-6 shows a sequence of a continuous stream of dextran-phase flowing in the center of a 
channel and being surrounded by an immiscible PEG-phase.  
 
Fig. 8-6: Top: Sequence showing dextran droplet formations within the PEG-phase. The width 
of the entering dextran lamella is approximately 50 µm, the channel height is 120 µm. Below: 
further examples of lamella instabilities. 
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Due to the applied flow rates the center stream is forced into a thin lamella and breaks up into 
droplets. This behavior is similar to the decay of a liquid jet which is driven by the Rayleigh-
Plateau instability. 
In the course of these experiments, up to five stable lamellae were successfully created in a 
channel of 800 x 120 µm (w x h). But it has to be mentioned that even more lamellae would 
be possible. It was observed that the width of a central placed lamella can be approximately 
reduced to 100-150 µm for the ATPSs under study.  
However, to introduce a stable lamella including a sample, a simple injection procedure was 
applied. First, the desired flow pattern was generated with lamellae without any biomolecule 
samples included. As soon as the flow pattern becomes stable one of the lamellae was 
replaced by a lamella of the same liquid which now includes the sample to be examined. 
8.2 Viscosity Adjustment 
Generally, the PEG- and dextran-phases used in the experiments have different flow 
viscosities inside the microchannel at constant flow rates. Therefore the flow velocity inside 
the PEG-phase is usually much higher than the velocity in the dextran-phase, cf. Fig. 8-4a. 
The viscosities in this study were measured by a rheometer (ARES, TA-Intruments GmbH, 
Germany) and are summarized in Table 8-1. The occurrence of different flow velocities in 
both phases complicates an accurate estimation of the transport behavior across the phase 
boundary. Biomolecules which are transported from the lamella of higher viscosity into the 
lamella of lower viscosity are accelerated which leads to thinning effects. Vice versa, 
biomolecules are decelerated when transported into the lamella of higher viscosity leading to 
local enrichment effects. In order to minimize the velocity mismatch between the phases a 
viscosity adjustment in a microchannel was performed. This helps reducing the above 
mentioned side effects and to examine the molecule transport across the phase boundary in 
more detail. Both, polymer concentration and the molecular weight of the used polymers may 
show strong influences on the viscosities of the PEG- and dextran-phases [185]. For the 
standard system (system A) and the P-PEG system (system B) the viscosity of the dextran-
phase is about seven times higher compared to the PEG-phase. 
 
ATPS Viscosity PEG-phase  [Pa⋅s] 
Viscosity dextran-phase  
[Pa⋅s] 
Viscosity 
ratio 
A - Standard system 0.00416 0.02984 0.14 
B - P-PEG system 10% 0.00425 0.03311 0.13 
C - Equal Viscosity 0.02219 0.02105 1.05 
Table 8-1: Viscosities of the aqueous two-phase systems. 
Accordingly, three strategies are examined to adjust the viscosities. Initially, either the 
molecular weight of the PEG was increased or that of the dextran was decreased, while the 
amount of polymer (wt%) remained constant. But only if the molecular weights of both 
polymers have been changed, a viscosity adjustment could be performed. Starting at a pure 
PEG 8000 / dextran 10,000 two-phase system, PEG 8000 was partially replaced by 
PEG 35,000, cf. Table 8-2. For finding the point of equal viscosity a microchannel 
(800 x 100 µm) was used as viscosimeter [186,187]. The measurement is based on a given 
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flow rate and the resulting interface location between the co-flowing streams in a 
microchannel. 
After preparing two-phase systems with different portions of PEG 35,000, the PEG- and 
dextran-phase have been injected into the microchannel separately by keeping the flow rates 
constantly equal but changing the values (0.05, 0.1, 0.5 and 1.0 ml h-1). Since the two phases 
are immiscible but Newtonian liquids, a clear and stable phase boundary was detectable in all 
cases, cf. Fig. 8-7. 
 
System PEG 8000  [wt%] 
PEG 35,000  
[wt%] 
dextran 10,000 
[wt%] 
water  
[wt%] 
I 10.0 0.0 12.5 77.5 
II 8.0 2.0 12.5 77.5 
III 6.0 4.0 12.5 77.5 
IV 4.0 6.0 12.5 77.5 
V 2.0 8.0 12.5 77.5 
VI 0.0 10.0 12.5 77.5 
Table 8-2: Compositions of ATPSs for viscosity adjustment. The amount of PEG 8000 is 
stepwise replaced by PEG 35,000 in order to increase the viscosity. 
 
 
Fig. 8-7: Resulting position of the interface (dotted line) due to different viscosity ratios (I-IV) 
while the PEG- and dextran-phase have identical flow rates. 
As illustrated above, at equal viscosities the phase boundary is expected to be located in the 
center of the channel. Therefore, the widths of both lamellae at different flow rates were 
compared with each other; near the entrance, halfway along the channel and close to the 
outlet. Afterwards the width ratios were averaged and compared to different polymer 
compositions, cf. Fig. 8-8. After a linear fit, the amount of PEG 35,000 for equal viscosities of 
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both phases could easily be determined (2.28 wt%). Finally a two-phase system of equal 
viscosity was created and verified by viscosity measurements using a rheometer. The 
measured viscosity ratio of 1.05 demonstrates a very good confirmation of the viscosity 
adjustment with the help of a microchannel, cf. Table 8-1. The entire composition of the two-
phase system of equal viscosity is summarized in Table 3-1.  
 
 
Fig. 8-8: Linear fit of the measurement results. By increasing the amount of PEG 35,000 and 
simultaneous decreasing the amount of PEG 8000, the width of the PEG lamella increases 
steadily until approximately 78% of the channel width is occupied by the PEG-phase. 
8.3 Phase Separation 
Since liquid naturally seeks the path of least resistance, controlled phase separation in 
microfluidic systems becomes essential. Often the separation at the outlet is given by channel 
geometries, i.e. cross section and length, and the resulting pressure drop [65]. In order to 
achieve individual separation adjustments one possibility is to extend the microfluidic chip by 
additional integrated micro valves for back pressure adjusting. Often, microfluidic valves are 
only used to open and close channels completely [188,189] or are made of hydro gels [190]. 
In this study an easier and more variable setting of the channel cross-section is intended. 
The principle of the valve is illustrated in Fig. 8-9 and Fig. 8-10. The valve consists of a 
hemispheric valve chamber, a membrane and a pin also having a hemispheric protrusion on 
one side. The pin has a fine thread and is mounted inside the chip holder system. By turning 
the screw-pin the cross-section of the chamber can be regulated. Accordingly, the back 
pressure of the individual channel outlets can be adjusted and also the amount of liquid 
leaving the particular channel. 
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Fig. 8-9: Principle of phase separation at the outlet. By turning the grub screw (b) the cross-
section of the channel decreases and, accordingly, the flow resistance increases. By 
combining different screw positions, this technique allows an easy adjustment of the phase 
separation. 
Despite of a successful development of integrated microfluidic backpressure valves, most test 
chips were equipped with only one outlet due to simplification purposes. Moreover, the main 
focus primarily lies on the transport behavior of biomolecules across a phase boundary and 
therefore an accurate separation of both phases is not necessary. 
 
Fig. 8-10: Test chip with integrated flow separation valves 
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9 Transport of Biomolecules in Microchannels 
In the microfluidic systems under study there are two different ways how biomolecules or 
other kinds of molecules can be transported. The most famous mechanism is diffusion and has 
often been utilized in simple T-sensors [40]. Additional electric fields can help to move 
molecules in a desired manner. In case of two-phase systems both principles are applicable 
and have been examined here to study the interaction between the molecules and the phase 
boundary. In this chapter the diffusive transport as well as the active transport is introduced. 
In case of the active transport, it can be shown that especially decoupled electrodes allow a 
reliable transport of the molecules within a stable environment. 
9.1 Diffusive Transport 
Diffusion describes the transport of material by Brownian molecular motion resulting in a net 
transport of molecules from regions of high concentration to regions of low concentration. In 
other words, diffusion counteracts the formation of non-uniform molecule concentrations 
leading to an increase in entropy which is thermodynamically more favorable. Accordingly, in 
absence of other driving forces like potential gradients, systems tend to assume a state of 
equal concentration. The flux can be derived from Fick’s law, which states that the flux J, the 
net movement of diffusing molecules per unit area of section, is proportional to the gradient in 
concentration: 
ܬ ൌ െܦ׏ܿ (9.1) 
where D is the diffusion coefficient or diffusivity and c the molecule concentration. Referred 
to thermodynamics, where the driving force for diffusion can be described by the gradient of 
the chemical potential of the molecules, and within a 1-D domain Fick’s law can be written 
as: 
ܬ ൌ െ ܦܴܿܶ
߲μ
߲ݔ 
(9.2) 
where R is the universal gas constant, T is the absolute temperature and µ is the chemical 
potential. Generally, D depends on the temperature, the viscosity of the fluid and the molecule 
size according to the Stokes-Einstein relation.  
However, so far all presented microfluidic approaches of aqueous two-phase extraction 
systems are solely based on diffusive transport [29-31,33,76,77,191] and only in macroscopic 
systems protein or amino acids extraction has been electrophoretically enhanced [78-85], cf. 
Fig. 9-1. 
9.2 Active Transport by Integrated Electrodes 
As shown by Levine and Bier [80] and other groups [78,82,83] the application of additional 
electric fields influences the transport behavior of proteins and finally the partitioning in 
aqueous two phase systems. For instance, these groups have shown that proteins can be 
directed first into one phase and afterwards into the other one by simply reversing the 
direction of the electric field. During the active transport process they additionally observed 
some transport ‘resistance’ directly at the phase boundary leading to enrichment effects. Since 
all presented two-phase electrophoresis systems show a more or less macroscopic character, 
cf. Fig. 9-1, a detailed study of the molecular transport across the phase boundary is only 
possible with limitations.  
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Fig. 9-1: Macroscopic test devices of  (a) Levine and Bier [80] and (b) Clark [82]. 
In contrast, microfluidic systems offer the great opportunity to analyze all transport processes 
within both phases at once and to study the molecular transport across the phase boundary in 
more detail. For an active transport of biomolecules by means of an electric field, two 
strategies of electrode integration have been examined. In this study, first well-defined gold 
electrodes have been integrated into the main channel, as described in chapter 7.2.1, where the 
electrodes cover the vertical channel walls of the polymeric chip. As already mentioned, 
usually in aqueous solutions electrode potentials larger than 1.6 Vdc may cause electrolysis 
and bubble generation which can lead to blockage of the narrow microchannels. This value 
also depends on the used electrode material. Accordingly, the applied voltage has to stay 
below this critical value. Even if the electrodes should be totally shielded by counter-ions at 
low dc voltage, there still exists an effective electric field which induces particle migration, cf. 
Fig. 9-2. The strength of the field strongly depends on the used buffer system as well on the 
flow velocity. Different groups have shown that due to the double layer the electric field is 
effectively reduced to less than 3% of the applied field value but high enough for inducing a 
movement of biomolecules within the electric field [151,153]. The use of such a setup was 
first explored by studying the electrophoretic transport of BSA molecules dissolved in water, 
which leads to an increased concentration in the vicinity of one of the electrodes, cf. Fig. 9-2. 
In order to investigate the transport phenomena related to electrophoresis in stratified two-
phase systems, the standard two-phase system (system A, cf. Table 3-1) was prepared. For 
such a binary system with aqueous solutions of PEG and dextran, an electric field can be 
easily employed to transport the sample molecules perpendicular to the phase boundary, 
owing to the similar permittivities of the two phases. Fig. 9-3 shows a series of snapshots 
taken from a section of the channel where the voltage between the electrodes was gradually 
increased from 0 to 5 Vdc. Initially, the BSA molecules were injected in the dextran-phase. 
When the voltage was increased, the molecules were focused into an increasingly narrow 
band at the phase boundary. Finally electrolysis and bubble formation was observed, as to be 
expected in this voltage range. 
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Fig. 9-2: Time sequence of the enrichment and transport of BSA molecules in an aqueous 
solution (no PEG or dextran added) inside a closed microchannel with integrated electrodes 
(yellow). (I) No electric field is applied, (II) enrichment at upper electrode (2 Vdc), (III) BSA 
movement after switching the field direction and finally (III) enrichment and quenching effects 
at the electrode with the positive electrical potential and which is denoted with +. 
Generally and at a dc voltage of up to 2.5 Vdc, no gas bubbles occurred during a specific 
period of time and at constant flow rates. But also at this low voltage the formation of very 
small bubbles with dimensions of a few microns was observed at the electrodes. Higher 
voltages could only be applied for a short period of time, a few seconds, since channel 
blocking rapidly occurs.  
 
 
Fig. 9-3: Snapshots showing the formation of a small band of BSA molecules initially injected 
in the dextran-phase. After a further increase of the applied voltage, up to 5 Vdc, the stability 
of the two lamellae arrangement vanished (V) and finally electrolysis and bubble formation 
are observed (VI). 
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When comparing these results to the results of the analogous experiment with the sample 
molecules initially dissolved in the PEG-phase it was found out that the BSA molecules are 
able to penetrate the phase boundary and transfer into the dextran-phase very easily. Thus, it 
seems that the interface between the two phases has a diodic function for the electrophoretic 
transport of proteins.  
Further experiments of BSA transport within single phase systems revealed more complex 
behaviors. In a single phase system consisting of the PEG-phase the solution apparently helps 
to concentrate BSA molecules not at the electrodes but in the center of the channel after 
reversing the electric field direction several times with a period of two minutes, cf. Fig. 9-4. 
After a further increase of the applied dc voltage up to 3.5 Vdc, the development of a small 
concentration band of about 20 µm thickness was observed, cf. Fig. 9-4 III and IV. The 
underlying mechanisms are not clearly understood yet, but might resemble a polymer 
arrangement forming a transport barrier for proteins or an isoelectric focusing step. 
 
Fig. 9-4: After reversing the electrical field several times (I-II) an enrichment of BSA 
molecules was achieved. After increasing the driving voltage the enrichment transferred into 
a small band of about 20 µm thickness (III). Finally, bubble formation due to electrolysis 
occurred (IV). 
However, the main problem of integrated electrodes in dc mode was induced intensity 
instabilities of the fluorescence protein marker. Although the fluorescence emission of the 
Alexa Fluor® 488 fluorophore is independent of pH as long as the value lies between 4 and 10 
[92], strong fluctuations were observed for a two-phase arrangement. Fig. 9-5 shows the 
integral of the fluorescence intensity over the channel width at different times after a voltage 
of 1.5 Vdc was applied. The amount of protein remains unchanged. The direction of the 
electric field was switched twice leading to further fluctuations. Due to the small liquid 
volume inside the channel compared to the electrode surfaces it is assumed that already small 
generations of oxygen and hydrogen at the electrodes leads to a strong alteration of local pH 
values, also lower than 4 or higher than 10. Accordingly, such behavior eliminates the 
possibility to determine the amount of proteins at different points within the channel and to 
characterize the transport behavior across the phase boundary in detail. 
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Fig. 9-5: Mean fluorescence intensity of BSA dissolved in a two-phase arrangement of PEG 
and dextran. During the application of an electrical field the mean intensity is strongly 
oscillating although the mean BSA concentration of the sample stays constant. 
9.2.1 Influence of Voltage Shape 
The effective electric field strength can be increased by applying an alternating or cyclical 
electrical field which does not allow the complete built up of an electric double layer 
[153,192]. Additionally, bubble formation should be significantly suppressed. But since an 
applied uniform ac voltage would not automatically initiate a net transport of molecules in 
one direction, the waveform has to be modified. And since proteins are not polarizable the 
underlying transport mechanism is different from dielectrophoresis [97].  
The amount of gas generated at the electrodes is proportional to the amount of net charge 
transferred to the H+ ions in solution resulting in a steady current [193,194]. Accordingly, gas 
generation can be avoided if the driving waveform causes no net current. The current-voltage 
characteristics can be approximated to be linear only when either the applied potential is small 
(< 100 mV) or the applied frequency is high (> 100 Hz). But for higher potentials or lower 
frequencies a non-linear current-voltage behavior occurs due to activation control as 
expressed in the Butler-Volmer equation [61,194]. In the framework of a bubble-free 
electrokinetic pump [194], it has been shown that a non-uniform current waveform with a 
zero average current lead to a non-uniform but non-zero average voltage response. This effect 
has been used to drive liquids through microchannels by electroosmosis. However, since the 
major part of the transport experiments in this thesis are performed with decoupled electrodes, 
the origin of the net transport by ac voltage will not be discussed here in detail. For further 
information the reader is referred to [193-195]. 
Due to non-uniform waveforms, which have been also applied to a two lamella arrangement 
of the aqueous two phase system, bubble generation is suppressed and voltages higher than 
5 Vac can be applied. But although an electrophoretic net transport of proteins towards one 
electrode was induced, the application of an alternating electric field of low frequency comes 
along with mixing effects [167-169] leading to an unacceptable disturbance and disruption of 
the phase boundary. Ac voltages at low frequency usually induce stronger disturbances, but 
also the application of dc voltages leads to comparable mixing behaviors. Accordingly, these 
mixing effects will also occur using decoupled electrodes [163,196]. 
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9.3 Active Transport by Decoupled Electrodes 
The disadvantage of a microfluidic system with embedded metallic electrodes deposited on 
the channel walls is the development of bubbles above a threshold voltage due to electrolysis. 
Thus the field strength that can be applied to induce electrophoretic motion is rather limited. 
For this reason the electrodes and the main channel were fluidically decoupled by designing a 
channel with gaps inside the walls that are filled with hydrogel or slits where dialysis 
membranes are placed in. The chip, cf. Fig. 7-9, comprises a microchannel with a number of 
inlets, two buffer reservoirs on both sides of the channel and a bridging structure allowing a 
fluidic decoupling of the buffer reservoirs from the channel. The preparation of the gel matrix 
as well as of the dialysis membrane has been already described in 7. 
The ions in the buffer reservoirs can diffuse into the gel matrix or membrane, thus ensuring 
that the electric field is guided from one electrode in the buffer reservoir through the bridging 
structure, further across the microchannel, through the bridging structure on the opposite side 
to the second electrode. That way an electric field perpendicular to the interfaces between two 
immiscible aqueous phases can be applied without introducing gas bubbles to the channel. 
The buffer reservoirs are open to the environment. Accordingly, bubbles created by 
electrolysis can easily escape from the system.  
9.3.1 Dialysis Membranes 
To decouple the flow inside the main channel from the electrodes, dialysis membranes have 
been used as ion bridges. They are permeable for buffer ions but not for small biomolecules, 
like proteins. The fabrication steps have been described in chapter 7.2.2.1. The membranes act 
as a part of the channel wall and are humidified prior to transport experiments. Besides 
Nadir® membranes also other kinds of dialysis membranes have been examined; Visking 
dialysis membrane (regenerated cellulose, MWCO 12-14 kDa, 44130.01, SERVA 
Electrophoresis GmbH, Germany) and Servapor dialysis membrane (regenerated cellulose, 
MWCO 12-14 kDa, 44148.01, SERVA Electrophoresis GmbH, Germany). The main problem 
of the two latter mentioned types of membrane was their considerable autofluorescence, cf. 
Fig. 9-6, which strongly interferes the analysis of the protein transport behavior. 
 
Fig. 9-6: Autofluorescence of different dialysis membranes. The applied integration time is 
comparable to that in protein transport experiments. 
But apart from the disturbing autofluorescence, the application of dialysis membranes for 
such purposes comes along with another disadvantage compared to hydrogels. Dialysis 
membranes consist of a spongy matrix of crosslinked polymers with pore diameters of 
approximately 25 Å (Servapor 44148). That means that the membrane consists of countless 
small nanochannels which end into the main channel. In combination with an electric field a 
strong EOF is induced. In turn, this leads to an intensive disturbance of the multi-laminated 
two-phase flow, cf. Fig. 9-7. This disadvantage is amplified by the fact that the potential drop 
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occurs predominantly over the dialysis membrane. Accordingly, the resulting electric field 
inside the membrane is much higher compared to the field inside the main channel. 
 
Fig. 9-7: Interface fluctuations within a three lamellae arrangement once an electrical field 
has been applied. The flow is from left to right. Channel walls are not visible. 
In order to reach an adequate electrophoretic velocity of the proteins, compared to a gel 
bridge, a higher voltage is necessary, see chapter 9.3.2. But this again results in a higher EOF 
inside the nanochannels disturbing the two-phase flow before the proteins have covered a 
desired distance. As an example, the current/voltage characteristic of a dialysis membrane is 
illustrated in Fig. 9-8. 
 
 
Fig. 9-8: Current/voltage characteristic of a chip with integrated dialysis membranes. 
But in spite of the above mentioned disadvantages, dialysis membranes allow protein 
enrichments inside a microchannel directly at the membrane itself. Experiments without flow 
show that after a certain time most of the proteins are concentrated at one of the side walls, 
since they are not able to penetrate the membrane, cf. Fig. 9-9. 
Although dialysis membranes facilitate to keep proteins inside the main channel, the 
disturbance of the laminated flow does not allow a solid examination of the transport behavior 
of proteins and other molecules across phase boundaries. 
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Fig. 9-9: After proteins have been concentrated at the upper membrane at a current of (a) 
40 µA and (b) 60 µA, the orientation of the electrical field was reversed. The BSA molecules 
were transported towards the lower membrane with different velocities due to the difference in 
the electric field strength. 
9.3.2 Hydrogels 
In contrast to dialysis membranes, proteins are not efficiently retained by agarose gels. But 
using gel as a decoupler helps reducing the voltage drop over the ion bridges considerably. 
The electric resistance of a dialysis membrane (e.g. Servapor 44148) is, for instance, three 
times as large as the resistance of the gel system. For example, when 4 Vdc is applied, the 
resulting overall current of the gel system is approximately 80 µA, cf. Fig. 9-10. The resulting 
electric field inside the main channel depends on the conductivity of the buffer system. 
Generally, for an integrated examination of the transport behavior of proteins inside a 5 mM 
buffer system a minimum current of 200 µA is necessary leading to sufficient electrical field 
strengths. In contrast and in order to reach the same field strength inside the main channel of a 
membrane system more than 40 Vdc is needed (extrapolated, cf. Fig. 9-10). In summary, gels 
used as decoupler are a good way to banish the problem of electrolysis from miniaturized 
channels. 
The electrical field strength inside the main channel can be estimated by the applied current 
and resistivity of the liquid volume. As an example, the electrical field in the main channel of 
the gel chip is estimated as described in the following section. 
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Fig. 9-10: Current/voltage characteristic of both chip designs, with an integrated dialysis 
membranes as well as a gel matrix. According to the current and since the liquid volume 
inside the main channel is similar also the resulting electrical field within the main channel is 
almost equal. But in case of the gel chip much less voltage is necessary to reach the same 
field strength. 
 
The main channel was equally filled with two lamellae, one PEG- and one dextran-lamella of 
5 mM buffer strength. The measured resistivities ρel of the PEG- and dextran-phase (Labor-
Konduktometer 703, Knick Elektronische Messgeräte, Germany) are 1712.5 Ω cm and 
1913.0 Ω cm, respectively. For the resulting resistivity an average value of 1812.8 Ω cm is 
assumed. With 
ܴ௘௟ ൌ
ݓ
ܮ௖௟ · ݄ ߩ௘௟ 
(9.3) 
and  
ܧ ൌ ܴ௘௟ · ܫݓ  
(9.4) 
the electrical field strength can be calculated, where w and h are the channel width and height, 
Lcl the length of the channel located between the electrodes. I is the applied current and E the 
resulting electrical field perpendicular to the channel orientation. Accordingly, for, e.g., 
I = 70 µA the corresponding electric field is approximately 330 V m-1. Furthermore, also in 
case of I = 70 µA and if the voltage drop inside the buffer reservoirs is neglected, the resulting 
electrical field inside one gel matrix or one dialysis membrane is approximately 620.7 V m-1 
or 7915 V m-1, respectively. 
9.3.3 Interface Instabilities 
Flow in microchannels is often stable and laminar. But under certain conditions, due to the 
coupling between conductivity gradient and applied electric fields, an unstable flow field 
owing to electrokinetic instabilities may occur [166]. This phenomenon was first described by 
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Melcher and Taylor in the 1960’s [197]. In microsystems very large electric fields can be 
achieved by applying relatively small voltages. For instance, a voltage of 10 V applied across 
a length of 800 µm leads to an electric field strength of 12.5 kV m-1. Accordingly, 
electrokinetic instabilities may become dominant. Those instabilities can be utilized for rapid 
mixing [167-169]. In the present system, however, such instabilities are undesirable leading to 
a disruption of the phase boundary of a two-phase system. The coupling between electric 
fields and ionic conductivity gradients results in an electric body force (per unit volume), 
ߩ௤ܧ, of the form 
ߩ௤ܧ ൌ ሺߝܧ · ׏ߪ௜௢௡ሻܧ (9.5) 
where ρq, ε, σion are the charge density and the local values of permittivity and ionic 
conductivity, respectively [168,181]. This kind of electric body force is generated wherever 
applied electric fields interact with conductivity gradients. Accordingly, the instability occurs 
at the interface of adjacent streams of the aqueous phases, since at this area the conductivity 
gradient is steepest. The conductivity gradient itself occurs due to the non-uniform 
distribution of the ions in both phases. 
For a system driven by decoupled electrodes the influence of the electric field on the flow 
pattern of the multi-laminated flow is exemplified in Fig. 9-11. It was shown in a number of 
experiments that the bi-laminated PEG-dextran system can typically withstand voltages of 
about 7 to 15 Vdc, depending on the concentration and molecular weights of the used 
polymers and the salt concentration of the buffer solution. This, however, poses no limitations 
to most of the experiments performed, because at these voltages already a considerable 
electrophoretic motion of protein molecules is observed. 
 
 
Fig. 9-11: Perturbations of the phase boundary in high electric fields. Only the lower PEG-
phase and two of the gel channels are visible. The BSA molecules are dissolved in the 
dextran-phase and some of the proteins have already accumulated at the gel surface. 
9.3.4 Buffer Reservoir 
To guarantee stable conditions with respect to pH value and electric field, the buffer reservoirs 
play an important role during active transport processes. Accordingly, the buffering capacity 
of the reservoirs has to be considered. Using the Henderson-Hasselbach equation for a buffer, 
which describes the relationship between the strength of corresponding acids-base pairs and 
their capacity to preserve a specific pH value, desirable tolerances for changes in pH in 
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combination with the applied charge can be estimated. During the transport experiments in 
this study the applied current lies usually between 50 and 150 µA. Accordingly, for a 5 mM 
buffer system and a constant current of approximately 100 µA over a period of 60 minutes the 
buffer reservoir should occupy at least 1200 µl. In this case the change in pH will not be more 
than 0.2 [198].  
Typical transport experiments start at 0 Vdc and the applied voltage is increased stepwise. 
Furthermore, a single experiment can possibly last up to two hours. During this time a 
constant pH value has to be ensured. In case of 300 µl reservoirs and a stepwise increase of 
1 V every ten minutes, a change of the pH value inside the buffer reservoirs is already 
detectable after 30 minutes, cf. Fig. 9-12. After 60 minutes the ΔpH reaches a value of 1.0 and 
after 90 minutes a ΔpH of 3, demonstrating that the buffer capacity is expended. 
In order to avoid notable pH shifts, the volume of each buffer reservoir was increased to 
3000 µl. For such a reservoir no pH shift was detected over a time period of two hours under 
typical experimental conditions. Thus the increased reservoirs ensure constant buffer 
conditions for biomolecule transport processes. 
 
 
Fig. 9-12: During transport experiments the pH value of the buffer, 5mM, placed in 300 µl 
reservoirs starts to increase or decrease after 30 minutes. 
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10  Diffusive Protein Transport 
With the aim to investigate if local effects at the phase boundary cause a retardation of 
proteins, here a detailed study of the diffusive transport of proteins across fluid phase 
boundaries within ATPSs is presented. Possible modifications of interfacial mass transfer 
could be due to protein adsorption at the phase boundary or local electric fields from electric 
double layers. The experiments have been performed with a microfluidic system in which 
protein diffusion within a bilaminated configuration of two phases is analyzed. A one 
dimensional model, incorporating phase-specific diffusion constants and the difference in 
chemical potential between the phases, has been formulated. A comparison of experimental 
and simulation data shows a good overall agreement and suggests that a potential local 
influence of the phase boundary on protein transport is insignificant for the systems under 
investigation. 
10.1 Introduction 
In a simple picture a biomolecule such as a protein is considered as a nanoparticle of an 
effective radius r. It is not difficult to show that the interface always represents a potential-
energy minimum for such a particle, where the depth of the minimum depends on the particle 
radius, the contact angle with the interface and the interface tension [199]. If this energy scale 
is small compared to the thermal energy kBT, it is expected that the fluid interface does not 
significantly influence the diffusive transport of particles from one side to the other. However, 
simple estimates show that for a nanoparticle of the size of a typical protein molecule 
considered here, the energy scale for adsorption at the interface is of the same order of 
magnitude as the thermal energy. For this purpose typical interfacial tensions of aqueous two-
phase systems of the order of 10-4 N m-1 [180] have been assumed. Thus, it is natural to 
speculate that reversible adsorption could occur, as observed by some authors [200,201]. 
Likewise, it is expected that in this case the fluid interface acts as a transport barrier, retarding 
the biomolecule transport from one phase to another. This is due to the fact that particles can 
get trapped in a potential-energy minimum for a considerable time before their Brownian 
motion continues in either one of the two phases [202]. Another effect that could lead to a 
suppression or augmentation of mass transfer in ATPSs is the formation of an electric double 
layer at the phase boundary. In typical ATPSs, consisting of polyethylene glycol (PEG) and 
dextran, salts with polyvalent anions, like phosphate, partition unevenly between the top and 
the bottom phase leading to an electrostatic potential difference of a few mV across the 
interface with electrical double layers formed on both sides [78,80,104,107,108]. Electric 
double layers give rise to a localized electric field causing an additional force on a charged 
molecule in the vicinity of the phase boundary. Order-of-magnitude estimates show that the 
corresponding energy scale can be significant in comparison to the thermal energy. Depending 
on the direction of the electric field with respect to the direction of diffusive transport, either 
retardation or augmentation of mass transfer could result. But due to the nature of thermally 
activated processes it becomes clear that a retardation is the most likely process to be detected 
experimentally [78]. 
Despite the practical relevance of protein partitioning in ATPSs, the microscopic details of 
diffusive transport of proteins across the boundary between the two aqueous media seem to 
have never been studied before. Therefore, here the concentration profiles in the vicinity of 
the phase boundary are examined experimentally and compared to model predictions. 
Specifically, bilaminated ATPSs based on PEG and dextran are formed inside a microchannel 
to examine the transport of different proteins across the phase boundary as a function of their 
different affinities to the polymer phases. In order to achieve a larger range of partition 
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coefficients (protein concentration in the PEG-phase divided by protein concentration in the 
dextran-phase in equilibrium) of different proteins, PEG has been partly replaced by P-PEG 
that is modified by additional hydrophobic side groups, as described in chapter 3.5.1; the 
compositions of the used ATPS with P-PEG (type B) can be found in Table 3-1. The 
hydrophobic side groups strongly influence the protein partitioning between the two phases 
leading to increased partition coefficients in most cases. For example, without P-PEG the 
major part of bovine serum albumin (BSA) is found in the dextran-phase, while when a 
specific amount of PEG is replaced by P-PEG, the partition coefficient strongly increases 
[113-115]. Due to the hydrophobic ligand P-PEG now offers additional hydrophobic binding 
sites. This leads to a higher affinity to proteins exposing hydrophobic groups at their surface, 
and therefore the partition coefficient of hydrophobic proteins usually increases. Higher 
partition coefficients lead to higher mass fluxes if the proteins are initially dissolved in their 
non preferred phase.  
The experiments are complemented by a simple mathematical model accounting for the 
diffusive protein transport driven by a chemical potential gradient. This model just accounts 
for the free-energy change of proteins in the bulk phases but does not include any interfacial 
contributions such as an adsorption energy or an electric field caused by electric double 
layers. In that sense the mathematical model serves as a hypothesis that is tested by 
comparing the experimental data with the model predictions. It is shown that the two data sets 
agree quite well, thus suggesting that the driving force for diffusive transport is the usual 
chemical potential gradient within and between the two phases themselves, while any specific 
contribution of the phase boundary seems to be negligible. 
For all diffusion experiments 10 µl of the labelled proteins solution were initially mixed with 
250 µl of one of the two aqueous phases leading to a final concentration of 5.6 µg ml-1 
(0.85 µM) and 4.7 µg ml-1 (1.04 µM) for BSA and ovalbumin, respectively. Accordingly, due 
to this low protein concentration the risk of self-quenching can be neglected. Furthermore, 
usually PEG chains tend to repel intruding molecules for reason of osmotic pressure and are 
used as a salting-out agent [203]. But again, due to the low protein concentration of far less 
than 0.1 g l-1 paired with a moderate PEG amount, it can be assumed that in this study the 
salting-out of proteins induced by PEG can be also neglected [204]. 
10.2 Adapted Microfluidic Setup 
The experimental setup for diffusion experiments is comparable to the setup already described 
in chapter 6. Since for the examination of the diffusive behavior of proteins no electric field is 
necessary, the power supply and integrated electrodes are left out, cf. Fig. 10-1. 
Accordingly, the diffusion test chip only consists of two inlets (1,2), one outlet (4) and an 
additional vent hole (3) as well as a main channel. The width, depth and length of the main 
channel are 500 µm, 50 µm and 38 mm, respectively. All other parts of the experimental setup 
are equal to the setup described above. This also applies to the analysis of the fluorescence 
intensity distribution. 
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Fig. 10-1: Schematic of the microfluidic chip integrated in the experimental setup including 
an inverse fluorescence microscopy system. The dextran- and the P-PEG-phase are injected 
through inlet 1 and 2, respectively. 
10.3 Single Phase Diffusion 
Owing to the fact that the ATPS consists of two phases with different viscosities and different 
diffusion coefficients of the dissolved species, the diffusion coefficients of the used proteins 
were determined first, separately in each phase. To this end, one syringe is filled with either 
the P-PEG- or the dextran-phase, while a second syringe is filled with the same liquid with 
fluorescence-marked proteins dissolved in. At the beginning of the experiment the vent hole is 
closed by adhesive tape and the injected liquids flow towards the outlet. Since the same type 
of liquid is fed into both inlets, equal flow rates (0.1 ml h-1; this value corresponds to an 
average velocity of 2.22 mm s-1 of each lamella) yield a step-like initial protein distribution, 
where one half of the channel (in width direction) is filled with proteins while in the other half 
no proteins are found. The flow rates during filling were chosen such that the diffusive mass 
transport of the proteins to the other liquid just slightly broadened the initially step-wise 
concentration profile across the liquid-liquid interface.  
After the two lamellae are formed inside the channel the outlet port is sealed, simultaneously 
the syringe pumps are switched off and the vent hole is opened allowing any residual flow to 
escape. The residual flow is caused by fluidic capacities (material compliance) in the feeding 
system and has to be bypassed in order to avoid any convective transport effects within the 
main channel.  At this moment the first fluorescence image of the protein distribution is taken 
10 mm behind the channel intersection, i.e. approximately five seconds after the two lamellae 
got into contact. Further images follow within certain time intervals. In addition to that, each 
time images with transmitted light are taken shortly afterwards. These images allow to 
identify the channel walls unambiguously. After approximately two minutes the vent hole is 
closed again in order to suppress any possible evaporation. Since the outlet is still closed and 
the fluid to be investigated is located in a microfluidic ‘dead-end’ the evaporation and the 
closing afterwards has no observable effect on the two lamellae arrangement inside the main 
channel. All experiments with single-phase as well as those with two-phase systems were 
carried out at room temperature. 
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10.4 Diffusion across Phase Boundary 
The experimental procedure is almost identical to the diffusion experiments performed on 
single-phase systems as described above. Here, instead of one type of liquid both phases, 
P-PEG- and dextran-phase, are simultaneously injected into the main channel. Owing to their 
different viscosities the flow rates have to be adjusted in order to create two lamellae of 
approximately equal widths. For this purpose the chosen flow rates are 0.18 ml h-1 and 
0.03 ml h-1 for the P-PEG- and the dextran-phase, respectively (these values correspond to 
average velocities of 4.00 mm s-1 and 0.66 mm s-1 in each phase). Viscosity measurements 
using a rheometer (ARES, TA-Instruments GmbH, Germany) yield viscosity values of 
4.2 mPa⋅s for the P-PEG- and 32.8 mPa⋅s for the dextran-phase, respectively. These values are 
in qualitative agreement with the applied flow rates [205]. The subsequently discussed 
experiments refer to the case where the proteins under study are dissolved in the non-
preferred phase (dextran-phase). This configuration leads to a higher mass flux across the 
phase boundary compared to the reverse case. As a cross-check, the reverse case, i.e. the 
proteins are initially dissolved in preferred phase, was analyzed as well and it has been 
assured that the same partition coefficient is obtained.  
Again, after the outlet port has been closed, the two-lamellae arrangement inside the 
microchannel is ‘frozen’ and any remaining pressure gradient is relaxed by opening the vent 
hole. Pictures are taken within shorter time intervals as compared to the single-phase 
measurements. Images with transmitted light are taken shortly after each fluorescence image 
for localizing the channel wall as well as the position of the phase boundary. 
10.5 Theoretical Background1 
In the simplest picture, the time dependence of the concentration profiles observed in the 
microchannel filled with two liquid phases can be modeled by two diffusion equations 
governing the mass transport within each phase, where both equations are coupled via the 
mass transfer occurring across the interface. For the sake of simplicity, any solute-wall 
interactions at the bottom and at the top of the microchannel are neglected and a flat fluid 
interface forming a right angle with the wall boundaries is assumed, which allows the 
application of a one-dimensional (1-D) model approach. In order to derive the governing 
equation for diffusive mass transfer in a 1-D domain comprising two fluid phases, a spatially 
varying chemical potential, being the free energy of a dissolved species, is introduced. For a 
dilute, ideal solution the chemical potential is given by [206] 
ߤሺݔሻ ൌ ߤ଴ሺݔሻ ൅ ܴܶ ln ܿሺݔ, ݐሻ (10.1) 
where c(x,t) denotes the concentration as function of the position in direction of the width of 
the channel (cf. Fig. 10-4) and time, R is the universal gas constant and T the absolute 
temperature. μ 0(x) is the standard potential of the dissolved molecules. Here, a sharp interface 
between both phases located at x = 0 is assumed, so that the standard potential is given by a 
step function 
                                                 
1 The theoretical model as well as the simulation of the intensity profiles, cf. chapter 10.6, 
have been primarily developed and carried out by Prof. Dr. Friedhelm Schönfeld 
(FH Wiesbaden, Germany). 
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ߤ଴ሺݔሻ ൌ ൜ߤ
଴ି for ݔ ൏ 0
ߤା଴ for ݔ ൐ 0 
(10.2) 
where the subscripts + and – refer to the different phases. Specifically, the model does not 
contain any special term describing a possible interfacial adsorption of molecules to the phase 
boundary at x = 0 or a local electric field. Equilibrium between both phases implies equal 
chemical potentials, so that the difference in standard potentials Δߤ଴ ൌ ߤ଴ି െ ߤା଴   is connected 
to the partition coefficient k by 
݇ ൌ ܿ
௘ି௤௨
ܿା௘௤௨
ൌ ݁ି୼ఓబ/ோ் (10.3) 
or  
Δߤ଴ ൌ െܴܶ · ln ݇ (10.4) 
where ܿേ௘௤௨ in Eq. (10.3) denote the equilibrium concentrations in the phases located at 
x < (>) 0.      
Any gradient in the chemical potential drives a corresponding molecular flux given by 
ܬሺݔ, ݐሻ ൌ െܿሺݔ, ݐሻ · ߤ௠ሺݔሻ · ߲௫ ߤሺݔሻ (10.5) 
and inserting Eqs. (10.1) and (10.4) results in  
  
ܬሺݔ, ݐሻ ൌ െܦሺݔሻ ሼ߲௫ ܿሺݔ, ݐሻ െ ܿሺݔ, ݐሻ · ln ݇ · ߜሺݔሻሽ (10.6) 
Here ߤ௠ሺݔሻ and ܦሺݔሻ ൌ ߤ௠ሺݔሻ · ܴܶ denote the mobility and diffusion coefficient of the 
molecules in the solvent, respectively, and ߜሺݔሻ is the Dirac delta distribution. The spatial 
dependences of the quantities are explicitly accounted for to emphasize that the chemical 
potentials as well as the diffusion coefficients differ in the different phases. As for the 
standard potentials, cf. Eq. (10.2), a step profile for the diffusion coefficient is assumed: 
ܦሺݔሻ ൌ ൜ܦି for ݔ ൏ 0ܦା for ݔ ൐ 0 
(10.7) 
 Finally the time evolution of the concentration field is governed by the continuity equation 
߲௧ ܿሺݔ, ݐሻ ൌ ߲௫ ܬሺݔ, ݐሻ (10.8) 
Eqs. (10.6), (10.7) and (10.8) together with the appropriate initial and boundary conditions 
determine the complete time evolution of the concentration field. For the particular case of 
two infinite media filling two half spaces and a stepwise initial concentration the time 
dependence of the concentration field in both phases is given by error functions [207]. For the 
general case with an arbitrary initial condition extracted from experimental data and a finite 
system (-L < x < L) with zero flux boundary conditions at the channel walls the equations can 
be solved numerically. For this purpose the finite-element software package COMSOL [208], 
being controlled via a MATLAB [209] script, has been employed.  As mentioned above, the 
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model neglects additional transport effects at the interface that are due to hypothetical very 
localized extrema of the chemical potential or electric fields due to electric double layers. 
Therefore, it has to be regarded as a hypothesis that either needs to be falsified or 
corroborated by the experimental data.  
In order to allow for an unbiased comparison between the mathematical model and the 
experimental data, the three model parameters, viz. ܦି, ܦା and k have to be determined first. 
The diffusion coefficients are determined by comparing experimental data for single-phase 
diffusion with the time evolution of the concentration field predicted by the standard 1-D 
diffusion equation, i.e. Eqs. (10.6) and (10.8), with a single, constant diffusion coefficient and 
k set to one. Again, to allow for an arbitrary initial concentration profile taken from the 
experiment, Eq. (10.8) is solved numerically. The single-phase diffusion coefficients  are 
determined by fitting the numerical data to the experimentally determined concentration 
profiles of the first three recorded time steps using a MATLAB optimization routine 
[209,210]. The partition coefficient k is derived from the experimental concentration profiles 
at the end of an experimental run with the two-phase system where the system is very close to 
equilibrium. There the concentration profiles show clear plateaus from which the partition 
coefficient can be determined (cf. Eq. (10.3)). 
10.6 Results 
In the following subsections the results of the diffusion experiments are presented. In the first 
step the diffusion coefficients of the proteins in each phase are determined in detail. 
Additionally, such determination becomes important since the application of the Stokes-
Einstein relation to ATPSs has to be handled with care. In the next step the protein diffusion 
across the interface is examined and compared to a mathematical model. 
10.6.1 Diffusion in Single Phase Systems 
The first experiments inside the microchannel aimed at the determination of the diffusion 
coefficient of the chosen proteins, here BSA and ovalbumin, in each of the two phases. After 
stopping the flow inside the microchannel, pictures were taken within certain time intervals. 
Afterwards, intensity profiles across the channel width have been generated from each 
picture. Due to the fact that the mercury lamp showed a certain intensity fluctuation over time 
and the total amount of proteins inside the channel and within each cross section stays 
constant in the absence of any axial species transport, the integral of all intensity profiles was 
renormalized to a fixed value of one. Additionally, since the linearity between protein 
concentration and fluorescence intensity was confirmed, all further calculations are carried 
out with normalized concentration values [211]. A comparison between the normalized 
experimental data and the simulations results for BSA in the P-PEG-phase is exemplarily 
shown in Fig. 10-2. The determined protein diffusion coefficients are summarized in Table 
10-1. 
Protein P-PEG dextran 
BSA 2.4⋅10-11 1.4⋅10-11 
Ovalbumin 2.1⋅10-11 1.3⋅10-11 
Table 10-1: Protein diffusion coefficients in the different phases given in m2 s-1, determined by 
minimizing the deviation between the experimental data and the model results. 
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Fig. 10-2: Experimental and simulated normalized (see text) intensity profiles for BSA 
diffusion in the P-PEG-phase. After approximately two hours equilibrium is reached. 
With respect to the recorded intensity profile a further comment is made regarding the 
decreasing intensities close to the channel walls. Due to the manufacturing process the 
channel walls on each side form an inclined plane leading to a trapezoidal channel cross 
section. These planes have a projection in x direction of 50 µm and more, cf. Fig. 10-3. 
Therefore a decreasing of the intensity close to the side walls, as observed in the experiments, 
has to be expected, cf. Fig. 10-2. 
 
 
Fig. 10-3: SEM picture: cross section of the main channel of one test chip. The shape of the 
cross section can vary from test chip to test chip. 
As a consistency check, the Stokes-Einstein relation can be applied to relate the derived 
diffusion coefficients to reported and corresponding diffusion coefficients in water. Based on 
literature values for the latter (BSA: D = 6.3 10-11 m2 s-1 [212,213]; ovalbumin: D = 
7.7 10-11 m2 s-1 [213,214]) and on the measured viscosity of the P-PEG-phase, one finds D = 
1.5 10-11 m2 s-1 for BSA and D = 1.8 10-11 m2 s-1 for ovalbumin, both in P-PEG.  Thus, the 
diffusivities derived for the P-PEG-phase (Table 10-1) agree reasonably well with the 
literature data, in particular in case of ovalbumin. With respect to the deviations it has to be 
noted that caution is advised when applying the Stokes-Einstein relation to the ATPS under 
study. While the relation is well established for homogeneous solvents, it stands on shaky 
foundations when applying it to inhomogeneous systems containing, for instance, 
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macromolecular cosolvents. Therefore, in the case of water/dextran mixtures Lavalette et al. 
distinguish between macroscopic and microscopic viscosities where the latter is found to be of 
particular importance for the diffusion of proteins, since they are mainly exposed to the 
solvent showing low viscosity [215,216]. When comparing  the observed diffusion coefficient 
of BSA in the dextran-phase to the results of Lavalette et al., who studied the translational 
diffusion of BSA in a similar macromolecular environment, very good agreement is found 
(within 10%) [215]. Estimating the diffusion coefficients in the dextran-phase based on the 
measured viscosity and the Stokes-Einstein relation reveals a considerable discrepancy with 
the values given in Table 10-1. This, however, signals the breakdown of this relation in 
complex environments rather than inconsistencies in the investigated data. 
Since the diameter of BSA is larger than that of ovalbumin [214,217,218] one would 
intuitively expect a lower diffusion coefficient of BSA compared to the one of ovalbumin. But 
for the high concentrations of polymeric macromolecules used in the experiments it is 
observed that the relation between the diffusivities of the two proteins is reversed. The reason 
for that is probably that the interactions between the proteins and the dissolved polymers are 
different from the protein-solvent interactions which manifests itself in changing transport 
properties when a protein is more likely to closely encounter polymer chains at higher 
concentrations.  Furthermore, the three-dimensional structure of the proteins may have an 
influence on their diffusion behavior, since BSA displays a rather convex elongated shape, 
whereas ovalbumin consists of two sub-domains [219]. 
10.6.2 Protein Diffusion Across the Interface 
After the ATPS showed a stable and sharp phase boundary located in the middle of the 
channel, the flow was frozen as described above. Again, pictures have been taken within 
certain time intervals recording the mass flux of the fluorescent proteins, cf. Fig. 10-4. Since 
the location of the phase boundary sometimes changed within a certain range (up to 20 µm) 
during the experiment, all subsequent evaluations were performed relative to its actual 
position, i.e. the phase boundary was assigned to a position x = 0, cf. Fig. 10-4. The shift of 
the interface is possibly due to the fact that it does not appear completely straight after the 
lamellae have been formed inside the channel, so subsequently the residual curvature 
smoothes out. 
 
Fig. 10-4: Diffusion of BSA across the phase boundary. Left: schematic of protein diffusion. 
The boundary itself was always identified with x = 0. Right: fluorescence intensity related to 
the protein distribution at various points in time after the flow has been stopped. 
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Again, owing to the above mentioned reasons, the integral of all profiles has been normalized. 
Moreover, because artifacts, such as intensity peaks, were observed close to the channel walls 
(minimum and maximum x coordinate) in some cases, a subset of the experimental data had 
to be discarded. To this end margins of 50 µm were defined close to the channel walls which 
were not included in the subsequent analysis steps. The origin of which can be traced back to 
the filling process at the beginning of the experiment. It has been observed that at the 
beginning of the filling process the two-lamellae flow structure is not fully developed in some 
cases. Accordingly, sometimes one phase, either the P-PEG- or the dextran-phase, touches the 
opposite wall and is deposited as a thin film occupying small regions near the channel edges.  
In this case, the film can get visible at the end of the experiment, cf. Fig. 10-4 - 9000 sec. 
However, the corresponding intensity peak constitutes less than 1% of the total integrated 
fluorescence intensity and should therefore only have a minor influence on the overall mass 
balance. Furthermore, in order to allow for a clear comparison between experimental data and 
model results, scattering of the former has been removed by smoothing using a Fast-Fourier-
Transform filter [220]. Data oscillations with wavelength below about 14 microns have been 
neglected. 
Another possible problem that may corrupt the analysis of experimental data is protein 
adsorption to the channel walls. However, because of the high PEG concentration in the 
microchannel the adsorption of BSA to the PMMA surface is strongly suppressed. Thus and 
as mentioned above PEG is also often used for dynamic wall coatings to prevent protein 
adsorption during polymerase chain reaction [26,221]. In order to quantify the amount of 
protein adsorbed to the channel walls, the channel was flushed with pure water after each 
experiment and a fluorescence image with the same camera settings was taken. These images 
showed no significant fluorescence emission at all. For comparison, a PMMA channel was 
flushed with BSA dissolved in water not containing any PEG. When removing the BSA 
solution after 30 minutes, the channel surface showed a strong adsorption of BSA molecules 
visualized by fluorescence emission, cf. Fig. 7-2. 
Comparisons between the experimental data and the model results for BSA and ovalbumin are 
shown in Fig. 10-5. At first sight the experimental results shown in Fig. 10-5 look similar to 
the concentration profiles reported by Baumann and Mühlfriedel, who studied the mass 
transfer of rhodamine B across the phase boundary of water and butanol [211]. Yet, in contrast 
to the present study the authors find a rather smeared out concentration profile close to the 
interface, where the concentration ‘jump’ extends over a range of above 1 mm. Moreover, 
equilibrium partitioning is not found to be attained in the course of their experiments. 
Therefore, the authors conclude that mass transfer is not solely governed by the classical 
theories.  Here, however, a good overall agreement between experimental data and simulation 
based on the conventional theory is found. As mentioned above, the partition coefficients are 
deduced from the plateaus of the concentration profiles of the last experimental time step, 
while the diffusion coefficients are derived from the single-phase measurements. Thus, the 
numerical approach does not contain any free parameters that could be adjusted to fit the 
experimental data for the two-phase system.   
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Fig. 10-5: Intensity profiles of BSA (a) and ovalbumin (b) diffusing across the phase boundary 
from the dextran-phase into the preferred P-PEG-phase. Dashed lines denote the smoothed 
experimental data, solid lines the model results for kBSA = 2.53 and koval = 1.42, respectively, 
and the diffusion coefficients given in Table 10-1. As an example, the inset in (a) shows raw 
data of the recorded intensities. 
One of the most striking differences between the model results and the experimental data is 
the fact that the concentration jump across the interface predicted by the model is smeared out 
in the experiments. Note that this effect is not significantly affected by the performed 
smoothing. The reason for the smeared out jump can be assigned to an expected curvature of 
the phase boundary inside the microchannel in combination with the integral view of the 
experiment. A difference in the wettability of the wall material with both phases leads to a 
contact angle different from 90° and thus implies a curved phase boundary, cf. Fig. 5-2. 
Within independent measurements the contact angle α: dex-phase/P-PEG-phase/PMMA was 
determined as 132° on average (contact angle instrument G-1, Krüss GmbH, Germany). Due 
to the low protein concentration and the fact that no significant adsorption of BSA or 
ovalbumin onto the surface was observed in either phases, the contact angle measurements 
were carried out without proteins. Hysteresis effects have been determined to be in a range of 
about ± 20° (estimated from advancing and receding contact angle measurements of single 
droplets (liquid/solid/air) of each aqueous phase; contact angle instrument DSA 100, Krüss 
GmbH, Germany). Since the contact angle is considerably larger than 90° every fluorescence 
image taken from the phase-boundary area actually comprises a mixture of both P-PEG- and 
dextran-phase within a range of about 4.9 – 15.0 µm, depending on the actual contact angle 
and possible pinning effects, as shown in Fig. 10-6. 
Yet, apart from the differences close to the phase boundary which are probably due to 
curvature effects neglected within the chosen 1-D approach, both the experimental and the 
theoretical curves show a very similar behavior. Most importantly, an influence of the phase 
boundary on the transport of proteins, due to a possible potential-energy minimum or electric 
field, is not visible. 
While the chosen approach does not allow resolving the concentration fields in the close 
vicinity of the interface in detail, an additional transport resistance would manifest itself as a 
slowing down or speeding up of the overall mass transfer. Specifically, it would lead to 
reduced or increased concentration levels in the P-PEG-phase compared to the model 
predictions. 
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Fig. 10-6: Deformation of the phase boundary inside the microchannel. 
Such effects are not seen in Fig. 10-5, leading to the conclusion that within the accuracy of the 
experiments performed, the model of Eqs. (10.6) to (10.8) is adequate to describe the mass 
transfer of the studied systems of proteins within ATPSs. 
The partition coefficients deduced from the experiments, viz. k = 2.53 for BSA and k = 1.42 
for ovalbumin, have been corroborated by independent equilibrium measurements. The 
respective differences in chemical potential are about 1 for BSA and about 1/3 for ovalbumin, 
in units of the thermal energy kbT.  Moreover, it has to be stressed that the good agreement 
between the experimental and simulated data sets is only obtained for the diffusion 
coefficients given in Table 10-1. The simulated concentration profiles are observed to depend 
sensitively on the underlying diffusivities. A change of their values in excess of 20% leads to 
a noticeable reduced agreement between both data sets. 
10.7 Conclusion 
In this chapter a detailed and important study of the diffusive transport of proteins across a 
phase boundary within an ATPS has been presented. Experiments with a microfluidic system 
have been performed in which a bilaminated configuration of two liquid phases containing P-
PEG and dextran is formed. Initially, proteins with attached fluorescence markers are 
dissolved in one of the phases and subsequently diffuse into the other. The corresponding 
concentration profiles as a function of time were recorded using a fluorescence microscope. 
The profiles were compared with model results based on the numerical solution of the 
diffusion equation in both phases. The model only incorporates the phase-specific diffusion 
constants and the difference in chemical potential between the phases.   
ATPSs are widely used for separation and purification of proteins, but it seems that the details 
of protein mass transfer between the two phases have not been studied so far. In a hypothetical 
scenario, the phase boundary itself acts as a potential-energy minimum for molecules or 
particles in its vicinity. Alternatively, electric fields close to the interface could have an 
influence on molecular transport. Such scenarios would usually lead to a slowing down of the 
diffusion processes from one phase to the other. A comparison of experimental and simulation 
data suggests that such local effects related to the phase boundary can be neglected for the 
systems under investigation. Rather than that, the diffusive mass transfer between the phases 
is governed by the diffusion dynamics within the bulk phases and the difference in chemical 
potential between the phases. These processes have been included in the simulation model 
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that allows to reproduce the experimentally derived concentration profiles with reasonable 
accuracy. The fact that no local effects of the phase boundary on protein transport could be 
identified could have several reasons. On the side of wetting forces leading to protein 
adsorption, the contact angle of the two-phase system could deviate noticeably from 90°, 
thereby reducing the adsorption energy to values significantly below the thermal energy scale 
[199]. It should be noted that such an argument is only relevant in a scenario where the very 
concept of wetting is meaningful at all. If, however, the extension of a phase boundary 
between two liquids is of the same order or larger than the diameter of the molecule 
considered, wetting ceases to be a meaningful term. With a molecular diameter of BSA of 
about 10 nm and phases containing large polymer chains, this could be the case. To the best of 
knowledge, no experimental evidence on both, the contact angle of proteins in ATPSs and the 
spatial extension of the liquid-liquid interface, exists. Therefore, the current state of affairs 
does not allow drawing any specific conclusions on the role of wetting forces on protein 
adsorption at the interface. On the side of electrostatic forces due to electric double layers, a 
similar size effect involving the lengths scales of the protein and the double layer could play a 
role. The concept of a charged molecule experiencing a force within a Debye layer is only 
meaningful if the molecule is smaller than the thickness of the layer. Again, due to the 
comparatively large size of the proteins considered, such a picture may easily break down but 
will be further discussed in chapter 11.4 in more detail.    
The absence of sophisticated local effects due to the phase boundary promotes the practical 
applicability of the computational model developed here. A model, based on the above 
findings, for the dynamics of protein mass transfer could be important to better understand 
and optimize many separation and purification processes in ATPSs. For an efficient process 
not only the equilibrium configuration itself is important, but also how fast this equilibrium is 
reached.  
Although the diffusive transport of proteins across the phase boundary of ATPSs are not 
significantly influenced by the boundary itself, active enrichment and separation of 
biomolecules at and by utilizing the phase boundary are still possible and will be presented in 
the following chapters. 
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11  Active Transport and Enrichment of Proteins 
Basically, this study aims at the exploration of a new class of methods for electrophoretic 
separation and enrichment of biomolecules in a system of stratified layers. In the previous 
chapter the diffusion behavior of proteins was examined. It is found that the diffusive 
transport of proteins across the phase boundary of ATPSs is not significantly influenced by 
the boundary itself but primarily depends on the chemical potential of the protein in each 
phase. Here, in this chapter the active transport of proteins by an electric field is described 
showing that under certain circumstances such an additional force helps to induce a new 
principle of continuous enrichment of biomolecules. 
11.1 Introduction 
In contrast to organic-inorganic two-phase systems, for a binary system made of aqueous 
solutions of PEG and dextran, an electric field can be easily employed to transport the sample 
molecules perpendicular to the phase boundary since both phases have a similar electrical 
conductivity. An additional advantage is that the biocompatibility is essentially ensured since 
both phases largely consist of water. 
As already described above, the application of dialysis membranes as well as of gold 
electrodes deposited on the main channel walls show several disadvantages. Hence, all 
following transport experiments using electric fields are carried out with the microfluidic 
setup incorporating gel electrodes as a decoupler. 
The aim of the active transport experiments is to investigate how the electrophoretic motion 
of a protein is influenced by the phase boundary and the difference in (electro) chemical 
potentials Δμ. The series of experiments starts with the standard ATPS (type A) showing a 
moderate partitioning coefficient and accordingly a moderate Δμ. After a detailed description 
of the transport behavior of proteins in this standard two-phase system giving an introduction 
into such kind of transport experiments, modified ATPSs are introduced showing an increased 
Δμ and leading to obvious enrichment effects of proteins directly at the phase boundary. 
11.2 Standard Aqueous Two-Phase System 
In the first experiments fluorescence labelled BSA molecules are dissolved in the dextran-
phase of the standard system (type A), as shown in Fig. 11-1. If the system is based on a 
potassium phosphate buffer at low pH values, the BSA molecules prefer the dextran-phase, 
while the transport into the PEG-phase is retarded. By contrast, if the BSA molecules are first 
dissolved in the PEG-phase the gradient in the chemical potential leads to an increased mass 
flux into the preferred dextran-phase without any observed hindrance at the phase boundary. 
These phenomena indicate a pronounced asymmetry of the protein mass flux between the two 
phases which has already been discussed in chapter 10 in more detail. 
In the first experiments BSA was initially dissolved in the preferred dextran-phase. The two 
different phases are injected into the microchannel, cf. Fig. 11-1. An equilibrium time is 
needed because first the channel is completely filled with the PEG-phase and afterwards the 
dextran-phase lamella is injected. Owing to the small flow rates during the experiments, 
typically 0.05 ml h-1 in case of the PEG-phase and 0.01 ml h-1 in case of the dextran-phase, it 
takes some time until the final three-lamella arrangement is fully developed over the complete 
channel length. After approximately ten minutes of equilibration time allowing the system to 
become stable and form equal lamella widths, the images were recorded with the CCD camera 
setup, cf. Fig. 6-1. 
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Fig. 11-1: (a) Setup of the microfluidic chip in case of ion bridges made of gel. Proteins are 
dissolved in their preferred phase, here dextran-phase, and injected into the main channel (b). 
The fluorescence intensity of the proteins is superimposed on a transmitted-light image 
showing the phase boundaries. As soon as the protein solution reaches the gel channels their 
movement can be influenced by an adjustable external electric field (c). 
The first image was recorded while the electric field was switched off. Afterwards, an electric 
field is applied and increased stepwise. The next images are recorded five minutes after each 
increase of the electric field strength, allowing the system to respond to the electric field 
change. All images are taken 30 mm downstream of the confluence of the three feed streams, 
close to the exit of the channel. 
Up to approximately 2.5 Vdc the majority of BSA molecules is confined within the dextran-
phase but move towards one of the phase boundaries to the neighboring PEG-phase, 
depending on the direction of the applied electric field. This leads to a non-uniform 
fluorescence intensity distribution across the dextran lamella and a (low) enrichment at the 
respective phase boundary, cf. Fig. 11-2.  
 
 
Fig. 11-2: Fluorescence intensity (smoothed) across the dextran-phase lamella. In order to 
smooth out noise, an average over 15 neighboring data points was taken. The phase 
boundaries to the PEG-phase are located at x-values 0 and 220 µm, respectively. At 0.0 Vdc 
the fluorescence shows a uniform distribution with a fall-off towards the phase boundaries. At 
2.5 Vdc the BSA molecules move towards one phase boundary which leads to a shift of the 
intensity curve depending on the electric field direction. Buffer: potassium phosphate, 5 mM, 
pH 7.0. 
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The bell-shaped curve obtained at 0 Vdc with a fall-off towards the fluid interfaces can be 
explained by assuming a diffusive mass transfer into the neighboring phase. Thus, the initially 
rectangular concentration profile is smeared out by diffusion, which is, however, so slow that 
it does not lead to a significant depletion of the dextran-phase within the times considered 
here. In addition, it has to be pointed out that only after reaching a voltage value of 
approximately 1.6 Vdc a significant electric field is present. Below this value the electrodes 
placed in the reservoirs are almost completely shield by a double layer. Accordingly, only 
after exceeding this value, an active transport induced by electrophoresis is expected. 
In order to investigate not only the active transport of proteins within its preferred phase but 
also across the phase boundary the field strength was further increased by applying a voltage 
of more than 2.5 Vdc with the result that the proteins increasingly overcome the phase 
boundary, cf. Fig. 11-3.  
 
Fig. 11-3: (a) Uniform distribution of BSA within the dextran-phase without electric field; 
upper part: fluorescence intensity, lower part: fluorescence intensity superimposed on 
transmitted-light image showing the phase boundaries. (b)-(c) Proteins concentrate at the 
right phase boundary under applied voltages of 3.5 and 4.5 Vdc. For 3.5 Vdc a small number of 
BSA molecules have already overcome the boundary. At 4.5 Vdc most of the molecules have 
left the preferred dextran-phase. The inhomogeneous intensity of the fluorescence light source 
leads to a reduction of fluorescence intensity at the top of the picture. Buffer: potassium 
phosphate, 5 mM, pH 7.0. 
Fig. 11-4 shows the average fluorescence intensity (averaged over the width of the dextran 
lamella) at the observation point close to the exit of the channel as a function of applied 
voltage. The data points recorded in the experiments are displayed together with fitting 
functions of the form 
ݕ ൌ ܣଶ ൅
ܣଵ െ ܣଶ
1 ൅ 10ሺ௫ି୪୭୥ ௫బሻ 
(11.1) 
(lines) where x represents the applied voltage. At small voltages a plateau is formed showing 
that less proteins penetrate the phase boundary. When the voltage is increased, the average 
fluorescence intensity in the dextran-phase shows a steep decrease and finally levels off at a 
value close to zero, indicating that virtually all of the molecules have been transferred to the 
PEG-phase. It should be emphasized that the slope in Fig. 11-4 indicating a decreasing 
fluorescence intensity does not necessarily reflect the equilibrium of the system, but depends 
on the kinetics and speed of the transition of proteins between the two phases.  
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Fig. 11-4: Left: Average fluorescence intensity within dextran-phase. The intensities of all 
pixels of a line within the lamella were added and divided by the number of pixels to eliminate 
influences from variations within the lamella width. Right: Normalized intensity curves with 
all data divided by their values at U = 0 Vdc. After a voltage of about 2.5 Vdc is reached, the 
BSA molecule start to penetrate the phase boundary.  
Owing to the finite residence time in the microchannel, only the fraction of proteins remaining 
in the dextran-phase after a specific time span is recorded. In fact, measurements conducted at 
reduced flow rates indicate that the decrease of fluorescence intensity shown in Fig. 11-4 
occurs at a slightly smaller voltage. This suggests that the recorded data do not reflect an 
equilibrium situation, but a dynamic process which shows a nonlinear behavior as a function 
of the applied voltage. These experiments have been performed at three different pH values, 
pH 6, pH 7 and pH 8. The isoelectric point of BSA lies at a value of approximately pH 4.7. 
Therefore, the pH variations leave the sign of the protein charge unchanged. Rather than 
studying the influence on the protein charge, the pH variations were done to examine a 
possible influence on the transport barrier between the phases, since it is known that the 
double-layer potential at the phase boundary is a function of pH [107,108]. When normalizing 
the intensity curves as done in the right part of Fig. 11-4, apparent differences between 
different pH values disappear. The conclusion has to be drawn that the electrophoretic 
transport of BSA across the phase boundary is largely independent of pH, at least in the range 
between pH 6 and pH 8. Deriving a pH-dependence from the curves in Fig. 11-4 seems to be 
without support, since for the microfluidic chip used here (predecessor to the chip presented 
in chapter 7) the gel preparation process in each experiment may lead to slight differences in 
size of the gel barriers and by that to different electric field strengths within the main channel 
at the same applied voltage. Due to this fact, the voltage drop across the channel may vary 
slightly although the applied overall voltage is the same. 
To compare the active transport behavior of the proteins in the reverse direction BSA was also 
initially dissolved in the non-preferred PEG-phase. As mentioned before, the proteins easily 
diffuse into the dextran-phase after the two phases get in contact. An additional electric field 
leads to an enhanced and directed transport into the preferred dextran-phase. This additional 
electrophoretic migration across the phase boundary starts immediately when the E-field is 
switched on and leads to a rapid decrease of fluorescence intensity within the PEG lamella, 
also at low voltages, cf. Fig. 11-5. 
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Fig. 11-5: Comparison of fluorescence intensity of BSA within the lamella into which BSA is 
injected. PEG→dextran: BSA is injected in the non-preferred PEG-phase. By applying an 
electric field the proteins rapidly leave the phase and penetrate the phase boundary without 
any hindrance. Dextran→PEG: BSA is injected in the preferred dextran-phase, the phase 
boundary impedes protein transport. Only when a voltage of about 3.0 Vdc is reached, the BSA 
molecules increasingly penetrate the phase boundary. Buffer: potassium phosphate, 5 mM, 
pH 7 
It is straightforward to check the potential of the setup described above for protein separation, 
which, in its most general form, is based on exploiting different protein properties, such as 
protein size, its hydrophobicity, or its isoelectric point. In order to examine if there is any 
dependency on the type of protein, the experiments on electrophoretic transport in 
PEG/dextran systems were performed with different proteins. In addition to bovine serum 
albumin (BSA, 66 kDa), protein samples of beta-galactosidase (116 kDa) and carbonic 
anhydrase (29 kDa) were examined. 
Similar to the observed behavior of BSA, the other protein types also display a higher affinity 
to the dextran-phase. This means that if the proteins are injected into this phase they hardly 
leave it by diffusion. After applying an electric field all tested protein species show a 
movement and redistribution within the dextran-phase, but still no increased movement across 
the phase boundary itself as long as the field strength stays below a certain threshold value. 
For a specific voltage range the average fluorescence intensity (averaged over a dextran 
lamella) stays at a constant level until the proteins start to leave the preferred phase and 
penetrate into the PEG-phase. This finally leads to a decrease in fluorescence intensity. Of 
course, because of their charges all types of proteins will start to leave the dextran-phase 
sooner or later. Remarkably, however, in the case of the PEG/dextran system, all protein 
species start to overcome the phase boundary within nearly the same voltage range of about 
2.5-3.0 Vdc. Only in the downward slope there seems to be some difference between the 
different protein types, cf. Fig. 11-6. 
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Fig. 11-6: Left: Comparison of the fluorescence intensity of different proteins, which are 
injected in the preferred dextran phase. A notable transport of proteins into the PEG-phase is 
observed for applied voltages of about 3 Vdc and above. Right: Fluorescence intensity of BSA 
molecules dissolved in a buffer system at the isoelectric point of BSA. Due to the small net 
charge most of the molecules will stay within the initial phase, also at high applied voltage 
values. 
Thus, it could be speculated that the observed behavior has to be attributed to a quite universal 
mechanism dominating the transfer of molecules between the phases. Since all of the studied 
proteins have a higher physico-chemical affinity to the dextran-phase compared to the PEG-
phase, this difference in chemical potentials itself retards transport by diffusion or 
electromigration. This explains the protein behavior that was discovered by Levine et al. [80] 
during an active transport from the preferred into the non-preferred phase leading to an 
enrichment of proteins at the phase boundary. However, measured protein partition 
coefficients in ATPSs [222] suggest that the proteins under study possess different chemical 
potential barriers. Therefore, it can be further speculated that the transport resistance due to 
the different affinities to the phases is not the dominant effect. The most natural explanation 
for the “universal” shape of the fluorescence intensity curves could be, for example, the 
formation of an electric double layer at the phase boundary. As already mentioned and 
discussed by several authors [104,107-110], the ions of the buffer solution will usually have 
different affinities to the two different aqueous phases. Consequently, they partition between 
the phases, resulting in charge separation and the formation of an electric double layer at the 
phase boundary. In this double layer an electric field can be formed in such a way that it 
opposes the transport of proteins from the dextran to the PEG-phase. Since the electric-double 
layer potential difference is the same for all protein species, the corresponding transport 
resistance would be the same, thus possibly offering an explanation for the observed 
“universality” of the curves in Fig. 11-6. Additionally, this would be consistent to the 
observations of Theos et al. [78]. They have found evidence of protein accumulation at the 
phase boundary in systems with phosphate buffer, known to provide a significant electric 
double-layer potential (1.5 to 2.2 mV, depending on the pH value) [107,108]. An interfacial 
accumulation was not observed for, e.g., Tris/Bes buffer with a low double-layer potential of 
0.3 mV [78].  
But the results of the diffusion experiments do not support such an assumption of retardation 
by a double layer or other possible interfacial effects, see chapter 10. Furthermore, it has to be 
mentioned that although the partition coefficients k of all three proteins used here in this kind 
of ATPS are different, the differences Δk itself are in the range of ±0.5. Accordingly, the 
influence of the partition coefficient itself during an active transport across the phase 
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boundary has been examined in more detail. For this purpose, the two-phase system was 
modified. The results of the corresponding study are presented in the following section. 
Additionally, due to the macroscopic setup of Levine et al. and Theos et al. a quantitative 
study of this phenomenon was difficult. The use of a microfluidic setup and fluorescence 
labelled proteins enables a more detailed examination of the influence of the phase boundary 
in ATPSs on the transport behavior of proteins. 
11.3 Modified Aqueous Two-Phase System 
For a standard ATPS the partition coefficient of, for example, BSA is about k = 0.5, i.e. 
approximately 66% of the initially dissolved amount of BSA is located in the dextran-phase 
while 33% can be found in the upper PEG-phase. That means, in contrast to cells, see chapter 
12, proteins are usually more or less present in both phases. Furthermore, for a standard PEG-
dextran system and all examined proteins there was only a minor enrichment of proteins 
observed during the active transport from the preferred into the non-preferred phase. The 
resulting fluorescence intensity curves can be interpreted in such way that the protein 
transport across the phase boundary is dampened and does not allow for an adequate 
enrichment of biomolecules at the phase boundary. In order to clarify the role of the fluid 
interface with respect to protein transport, an additional series of experiments were performed 
with a PEG-dextran system forming again parallel layers in a microchannel. For this purpose 
and in order to reach higher or lower partition coefficients the aqueous phases were either 
modified by additional hydrophobic groups, as it has been done in the diffusion experiments, 
or by varying the molecular weight of the used polymers, as it has been used for viscosity 
adjustment.  
11.3.1 Effect of PEG-Palmitate 
The effect on the partition coefficient of P-PEG on BSA and ovalbumin is described in 
chapter 3.5.1, where higher values of k lead to higher mass fluxes. In order to study the 
influence of palmitate in more detail, partition coefficients of different protein types have 
been initially determined off-chip by adsorption measurements using a photometer 
(Biophotometer, 6131000.012, Eppendorf AG, Germany) in combination with micro cuvettes 
(Plastibrand UV cuvette, 8,5mm, 70-850 µl, 7592, Brand GmbH & Co. KG, Germany). Due 
to the low protein concentration during the transport processes, also for the off-chip 
adsorption measurement protein concentrations of 50 µg ml-1 have been applied in order to be 
comparable to experiments on-chip. Different ways are possible to measure the protein 
concentrations, for example, the direct photometric measurement at a wavelength of 280 nm 
or using protein assay kits like Bradford (595 nm) or BCA (562 nm). Within a preparatory test 
series it was found out that for proteins dissolved in PEG-dextran ATPSs the µBCA test, see 
next paragraph, was the most reliable one. Additionally, the determined values of the partition 
coefficient by a µBCA test are in good agreement (within 10%) with k values determined 
from fluorescence pictures of the two-phase systems during diffusion experiments. 
For the µBCA test the proteins were initially dissolved in the PEG-phase (or P-PEG phase) 
with the concentration adjusted to 100 µg ml-1. Subsequently, the PEG-phase was mixed with 
the dextran-phase (one to one) leading to a final concentration of 50 µg ml-1. The resulting 
solution was vortexed and allowed to settle overnight. After 12 hours 50 µl of either the top or 
the bottom phase was mixed with 1 ml of the BCA working reagent (BCA protein assay kit, 
23225, Pierce Biotechnology, Inc., USA) and treated for 30 minutes at 37°C. Afterwards, 
200 µl of the solution were transferred into micro cuvettes and analyzed by the photometer 
(measuring method: ‘BCA micro’ for low concentration range). For control purposes, it was 
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determined that the difference between the partition coefficients of proteins which are initially 
dissolved in the dextran-phase and afterwards mixed with the PEG-phase compared to those 
partition coefficients which are realized the other way round, first dissolving the proteins in 
the PEG-phase, is negligible (< 4%) and within the error of measurement. The values of the 
partition coefficient measurements are summarized in Table 11-1. In case of the more 
hydrophobic proteins, e.g. bovine serum albumin or hemoglobin, the presence of palmitate 
leads to a significant increase of the partition coefficient and to a high preference to the P-
PEG-phase. 
 
Protein k  Standard system 
k 
P-PEG system 10% 
Bovine serum albumin 0.69 2.53 
Ovalbumin (chicken egg) 1.11 1.42 
Conalbumin (chicken egg) 0.58 0.55 
Hemoglobin (bovine) 0.39 8.85 
β-Lactoglobulin (bovine) 0.78 2.65 
α-Chymotrypsinogen A (bovine) 1.08 1.12 
Table 11-1: Partition coefficients of proteins dissolved in the standard (type A) and P-PEG 
(type B) ATPS. 
For a better illustration of the effect of P-PEG, Fig. 11-7 shows three reaction tubes with BSA 
dissolved in a standard two-phase system, a system where PEG 8000 was only replaced by 
PEG 6000 as well as in a P-PEG system (P-PEG 6000).  
 
Fig. 11-7: Left: The affinity of BSA to the lower dextran-phase is slightly higher compared to 
the PEG-phase. Center: Due to the reduced molecular weight of PEG the affinity to the PEG-
phase increases. Right: Since BSA offers hydrophobic side chains the affinity to the P-PEG-
phase is strongly increased. Lower: Chemical structure of P-PEG. 
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In case of the latter one most of the BSA molecules can be found in the upper P-PEG phase 
whereas changing the molecular weight of PEG from 8000 to 6000 has only a minor effect in 
increasing the affinity to the upper PEG-phase. However, again a three lamellae arrangement 
was examined where the phase of higher affinity, P-PEG, was placed in the center. The 
molecules, BSA (exemplary), were initially dissolved in their preferred P-PEG-phase and 
injected into the main channel.  Fig. 11-8 shows the difference between the transport 
behaviors of BSA in a standard system compared to a P-PEG system. Again, all images were 
taken close to the exit of the channel, 30 mm downstream of the confluence point of the three 
feed streams. In case of the standard system and without an electric field, observable diffusion 
across the phase boundary takes place. Applying a voltage of 4 Vdc most of the BSA 
molecules have left their initial phase without showing a significant enrichment at the phase 
boundary. Accordingly, the phase boundary itself seems to have only a minor transport 
resistance effect. 
By contrast, in case of a higher partition coefficient of BSA not only the transport by diffusion 
is reduced but also the transport across the phase boundary. Additionally, the fluorescence 
images show an intensity peak directly at the boundary revealing an enrichment of molecules 
by a factor of approximately 1.4, cf. Fig. 11-9. A higher value of enrichment by increasing the 
portion of P-PEG (more than 0.44%, cf. Table 3-1) was not achieved since also the partition 
coefficient of BSA only barely changed with the increase of P-PEG concentration. That 
applies also for other kinds of proteins. 
 
 
Fig. 11-8: Effect of P-PEG and the increased affinity to the P-PEG-phase in regard to the 
transport behavior across the phase boundary. 
Finally, minor increases of partition coefficients compared to the standard system lead to more 
visible retardation effects at the phase boundary suggesting that neither double layer effects 
nor an energy minimum directly at the phase boundary determine the active transport of 
proteins across the phase boundary. This is consistent with the results of the diffusion 
experiments and their comparison to simulation data. In order to corroborate this finding, the 
preference to one of the two phases was further increased by changing the molecular weight 
which is described in the following subchapter. 
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Fig. 11-9: Enrichment of proteins at the left phase boundary (position = 0) at 4 Vdc. For 
comparison the distribution at 0 Vdc is also displayed. The intensity curves are smoothed. 
 
Besides protein enrichment the increased affinity to the P-PEG-phase can also be utilized for 
protein separation. Therefore, the same arrangement of fluidic lamellae as well as the reduced 
diffusion out of the preferred phase is combined with the characteristics of proteins at their 
isoelectric point. As described in chapter 2.1, the net charge of a protein becomes zero at its 
isoelectric point. Accordingly, the transport induced by an electric field is negligible when 
using buffer systems at the isoelectric point of the target protein. Such proteins stay in their 
initial phase while proteins with a different pI can be removed from their initial phase. Fig. 
11-10 shows the different transport behaviors of BSA, ovalbumin and hemoglobin at pH 7.  
 
 
 
Fig. 11-10: Transport behavior of different proteins in case of a P-PEG-dextran two-phase 
system at pH 7.0. Since the isoelectric point of hemoglobin is near to pH 7.0 its net charge is 
strongly reduced. Accordingly, also its transport behavior induced by an electric field is 
minimized. 
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Also at high electric field strengths hemoglobin molecules (pI 7.1) remain in the P-PEG-phase 
while BSA and ovalbumin left the P-PEG-phase almost completely. In this configuration, 
such a system allows a selective and continuous purification of specific proteins and is similar 
to miniaturized isoelectric focusing (IF) devices [12,44,47,49]. But in case of such IF devices 
the preparation of the pH gradient within the microchannel is always a challenge. The 
advantage of using a two-phase system is that no pH gradient is necessary since the target 
proteins are held back in their lateral position because of their partition coefficient and it can 
potentially operate continuously. 
11.3.2 Effect of Molecular Weights 
The change of the molecular weight of the used polymers during this study had two reasons. 
On the one hand, it is possible to reach a viscosity adjustment, i.e. both phases have the same 
viscosities. By that the velocity gradient close to the phase boundary is reduced and the 
proteins dissolved in different phases are transported to the outlet with no velocity distortion 
at the phase boundary. On the other hand the molecular weights of the polymers usually have 
a strong effect on the partitioning of biomolecules. If, for a given phase composition, one 
polymer is replaced by the same type of polymer having a smaller molecular weight, 
partitioned molecules such as proteins will favor more the phase containing the polymer with 
lower molecular weight [27]. Relating to the standard ATPS, dextran 500,000 is replaced by 
dextran 10,000 and PEG 8000 is partly replaced by PEG 35,000. The resulting partition 
coefficients of different proteins and for the system of equal viscosity are summarized in 
Table 11-2. Virtually all proteins show a high affinity to the dextran-phase. For example, the 
amount of conalbumin inside the dextran-phase is fifty times higher compared to the amount 
in the PEG-phase. Also if in case of the ATPS type C the PEG is partly replaced by P-PEG the 
very high affinity to the dextran-phase remains unchanged. That means that the hydrophobic 
binding sites have no observable effect on the partition coefficient when dextran of low 
molecular weight is present. 
 
Protein k  Standard system 
k 
P-PEG system  
k 
Equal viscosity 
Bovine serum albumin 0.69 2.53 0.10 
Ovalbumin (chicken egg) 1.11 1.42 0.06 
Conalbumin (chicken egg) 0.58 0.55 0.02 
Hemoglobin (bovine) 0.39 8.85 - 
β-Lactoglobulin (bovine) 0.78 2.65 0.08 
α-Chymotrypsinogen A (bovine) 1.08 1.12 0.66 
Table 11-2: Partition coefficients of proteins dissolved in different ATPSs, additionally the 
data of the system with equal viscosities are given. 
For a better illustration of the effect of P-PEG and changing the molecular weights of the used 
polymers on the partitioning behavior of the proteins, Fig. 11-11 shows reaction tubes with 
BSA dissolved in a P-PEG system and in a system with equal viscosities. Furthermore, in case 
of an active transport across the phase boundary by an electric field the strong modification of 
the partition coefficients leads to stronger enrichment effects at the phase boundary, as 
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illustrated in Fig. 11-12.  Additionally, the higher affinity of the proteins to the dextran-phase 
requires a higher electric field to drive the proteins towards the phase boundary and especially 
across it. Instead of 5-6 Vdc for a standard system, where usually all proteins have crossed the 
boundary, here it needs more than 8 Vdc until a significant transport across the boundary is 
observed. At the optimum of 6.5 Vdc a nearly 3-fold continuous enrichment was reached while 
most of the protein molecules are retained within their initial phase. 
 
 
Fig. 11-11: Left well: The affinity of BSA to the P-PEG is higher compared to the lower 
dextran-phase. Right: Due to the high reduction of the dextran molecular weight the affinity 
to the dextran is now drastically increased. 
 
 
Fig. 11-12: Enrichment of BSA molecules at the phase boundary of an ATPS of equal viscosity 
(type C). Right: Fluorescence intensity across the channel width. The upper phase boundary 
is positioned at 0 µm. At 6.5 Vdc the majority of the proteins is pushed towards the phase 
boundary but kept within the initial phase. At 8.0 Vdc the penetration of the boundary is 
obvious. 
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11.4 Comparison to Existing Theories and Discussion 
In this chapter the experimental results presented above will be compared to results of 
scientific investigations found in the literature. The forces which may influence the transport 
behavior of the proteins across a phase boundary are presented and discussed in detail.  
The effect of protein enrichment at the interface of an ATPS during electrophoretic transport 
was first described by Levine and Bier [80] and later by Clark et al. [78,82,83]. Levine and 
Bier studied the hemoglobin migration through an ATPS and across the interface in a U-tube. 
They observed that the phenomenon of enrichment was directional and that the migration 
from the preferred to non-preferred phase yielded an enrichment, whereas migration from 
non-preferred to preferred phase appeared unaffected by the phase boundary. Accordingly, 
they concluded that a partition coefficient dependence to electrophoretic migration was 
caused by the difference of the chemical potential of the protein in each of the phase. 
Furthermore, they proposed that the electrophoretic transport across the interface can be 
influenced by modifying the affinity of a protein to a phase. In contrast, Clark et al. [78,82,83] 
observed that the enrichment of proteins at the phase boundary is controlled by an interface 
potential (induced by an electric double layer in the vicinity of the phase boundary) and its 
orientation rather than the partition coefficient. 
In this study, the first time a microfluidic system was used to analyze the behavior of 
biomolecules within an electrical field while passing a phase boundary. Compared to the 
results of Levine and Bier [80] or Clark et al. [78,82,83] who both used macroscopic two-
phase systems, only microfluidic systems allow a detailed examination of the phase boundary. 
Especially due to the small dimensions and the advantages of the fluorescence technology a 
quantitative measurement of the protein concentration directly at the phase boundary and its 
development is possible. 
In several points the results of this study are consistent with the results of both groups, Levine 
and Bier [80] as well as Clark et al. [78,82,83]. Proteins can be transported across the 
interface of an ATPS in both directions: from preferred to non-preferred phase and vice versa. 
In all cases the proteins migrate across the interface but, although an interface potential was 
generally present, enrichment at the interface has only been detected during a forced transport 
of proteins from the preferred into the non-preferred phase. Protein enrichment during the 
transport from the non-preferred into the preferred phase was not observed. Additionally, by a 
strong increase of the affinity to one of the phases the effect of enrichment can be amplified as 
long as the protein is transported towards the non-preferred phase.  
 
Diffusion is described by the simplest form of Fick’s law 
ܬௗ௜௙௙ ൌ െܦ׏ܿ (11.2) 
where D is the diffusion coefficient and c the molecule concentration. To combine the flux of 
diffusion with the electrical effect of an applied electric field the argument is used that the 
protein velocity u is proportional to the sum of all forces acting on the protein [206]: 
൬proteinvelocity൰ ൌ ൬
protein
mobility൰ ቀ
chemical
forces ൅
electrical
forces ቁ  
ݑ ൌ െߤ௠ ሺ׏ߤ ൅ ݖ݁଴ ஺ܰ ׏߶ሻ (11.3) 
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where μm is the protein mobility, z the protein charge depending on the pH value of the 
surrounding solution and φ the electrostatic potential. For a dilute, ideal solution the chemical 
potential is given by Eq. (10.1). To rewrite Eq. (11.3) 
׏ߤ ൌ ܴܶܿ ׏ ܿ 
(11.4) 
is combined with Eq. (11.3) resulting in: 
െݑ ൌ ߤ௠ ܴܶܿ  ൬׏ܿ ൅
ܿ ݖ݁଴ ஺ܰ
ܴܶ ׏߶൰ 
(11.5) 
 
 
With 
െJ ൌ െܿ ݑ (11.6) 
and 
D ൌ ߤ௠ ܴܶ (11.7) 
Eq. (11.3) can be converted to: 
ܬ ൌ െܦ ൬׏ܿ ൅ ܿ ݖ݁଴ ஺ܴܰܶ ׏߶൰ 
(11.8) 
   ൌ െܦ׏ܿ െ ܦ ܿ ݖ݁଴݇஻ܶ ׏߶ 
(11.9) 
where the left hand term in the flux equation characterizes diffusion while the right hand term 
describes electrophoretic motion. 
Based on their experimental work [80] Levine et al. later presented a mathematical model of 
the transport behavior of proteins across the phase boundary driven by an additional electric 
field [223]. The framework of their calculation is based on Eq. (11.9), the diffusive and 
electrophoretic transport in a single phase system. In order to apply this equation to two-phase 
systems two additional boundary conditions have to be added. They are necessary to describe 
the transport behavior across the interface and are based on [207]. There are two different 
possibilities which can be taken into account. 
One assumption and one possibility as a boundary condition is the instantaneous equilibrium 
across the phase boundary that was already used for modeling of the diffusive transport. As 
described in chapter 10.5, the interface is set at x = 0. Accordingly, the partition coefficient k 
at this point (cf. Eq. (10.3)) is described by: 
݇ ൌ ܿ
௘ି௤௨
ܿା௘௤௨
for ݔ ൌ 0 (11.10) 
An alternative to this first boundary condition is the assumption of a significant resistance to 
transport across the interface described by a flux combined with a mass transfer expression: 
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ܬ ൌ ߙ ሺ݇ ܿା െ ܿିሻ for ݔ ൌ 0 (11.11) 
where a [m/s] represents a mass transfer coefficient. 
The second boundary condition, which is combined with one of the boundary conditions 
mentioned above, states that all mass flowing out of one phase must flow into the opposite 
phase. Accordingly, the fluxes across the phase boundary have to fulfill 
ିܬ ൌ ܬା for ݔ ൌ 0 (11.12) 
Exemplarily and presented by Levine et al. [223], Fig. 11-13a shows the modeling results of 
the transport behavior and enrichment of hemoglobin at the interface (x = 0 µm) using Eq. 
(11.10) as a boundary condition. For the mathematical model initial protein concentrations left 
ci,-¶ and right ci,¶ from the interface of 0.20 mol m-3 and 0.082 mol m-3, respectively, were 
chosen. During the transport experiment in this study, the dextran-phase was sandwiched by 
two PEG-phase lamellae. The BSA molecules were initially dissolved in the preferred 
dextran-phase and, for comparison purposes, the experimental results are shown in cf. Fig. 
11-13b. With respect to the definition of the partition coefficient k in Eqs. (3.5) and (10.3) and 
since the PEG and dextran phase have been interchanged compared to the diffusion 
experiments, k has to be inverted for the interpretation of the figures. The modeling results of 
Levine et al. [223] using Eq. (11.10) as a boundary condition are qualitatively in good 
agreement with the experimental results of this study. Also the width of the intensity peak is 
found to be similar in both curve progressions. 
In case of the equilibrium model, enrichment of proteins at the interface only occurs at a 
transport direction from the preferred to the non-preferred phase. At a partition coefficient k 
close to 1 no significant enrichment was observed although a potential step at the interface 
was always present. In contrast, the increase of affinity to one phase leads to higher protein 
enrichment at the phase boundary. 
In case of the resistance model, cf. Eq. (11.11), that includes a mass transfer coefficient, 
similar simulation results can be obtained [223]. But from the diffusion experiments of this 
study it is observed that additional effects, which significantly could reduce the diffusive 
transport of a protein while crossing the interface, are not detectable. That means that the 
assumption of an instantaneous equilibrium across the phase boundary induced by k is most 
likely. Accordingly, also a possible transport resistance due to interface potentials seems to be 
negligible. 
In contrast, in the work of Theos and Clark [78] enrichment of proteins at the interface has 
been found in two-phase systems with an interface potential of 2.2 and 1.5 mV, independent 
from the direction of transport. That means enrichments have been detected during the 
transport from the preferred into the non-preferred phase as well as vice versa. 
However, it is questionable if such an interface potential can really significantly influence the 
transport across the phase boundary. This point is discussed in the next paragraph in more 
detail. Initially, the development of interface potentials in ATPSs is explained. Subsequently, 
the existence of an interface potential for the ATPSs under study is proven followed by an 
explanation of the interplay between a protein and an interface potential. 
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Fig. 11-13: (a) Simulated concentration profile of hemoglobin (k = 2.44) after 1 min of 
electrophoresis (from left to right) according to the equilibrium model of Levine et al. [223] 
(for better visibility further modeling results have been removed). The original figure of the 
publication is displayed in the upper right corner. (b) Fluorescence intensity profile 
(smoothed) showing enrichment of BSA molecules moving from left to right driven by an 
electric field. In both cases, (a) and (b), the width of the peak, located at the interface, is 
about 50 µm. 
 Shown by different groups, the use of a potassium phosphate buffer leads to an interface 
potential in the vicinity of the interface [104,105,107,108]. The partition coefficient of a 
charged species i, like an ion, can be described by 
ln ݇௜ ൌ ln ݇௜଴ െ
ݖ௜ܨ
ܴܶ Δ߶ 
(11.13) 
where Δφ is the electrostatic potential difference between the top and bottom phase, zi the 
number of elementary charges of species i and F the Faraday constant. ki is the resulting 
partition coefficient whereas ݇௜଴ includes all interactions except that between the charge of the 
ion and Δφ [104]. In case of a salt (A+B-) and considering the boundary condition that both 
phases have to be electroneutral  ݇஺శ ൌ ݇஻ష, Δφ can be calculated by 
Δ߶ ൌ ܴܶሺݖ஻ష െ ݖ஺శሻܨ ln
݇஻ష଴
݇஺శ଴
 (11.14) 
Pfennig et al. showed that Δφ can not be directly calculated or measured but is the order of a 
few mV [104]. In this study, the presence of inhomogeneous ion distribution for a potassium 
phosphate buffer was proven by resistivity measurements, see Table 11-3. 
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Molarity ρel_PEG [Ω cm] PEG-phase 
ρel_dex [Ω cm] 
dextran-phase  
ρel_PEG /ρel_dex 
5 mM 1712.45  1913.00 0.90 
10 mM 1002.76 980.19 1.02 
50 mM 181.65 177.70 1.02 
100 mM 98.74 94.94 1.04 
Table 11-3: Electrical resistivity of the standard ATPS; buffer system: potassium phosphate, 
pH 7. 
Since the electrical resistance is nearly the same in both phases, it seems that also the ion 
concentration is equalized. But due to the difference in viscosity (ηPEG = 0.004 P⋅s, 
ηdextran = 0.030 P⋅s, standard ATPS) also the ion concentration must be different. In a first and 
simplified estimation the ratio between the ion concentrations can be determined: 
ܿௗ௘௫௧௥௔௡
ܿ௉ாீ ൌ
ߟௗ௘௫௧௥௔௡
ߟ௉ாீ
ߩ௘௟_௉ாீ
ߩ௘௟_ௗ௘௫  
(11.15) 
leading to a ratio cdextran /cPEG of 7.65 for a 10 mM potassium phosphate buffer system. Table 
11-3 shows that for a 5 mM buffer system the maximum of the interface potential Δφ is not 
fully developed. This behavior is consistent with the experimental results of Pfennig et al. 
[104] where the maximum of Δφ and a plateau is not reached below 10 mM. But already for a 
5 mM system 90% of the plateau value is achieved, explaining the small difference in the 
resistance ratio compared to higher molarities. However, the measurements show a linear 
increase of resistance depending on the molarity of the buffer system. The inhomogeneous 
distribution of buffer ions in ATPSs of this study was also proven by PEG-phase bubbles 
within a continuous phase of dextran, since they were moving as soon as an electric field was 
applied, cf. Fig. 11-14.  
 
 
Fig. 11-14: Movement of dextran-phase bubbles within the PEG-phase driven by an electric 
field. At a voltage of approximately 5 Vdc velocities of up to 20 µm s-1 are achievable. 
After proving the existence of an interface potential for ATPSs under study, possible forces 
and energies arising from the electric double layer are now discussed in more detail. For 
further considerations an interface potential Δφ of 3.0 mV is assumed; a value which is 
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comparable to the value derived by Theos and Clark [78]. Additionally, a phosphate buffer of 
10 mM at pH 7 is assumed. The resulting Debye length 
ߣ஽ ൌ ቆ
ߝ௪ ݇஻ ܶ
2 ஺ܰ ܫ௜௢௡ ݁଴ଶቇ
ଵ/ଶ
 (11.16) 
where the potential is reduced by a factor of 1/e, is about 2 nm. εw is the dielectric constant of 
water. The ionic strength was calculated by the software Peakmaster 5.2 [224]. The resulting 
potential curve is shown in Fig. 11-15. 
The maximum range of influence of such double layer is about 10 nm. But already at 
approximately 5 nm the potential is reduced to 10% of its initial value. Therefore, only in the 
area of a few nm the movement of the protein can be influenced. To clarify the strength of 
such influences possible energy values of the protein are compared. 
The thermal energy kBT at a temperature of 300°K is 4.14⋅10-21 J.  Further on, assuming a 
protein as a point charge, its potential energy can be calculated by ௣ܹ ൌ ݍ௉௥௢௧௘௜௡ ߶. For a 
BSA molecule its charge, ݍ஻ௌ஺ ൌ ݖ஻ௌ஺݁଴, can be assumed as -3.2⋅10-18 C at pH 7, z = -20 
[217,225], leading to potential energy of -9.6⋅10-21 J. 
 
Fig. 11-15: Potential curve for a Δφ of 3.0 mV. 
Thus, the thermal and electrostatic energies are of the same order of magnitude and the 
resulting ratio between thermal and electrostatic energy is about 2.3. Therefore, it can be 
expected that, although the interface potential may influence the protein movement across the 
interface, only insignificant local enrichments of proteins are expectable. Additionally, on the 
one hand, the interface between the two phases of an aqueous two phase system is not as 
sharp as between a wall surface and a liquid. Accordingly, also the interface double layer and 
the resulting electric field at the interface are expected to be less defined. On the other hand, 
proteins are not in the shape of an ideal point charge. In fact, there exist positively and 
negatively charged regions unevenly distributed all over the protein surface [118]. 
Accordingly, proteins can be attracted or repelled depending on their three dimensional 
orientation. And by their ability to rotate around their own axis a movement across the 
interface by finding the path of least resistance is more likely. 
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After this consideration of the influence of an interface potential the above assumption of a 
determining and instantaneous equilibrium across the phase boundary induced by k remains 
most likely. It was shown that although an interface potential is present a resistance to 
transport remains negligible. 
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12  Separation of Proteins and Cells 
Since the transport of proteins across the interface in a PEG-dextran system follows 
comparatively simple dynamics, the study of transport processes of larger and more complex 
objects was self-evident. In this chapter the continuous separation of proteins from cells from 
lymphoblastoid cell lines (LCL-cells) is described. While proteins overcome the phase 
boundary and, supported by an electric field, leave the phase they have been initially 
dissolved in almost completely, lymphoblastoid cells are retained. They are unable to cross 
the phase boundary if the field strength stays below a threshold value. 
12.1 Cells in Aqueous Two-Phase Systems 
Contrary to proteins cells are relatively large particles. One of the difficulties in partitioning 
mammalian cells in macroscopic systems lies in the gathering of particles onto the interface of 
two phases by sedimentation or flotation, since cell densities are comparable to ATPSs made 
of PEG and dextran [27,226,227].  
Furthermore, the partition behavior of cells in ATPSs is slightly different to the behavior of 
proteins. Often almost 100% of the cells prefer either the PEG or the dextran-phase [27], cf. 
Fig. 12-1. For example, the affinity of cells to the phases can be influenced by adding sodium 
chloride (NaCl). At low concentrations of NaCl cells often prefer the PEG-phase but with an 
increasing amount of NaCl the affinity turns into a high preference to the dextran-phase 
[27,28].  
 
      
Fig. 12-1: Partitioning of LCL cells (fluorescent dots) in an ATPS consisting of PEG and 
dextran. Here, all cells are found inside PEG bubbles demonstrating that cells often strongly 
prefer one of the two phases. In the left picture one bubble is marked by a dotted line. 
But also the molecular weights of the used polymers can have a strong influence on the 
partitioning behavior [28]. For the separation experiments of proteins and cells described 
here, the standard PEG-dextran system (A) was applied, where almost 100% of the LCL cells 
prefer the PEG-phase. 
12.2 Active Separation 
For an active separation immiscible aqueous phases (type A) are injected separately into the 
main channel that is part of the microfluidic system described above. The lower PEG-phase, 
cf. Fig. 12-2, partly contains a mixture of BSA molecules and lymphoblastoid cells. In order 
to avoid possible gravity effects the cell migration is perpendicular to the direction of gravity.  
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Fig. 12-2: (a) Schematic showing the transport of proteins and cells in a tri-laminated two-
phase system. Below a critical electric field strength the cells are trapped at the phase 
boundary. (b) Entrance of the main channel. Cells (fluorescent dots) and proteins 
(background fluorescence) are located in the lower PEG-phase. 
The total flow rates used in the experiments were 0.05 and 0.03 ml h-1 for the upper and lower 
PEG-phases and 0.008 ml h-1 for the dextran-phase, respectively. A detailed description of the 
microfluidic chip was already given in chapter 7. The labeling procedure of the proteins and 
cells can be found in chapter 2. 
12.3 Results 
At the entrance of the main channel both proteins and cells are dissolved in the same PEG-
phase, cf. Fig. 12-2 and Fig. 12-3. Without an electric field and once the different phases get 
in contact, diffusion of proteins into the dextran-phase is observed. Halfway along the channel 
the cells are randomly distributed within the preferred PEG-phase while the proteins diffuse 
not only into the neighboring dextran-phase but also into the gel matrix below.  
After applying an electric field the proteins start to move into the central dextran-phase and 
finally, near the outlet of the channel, into the upper PEG-phase and gel matrix. On the 
contrary, the cells are retained by the phase boundary and stay in the preferred PEG-phase. A 
further increase of electric field strength forces them to cross the phase boundary continuing 
their electrophoretic migration towards the positive electrode. Below this critical field 
strength, 100% of the cells are found in their preferred PEG-phase allowing a continuous 
separation of LCL-cells from proteins. A typical result of such an experiment at 4 Vdc is 
shown in Fig. 12-3. Already near the entrance, cf. Fig. 12-3 (a), parts of the proteins have 
been already transported into the dextran-phase. Near the outlet, Fig. 12-3 (c), a complete 
depletion of the phase from proteins has been reached while the cells have been trapped in 
their preferred phase and collected at the phase boundary. 
In order to visualize the transport behavior of the proteins the fluorescence intensities across 
the channel at different positions are combined in one graph, see Fig. 12-4. If no electric field 
is applied the proteins mainly stay in their initial phase and slightly diffuse into the ambient 
liquid. In case of an applied electric field and halfway along the channel the major part of the 
proteins has passed the first phase boundary. Near the outlet, cells and proteins are separated 
almost completely. 
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Fig. 12-3: Separation of lymphoblastoid cells from proteins in a PEG-dextran system. The 
cells are visible as bright spots, while the background fluorescence is due to proteins. At 4 Vdc 
and halfway along the channel (b) the proteins have been partially transported into the 
dextran-phase, by contrast cells are retained at the phase boundary. (c) At the end of the 
channel cells have been trapped in their preferred phase and collected at the phase boundary 
while the proteins have already crossed the intermediate dextran-phase and reached the upper 
PEG-phase of the trilaminated flow. 
But the separation depends not only on the applied electric field but also on the flow velocity 
and the width of the lamella the sample molecules are initially dissolved in. Both, a lower 
flow velocity and a smaller lamella width would lead to an accelerated separation within the 
main channel. Furthermore, cell positions in regard to the phase boundary have been 
analyzed, see Fig. 12-5. Near the outlet the maximum measured distance between the center 
of a cell and the phase boundary is reduced to approximately 30 µm. But most of the cells are 
located directly at the boundary and are attached to it, see Fig. 12-3. In Fig. 12-5 (right) the 
distribution of cells in five snapshots, within a lamella of about 100 µm and near the outlet, is 
analyzed. If no electric field is applied cells are randomly distributed across their initial 
lamella. In contrast, as soon as a field of 4.5 Vdc is applied, approximately 70% of the cells 
can be found within a range of 10 µm from the phase boundary. 
 
 
        
Fig. 12-4: Left: Fluorescence intensity profiles of BSA molecules across the channel near the 
inlet of the channel, halfway along the channel and near the outlet when no electric field is 
applied. The first phase boundary is located at 0 µm. Right: Fluorescence intensity profiles at 
4 Vdc, where at the outlet the proteins have left their initial phase almost completely. 
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Fig. 12-5: Left: Maximum distance of a cell from the phase boundary (y=0) at values of the 
applied voltage. At 4.5 Vdc the cells start to penetrate the boundary and resume their 
electrophoretic motion. Below 4.5 Vdc nearly all cells are lined up at the phase boundary like 
pearls on a string. Right: Number of cells at different distances from the boundary, with and 
without an electric field. 
12.4 Conclusion 
The investigated PEG-dextran aqueous two-phase system allows a very gentle separation of 
cells and proteins. Additionally, this microfluidic setup combines the separation process with 
an enrichment of the desired cells directly at the phase boundary. Since also cell lysis due to 
high electric field strengths is avoided, it is found to be superior to typical electric field flow 
fractionation systems. This makes such a microfluidic device a promising candidate for 
further types of separation, purification and enrichment processes of biomolecules. 
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13  Further Two-Phase Systems  
One of the most important parameters governing the hydrodynamics is the interfacial tension. 
Systems with a very large interfacial tension tend to become unstable when bilaminated into a 
small channel, whereas systems with a small interfacial tension usually have less stability 
problems, but consist of components which are physico-chemically more similar. Besides 
already presented ATPSs and for the sake of completeness, in this chapter systems consisting 
of propylene carbonate and water as well as of sunflower oil and water are described. They 
are briefly described completing the large range in interfacial tension and electrical 
permittivities examined in this study. 
13.1 Propylene Carbonate-Water Two-Phase System 
As an alternative to two-phase systems which are only based on water, the enrichment of 
proteins (BSA) at a propylene carbonate (PC) - water interface was examined. For this 
purpose, the fact that BSA is not readily dissolvable in organic solvents, such as PC, was 
utilized.  
In order to obtain a significant electric field within the aqueous phase the organic phase has to 
be conductive. Otherwise, most of the electric potential drop would occur in the organic 
phase. For this purpose tetrabutylammonium hydrogensulfate (155837, 97%, Sigma-Aldrich, 
Germany) was added up to a concentration of 1M, which results in a conductivity of 3.8 mS 
in case of the PC phase.  
Here, the microfluidic system, cf. Fig. 7-15, comprises two parallel lamellae and an electric 
field is applied perpendicular to the flow direction. At a vanishing electric field the BSA 
molecules show a uniform distribution within the aqueous lamella. Upon applying a voltage 
of 15 Vdc an enrichment of BSA molecules is observed close to the phase boundary. The width 
of the band of concentrated proteins is about 60 µm, cf. Fig. 13-1.  
 
 
Fig. 13-1: Left: Bilaminated PC (top) - water (bottom) system (only for demonstration). 
Right: PC - aqueous buffer system introduced into the gel chip. When an electric field is 
applied, dissolved proteins accumulate at the phase boundary. An increase of the field 
strength leads to an increase of protein concentration. (a) 0 Vdc, (b) 15 Vdc, (c) 20 Vdc.  
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A voltage increase up to 20 Vdc leads to a narrowing of the band down to approx. 20 µm and 
to an increase of the fluorescence intensity above 35 percent. A further increase of the electric 
field strength does not lead to a higher concentration of BSA molecules at the phase boundary 
but to a deformation of the boundary itself. 
As the camera only captures 2D distributions this deformation manifests itself as a visible 
band widening. Within the examined voltage no penetration of BSA into the PC phase was 
observed and only small amounts of denatured and deposited BSA got visible on the channel 
surface after several minutes of flow. 
The water-PC system has been examined as an alternative to the PEG-dextran system also 
applicable for a continuous enrichment of biomolecules at the interface by electrophoresis. It 
would also be possible to apply such a two-phase system to other charged particles, either 
dissolvable in aqueous or organic phases. 
13.2 Oil-Water Two-Phase System 
The sunflower oil - water system has the largest interfacial tension of all presented two-phase 
systems and provides strongly chemically different environments in the aqueous and organic 
phase. However, owing to the much higher electric permittivity of water as compared to oil, 
an electric field across the phase boundary is largely shielded in the water phase and 
electrophoretic transport becomes difficult. Also, a successful creation of a bilaminated 
system of liquids becomes more difficult at high interfacial tensions. Considering aspect ratios 
of microchannels, it was necessary to stabilize the phase boundary utilizing a special channel 
geometry. With such geometry it was possible to obtain a stable bilaminated oil - water 
configuration of high interfacial tension, as exemplified in Fig. 13-2. In contrast, for common 
channels with a rectangular cross section the formation of water droplets was observed. 
 
Fig. 13-2: Bilaminated arrangement of oil and water (left) and corresponding channel cross 
section. The oil is located inside a bended portion of the channel as a stationary phase while 
the water phase with dissolved aniline blue fills a straight and deeper portion of the channel. 
It can be alternatively used as a stationary phase or moving phase. 
 One subject of the studies of an oil-water two-phase system was the observed behavior of 
BSA proteins at a stable phase boundary of oil and water inside a microchannel. Due to the 
presence of surfactants the proteins tend to accumulate at the interface [228], cf. Fig. 13-3. 
This effect may be utilized for electrophoretic separation with an electric field applied parallel 
to the liquid lamellae (instead of perpendicular). 
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Fig. 13-3: Accumulation of BSA molecules at the phase boundary without electric field. In the 
left picture the two phases are located inside a microchannel. In the right picture a mixture of 
the two phases are shown that is not constricted by channel walls. 
In context of this examination of the oil-water two-phase system it has to be mentioned that 
the main attention of this study was directed to ATPSs. Nevertheless, the results of this 
chapter illustrates the possibility to stabilize an oil-water system only by adapted channel 
shapes, which can be taken as a fundamental for a wide range of further interesting fields of 
research. 
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14  Conclusion and Outlook 
In summary, this work shows that the combination of electrophoresis, biomolecules and two-
phase systems offers a huge variety of interesting and challenging scientific issues. In this 
chapter, the conclusion of this study is given followed by an outlook. 
14.1 Conclusion 
In conclusion, the different microsystems developed in this study allow to analyze 
electrophoretic transport properties in virtually any kind of two- or multi-phase systems. 
Compared to existing macroscopic systems only such microfluidic systems permit a detailed 
examination of incidents in the vicinity of a phase boundary. 
For the connection to the macro-world the associated and modular microfluidic setup provides 
easy and reliable fluidic connection ports. Besides an additional variation of the number of 
fluidic connections, the ports as well as the microfluidic valves can be easily adapted to the 
chip and don’t have to be integrated into it. Such setup properties support fast design changes 
of microfluidic chips and of the experimental setup.  
For the electrophoretic transport perpendicular to the flow direction and to the phase 
boundary, respectively, the external electric field was integrated into the chip via dialysis 
membranes or gel bridges. Since these ion conducting materials are part of the channel walls 
the flow of the aqueous two-phase system remains undisturbed and without any volume loss 
due to leakage. 
The results of active as well as passive transport experiments of proteins across boundaries of 
aqueous two phase systems give a detailed description and understanding of their mass 
transfer behavior. It could be shown that mainly the affinities to different phases, expressed by 
the partition coefficient, define the interaction of proteins with the phases and that possible 
interactions with the phase boundary itself are negligible for the systems studied here. This 
observation is supported by an order of magnitude estimation of the involved, and known, 
energies. It shows, that a significant local enrichment of proteins by, e.g., electric double 
layers can be ruled out.  
By increasing the affinity of a protein to one of the aqueous phases such a system allows at 
least a continuous three-fold enrichment at the phase boundary. Moreover, it is demonstrated 
that the setup also allows for a continuous separation of proteins by utilizing the different 
electrophoretic behaviors of proteins at specific pH values of the buffer system. Accordingly, 
even if two different proteins have a high affinity to the phase they are initially dissolved in, 
only the protein with a high electrophoretic mobility is removed by an applied electric field. 
In contrast, the other protein, showing a negligible mobility, stays in its initial phase. 
In case of the protein-cell separation the phase boundary shows a higher effect of retardation 
for cells compared to proteins. This fact allows a gentle and continuous separation and 
purification of a protein-cell solution combined with an advantageous enrichment of cells 
directly at the phase boundary.  
Accordingly and in general, such a microfluidic setup with its entire individual and numerous 
setting options offers a high potential for different kinds of purification and separation 
processes. 
 
Beside ATPSs made of PEG and dextran also two other types of two-phase systems have been 
examined. In case of the water-propylene carbonate two-phase system a strong enrichment of 
proteins at the phase boundary is achievable. The proteins can be moved towards the phase 
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boundary within the aqueous lamella they are initially dissolved in. This leads to strong 
protein enrichments at the interface within a band of approximately 60 µm and less. 
Accordingly, such a setup opens up possibilities for a continuous enrichment also for other 
kinds of biomolecules or charged particles by two-phase electrophoresis. 
In case of the oil-water two-phase system a channel structure was developed in order to 
stabilize the phase boundary between water and oil in regard to its position and shape. Since 
proteins tend to accumulate at the phase boundary in the presence of specific surfactants, such 
a bilaminated fluidic structure of oil and water in a microchannel offers, for example, 
possibilities to study the transport of adsorbed proteins along the phase boundary. 
14.2 Outlook 
The results of this work built a solid base for further experiments on two-phase 
electrophoresis of biomolecules or other types of polymers. After the examination of the 
transport behavior of proteins and cells, long chain DNA molecules (l-DNA) will be 
examined in future transport experiments. In contrast to proteins with their fixed spatial 
conformation (tertiary structure), l-DNA does not have a fixed conformation leading to 
higher degrees of freedom and more possible interactions with the phase boundary. 
Accordingly, future work will be addressed to the electrophoretic motion of l-DNA towards 
and across the phase boundary of ATPSs. 
Furthermore, in order to realize systematic studies on the interaction of polymers with fluidic 
interfaces, the transport behavior of specially designed diblock copolymers will be studied. 
They allow an easy variation of key parameters such as the hydrophobicity of sub-chains. 
 
Finally, this work demonstrates the huge variety of interesting and challenging scientific 
issues that are offered by a combination of electrophoresis, biomolecules and two-phase 
systems in the world of microfluidics. 
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List of Abbreviations 
γ surface tension    e0 elementary charge 
ߛሶ   shear rate     ES surface energy 
ε permittivity     f body force per unit mass 
ε0 dielectric constant    F Faraday constant 
εr vacuum permittivity    Gmix Gibbs free energy of mixing 
η dynamic viscosity    h channel height 
θ contact angle     Hmix enthalpy of mixing 
θa advancing contact angle   I current 
θr receding contact angle   Iion ionic strength 
λB Bjerrum length    J flux 
λD Debye length     Jdiff flux of diffusion 
µ chemical potential    k partition coefficient 
μE electrophoretic mobility   kb Boltzmann constant 
μm mobility     L length 
ρ density     Lc characteristic length 
ρel resistivity     Lcl channel length 
ρq charge density     M degree of polymerization 
σ shear stress     N number of lattice sites 
σion ionic conductivity    n number of molecules  
σv variance     NA Avogadro constant 
φ0 surface potential    p pressure 
φi interface potential    PAGE polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis 
φζ zeta potential     PEG poly ethylene glycol 
ψi volume fration    pI isoelectric point 
a acceleration     P-PEG  PEG-palmitate 
A surface area     Q flow rate 
ATPS aqueous two-phase system   q0 surface charge density 
c concentration     r channel radius 
Ca capillary number    R universal gas constant 
ci ion concentration    r0°, r45° sputtering rates 
D diffusion coefficient    Re Reynolds number 
E electric field      Rel electrical resistance 
Rf fluidic resistance 
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SDS sodium dodecyl sulfate 
Smix entropy of mixing 
T temperature 
t time 
u velocity 
w channel width 
W interchange energy 
We Weber number 
Wp potential energy 
z charge number  
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